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1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND RESULTS 
We have studied T-invariant rational equivalence in a B-variety X, i.e a smooth pro-
jective variety over C with a T-action; T = (C*r+i is the algebraic torus, and a finite 
set of fixed points of T. Our main research goal is to pn;>Ve the conjecture that the 
equivariant k-th Chow group Af(X) is isomorphic to the ordinary k-th Chow group 
Ak(X), find a computational algorithm for Af(X), and apply it to some interesting 
cases. The previous conjecture has been proved using torus action on families. In 
a B-variety X we say that two T-invariant k-dimensional subvarieties V, V' are T-
invariantly rationally equivalent if there exists a sequence of T-invariant k-dimensional 
subvarieties Vo= V, Vi, ... , Vn = V' and a sequence of T-invariant (k + 1)-dimensional 
subvarieties W1 , W2 , ... , Wn such that Yi-i, Vi are contained in Wi and Yi-I is lin-
. . . 
early equivalent to 1-'i in Wi. Theorem 5.5.44 is an interesting new result. It gives 
a necessary and sufficient condition for two T-invariant subvarieties D 1 , D 2 C X of 
dimension k to be T-invariantly rationally equivalent using the weights of the char-
acters Xi(t) = ti where t ET and T-invariant subvarieties Z C X of dimension k + 1. 
We have investigated the case where the set of fixed components is a finite set of fixed 
points. 
We have studied the Hilbert scheme Hilb X which is the scheme representing the 
functor Hilbx : {Category of schemes}---+ {Category of sets} where Hilbx U is the 
set of fl.at families of closed subschemes W of X parametrized by U. If U' ---+ U is 
any morphism, W f---t W Xu U' gives a map Hilbx U ---+ Hilbx U', which makes 
Hilbx a contravariant functor on the category of schemes. In Theorem 5.5.22, we 
have proved that for any B-variety X any component of the Hilbert scheme HilbX 
can be embedded T-equivariantly in JP(V) for some T-representation V. This result 
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was used in the proof of the conjecture that the equivariant k-th Chow group A[ (X) 
is isomorphic to the ordinary k-th Chow group Ak(X). On the other hand, Theorem 
5.5.22 was also used to prove Theorem 5.5.2. The Hilbert scheme Hilb X was also 
useful to understand the limit of fibers of a family contained in X or C x X. We were 
interested in the situation Z ,..._, 0 in V where V is a subvariety of the B-variety X, 
trying to understand why lim t.Z ,..._, 0 inside lim t.V where t lives in a one parameter 
t---+0 t---+0 
subgroup (C* C T. Initially, this case was studied using the limit concept and the 
Hilbert scheme Hilb X. This approach ended with an unsolved question. The limit 
argument above was used in the proof of the injectivity part of the conjecture above. 
The successful approach used to prove the above limit argument was based on the 
following observation in section 10.1 of [10]: Let Q denote an irreducible variety of 
dimension m > 0. The notation "a E Q" will be used to denote a regular, closed point 
of Q(Appendix B.1 [14]). By abuse of notation we will write tin place of Spec(k(t)), 
where k(t) is the residue field of the local ring of Q at the point, and we denote by 
t:{t}----+Q 
the canonical inclusion of Spec(k(t)) in Q. The assumption that the point is regular 
means that t is a regular embedding of codimension m. Any ( k + m )-cycle a on a 
scheme Y, or more generally any rational equivalence class a E Ak+m(Y) determines 
a family of k-cycle classes at E Ak(Y't), for all t E Q, by the formula 
at= t'(a) 
where t' : Ak+m(Y) ----+ Ak(Yt) is the refined Gysin homomorphism defined from the 
fiber square 
Yt-Y 
l 1 {t}-g 
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by construction of section 6.2 in [17]. If a= [VJ where Vis a subvariety of Y of pure 
dimension k + m, then at = [V]t = { s(Vt, V) h where Vt = V n Yt, and s(Vt, V) is the 
Segre class of Vt in V. (This follows from proposition 6.1 (a) and the fact that the 
normal bundle tot in Q is trivial). In particular, if V C Yt, then [V]t = 0. 
In 1987, Ellingsrud and Str¢mme gave a precise description of the additive structure 
of the homology of Hilbd(IP2 ), applying the results of Bialynicki-Birula on the cellular 
decompositions defined by a torus action to the natural action of the maximal torus 
of SL(3) on Hilbd(IP2 ). We say that a scheme X has a cellular decomposition if there 
is a filtration X = Xn =:) Xn-l =:) ... =:) X 0 =:) X_1 = cp by closed subschemes with 
each Xi - Xi-I a disjoint union of schemes Uij isomorphic to affine spaces A_nij. The 
Ui/s are called the cells of the decomposition. A rather easy consequence of the fact 
that this action has finitely many fixed points is that the cycle maps between the 
Chow groups and the homology groups are isomorphisms. In particular there is no 
odd homology, and the homology groups are all free. They computed the ranks of 
these groups, i.e the Betti numbers of Hilbd(IP2 ). In a recent work, Laurent Evain 
gave a new proof of the result by Ellingsrud and Str¢mme, namely the main lemma 
of the computation of the Betti numbers of the Hilbert scheme Hilbd(IP2). Also he 
described the Bialynicki-Birula cells of Hilbd(IP2 ) by means of explicit flat families. 
Let X be a smooth projective variety with a C* -action and a finite set of fixed points 
{p1, ···,Pn} of the action. Then by the Bialynicki-Birula theorem X has a cellular 
decomposition with cells XP. = { x E X : lim t.x = Pi}- Let 1i = Hilb2(1P2) and 
' t--tO 
let 11,r be the fixpoint locus of the C*-action on 1i; then 11,r = {(x2 , y), (x, y2), 
(x2,z), (x,z2), (y2,z), (y,z2), (x,y) n (x,z), (x,y) n (y,z), (y,z) n (x,z)}. Let 
Xp = { Z E 1i : lim t.Z = p} be the cell that corresponds to the fixpoint p E 11,r. 
t--tO 
Consider the C*-action on IP2 given by t.(x0, x1 , x2) = (tax0, tbx1, tcx2) such that 
a > b > c. Let y = ~~' z = ~~' and let A = (y2,z), B = (y,z2) then A, B 
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are two fixpoints of 1-l supported at p0 = (1, 0, 0). Now the C*-action above can 
be written as follows: t.(y, z) = (tb-ay, tc-az). Let QA = C[y, z]/A then the tan-
gent space 'T.41-l = Hom((y2 ,z),C[y,z]/(y2 ,z)) = Hom(A, QA) = Av 0 QA. Let 
e1 = y2, e2 = z, e3 = 1, and e4 = y then the set {e: 0 ej : i = 1,2, j = 3,4} 
forms a basis for TA 1-l. Let us apply the (C* -action above on the basis elements 
and then count the number of positive weights to get the dimension of the cell XA. 
First we will compute the weights of the (C* -action on the basis element e~ 0 e3 . 
Since t.e~ = t-1.e1 = t-1.y2 = t-2(b-a)y2 = t2(a-b)y2 = t2(a-b)e~, and t.e3 = e3, 
it follows that t.(e~ 0 e3) = (t2(a-b)e~) 0 e3 = t2(a-b)(e~ 0 e3). Using the addi-
tive notation, the weight of the (C* -action on basis element e~ 0 e3 is 2 ( a - b). 
Similarly t.(e~ 0 e4) = t2(a-b)e~ 0 tb-ae4 = t2(a-b)+b-a(e~ 0 e4) = ta-b(e~ 0 e4), 
t.(e~ 0 e3) = ta-c(e~ 0 e3), and t.(e~ 0 e4) = tb-c(e~ 0 e4). Therefore the weights 
of the (C* -action on the basis above are 2 ( a - b), a - b, a - c, and b - c. Now 
since a > b > c the number of positive weights is 4. So XA '.'.:::' C4 . Therefore 
dimXA = 4. To calculate the dimension of the cell Xs, let Qs = C[y, z]/ B then 
Ts1-l = Hom(B, Qs) = Ev 0 Qs. By similar reasoning one may generate 4 basis 
elements. Applying the (C* -action on those elements we pick up 4 weights namely, 
a - b, c - b, 2(a - c), and a - c. Now since a> b > c the number of positive weights 
is 3. So Xs '.'.:::' C3 . Therefore dimXA = 3. 
Recall that the equivariant cohomology of X where X is a topological space with a 
T-action, T = (C* )3 is the algebraic torus acting on X, is defined to be Hr(X) = 
H*(X xrET) where H*(X XrET) is the ordinary cohomology of the bundle X xrET 
over BT with fiber X, and ET -t BT is a principal T-bundle. We want to under-
stand how to deform an ith dimensional cell of Hilb2 (IP2 ) to an (i + l)lh dimensional 
cell of Hilb2 (IP2 ). In the above example we deform the 3-dimensional cell Xs to the 
4-dimensional cell XA via y f-----+ ay+bx where a, b E (C*. We were able to understand 
what the closure of every cell is and how those cells are connected using deformations. 
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The result is a perfectly symmetric picture of Hilb2 (IP2 ). We have done the same in-
vestigation for Hilb3 (IP2). This is the part that has been completed. The remaining 
part is to define the isomorphism 
where T = (C*) 3 is the algebraic torus acting on Hilb2 (IP2), {zi};=1 is the fixed point 
locus of T, and Ai denote the weight of the character Pi(t1 , t2 , t3 ) = ti, i = 1, 2, 3. 
For 1{, = Hilbd(IP2 ) although we have discovered the nature of the cells and learned 
its cellular decomposition, we would like to find a computational algorithm for the 
integral fmib2(1?2) P where P is a polynomial in classes of cells. We would like to 
compute integrals like 
A (C*t-action on a smooth complex projective variety X has an infinite number of 
1-parameter subgroups 'ljJ: C* ---+ (C*t where 'l/;(t) = (ta1, ... ,tan), ai E Z. We want 
to understand how the cellular decompostion of X depends on ai, i = 1, ... , n. Asume 
that the C* -action above has a finite set of fixed points. For example if a1 < · a2 < ... < 
an we get a finite set of fixed points. The set {(a1 , ... , an) : a1 < a2 < ... < an} C zn 
gives us a cellular decomposition while the set {(a1 , ... , an) : a1 > a2 < ... < an} C zn 
gives us another cellular decomposition. We have tried to describe the sets in zn 
which give different cellular decomposition and understand the general structure. For 
this purpose we studied the toric varieties r, F n where F n denotes the rational ruled 
surface IP(Op1 EB Op1(-n)) and the nontoric varieties Hilb2 (IP2), Hilb3 (IP2 ) to find an-
swers to these questions. 
A computational algorithm for the integral f x P(car (Er),[~]) is known by equivariant 
cohomology where P is a polynomial in chern classes of the vector bundles Er on the 
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B-variety X and classes of G-invariant subvarieties ~ c X where G = C* c T = (C*r 
is a 1-parameter subgroup. The simple result is that the localization formula of 
equivariant cohomology implies the following formula in terms of various weights of 
the G-action on X 
1 P( (E ) [Y.J) = ~ P(gar' h,J Car r , i ~ nu j3k 
X k=l i=l i 
(2) 
where JY;(z) is the product of the weights of the normal bundle NY;fX at z if z E ~ 
and zero otherwise, gar (z) = aar (weights of the G-action on Erlz) where gar is the a/h 
elementary symmetric function. We have computed the integral Ix P(car(Er), [~]) 
by replacing Car(Er)(resp.[~J) by the equivariant chem class cf.(Er)(resp.[~0 ]) and 
pulling back via the inclusion map ipt : pt --+ ( CIP00 r. To see that this gives the 
integral Ix P(car(Er), [~]), consider the commutative diagram 
x--pt (3) 
1 ix 1 ipt 
Xe-BG 
where ix is the inclusion map. This implies i;t O Ixa = Ix oix. Hence 
i;t O IxaP(c~(Er),[~c]) = IxixP(c~(Er),[~cD = IxP(car(Er),[~]). The key 
point is that Ixa is an equivariant integral which can be computed by localization. 
By localization we mean the procedure of equivariantly restricting a class to each fixed 
point of the G-action on X and dividing by the equivariant Euler class of the normal 
bundle of that component. This reduces the calculations of an equivariant integral of 
a class to the sum over all fixed point components of the equivariant integrals of the 
restrictions of the class. 
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2 LOCALIZATION 
2.1 EQUIVARIANT COHOMOLOGY 
For the sake of convenience we will use a smooth B-variety to denote a projective 
variety with a torus action and a finite set of fixed points where the torus T is the 
maximal torus (<C*t+1 unless it is mentioned otherwise. 
Definition 2.1.1. Let X be an n-dimensional B-variety, and let T = (<C*t+1 be the 
maximal torus. Fix a system of homogeneous coordinates x0 , ... , Xn· 
(a) Let Pi be the character of T defined by Pi(t1, ... tn+1) = ti. Let Xo, ... , Xn denote 
the complex characters of T where Xi = n;=O P? and nij E .Z. Then T acts on 
X via t.xi = Xi 1(t)xi, and on points (a0 , ... , an), this action is given by 
t.(ao, ... , an) = (xo(t)ao, ... , Xn(t)an) 
(b) Let 'ljJ E N = Hom(<C*, T), an let X E M = Hom(T, <C*) then X o 'ljJ(t) = tk, 
where k E .Z. We define the dual pairing<,>: N 0 M----+ .Z by < 'ljJ, x >= k. 
The one parameter subgroup 'ljJ : <C* ----+Tacts on X via 'ljJ(t).xi = t-<1/J,x;>xi, 
and on points (a0 , ... , an), this action is given by 
'l/J(t).(ao, ... , an) = (t<'I/J,xo> ao, ... , t<'I/J,xn> an) 
( c) If f : X ----+ JP1 is a rational function on X then we define the action of the 
I-parameter subgroup 'ljJ(t) on f(x) by 
'ljJ(t).f(x) = J('l/J-1(t).x) = J(r<'I/J,xo>xo, ... , r<'I/J,xn>xn) 
Definition 2.1.2. Let Y be a topological space and let T = (<C*f+l be an algebraic 
torus acting on Y. A principal T-bundle B over Y consists of the data of a topological 
space Band a continuous map f : B----+ Y, together with additional data consisting 
of an open covering {Ui} of Y with homeomorphisms Pi : J-1(Ui) ----+ Ui x T, such 
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that for any i we have 1r1 o Pi = f l1-1(u;) where 1r1 is the projection map to Ui, and 
transition functions 9ij : Ui n Uj --+ T given by (Pi o P-;1) (y, t) = (y, 9ij (y) · t) where 
(y,t) E (Uinuj) X T. 
Remark 2.1.3. Let B be a principal T-bundle over Y then there exists a T-action 
Bx T--+ Bon B given by b.t = p-;1 (pi(b).t), where b E 1-1 (Ui) for some i. 
Definition 2.1.4. Let X be a topological space with a T-action T x X --+ X, and 
let B--+ Y be a principal T-bundle. The fiber bundle B Xr X is defined to be 
B xrX =(Bx X)/((u,x)""' (u·C1,t·x)) (4) 
for any x EX, t ET, and u EB. 
Definition 2.1.5. Let S be the tautological bundle on CIP00 whose sheaf of sections 
is OC!P'=(-1), and let BT= (CP 00t. The principal T-bundle ET over BT is defined 
to be 
ET= 1rtS EB ... EB 1r~S (5) 
where 7l"i : BT --+ CIP00 is the ith projection map. For the definition of a tautological 
line bundle see [8]. 
Definition 2.1.6. Let X be a topological space with a T-action, and Xr = B Xr X 
be a fiber bundle over BT with fiber X. The equivariant cohomology of X is defined 
to be 
Hf(X) = H*(Xr) (6) 
where H* (Xr) is the ordinary cohomology of Xr. 
Remark 2 .1. 7. If Y C X is a T-invariant su bvariety of X then Yr C X T. For 
example if X = IP2 , Y = Z(x0 = 0) then [(x0 = O)r] C IPi. 
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Remark 2.1.8. Hf( {point}) = H*(BT). 
Definition 2.1.9. A representation of an algebraic group G is a vector space V over 
CC and a map G x V --t V where (g, v) f-------7 g · v such that: 
(a) g · (av1 + bv2 ) = a(g · v1) + b(g · v2) where a,b E CC. 
(b) 1 · V = V. 
(c) (g1g2) · v = 91 · (g2 · v). 
Remark 2.1.10. There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the group of 
characters M(T) and the set of I-dimensional representations of T given by 
x +----+ (t · z = x(t)z) (7) 
Example 2.1.11. Let V = (C be a vector space with an action of T = (C*) 3 given 
by 
2 
t · z = IT (ti)m;z 
i=O 
where ti E T, mi E .Z are fixed integers, and z E CC. As mentioned in remark 2.1.10 
this action corresponds to the character x: T --t (CC)* given by 
2 
x(to, t1, t2) = II (ti)m; 
i=O 
Let M(T) be the group of characters of T then M(T) ,....., .Z3 via the group isomorphism 
2 
(mo, m 1 , m2) f-------7 ( t f-------7 II ( ti) m; ) 
i=O 
Fact 2.1.12. If V is a finite dimensional representaion for T = (C*f then there 
exists characters Xi, ... , Xn E M(T) such that V ~ EBf=1 Vx;· See [2]. 
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Let x E M(T) where T = (C*f+1. Define the action T x (C --+ (C as follows. 
(t, z) f-+ t.z where t · z = x(t)z, t ET and z EC. So by the previous remark this gives 
a I-dimensional representation Cx. If Lx = ( Cx )r is the corresponding line bundle 
over BT, then the assignment x f-+ -c1 (Lx) defines an isomorphism cjJ : M(T) --+ 
H 2 (BT): first we show cjJ is injective. Suppose -c1 (Lx) = 1, then Lx is the trivial 
bundle. So x(t) = 1. So cjJ is injective. Second we show that cjJ is surjective. So let a E 
H2(BT) = {C[Ao, ... , Anl, then a= I:~=O aiAi. But Ai= c1(0(Ai)) = c1(LxJ· It follows 
a= -I:~=oai(-c1(LxJ) = -I:~=oaic/J(Xi) = -I:~=0 c/J(aiXi) = c/J(-I:~=oaiXi)· So 
cjJ is surjective. 
We call c/J(x) the weight of X· In particular, if Xi E M(T) is defined by Xi(t0 , t 1, ... , tn) = 
ti, then we let Ai denote the weight of Xi, i=O,l, ... ,n. Thus we get the isomorphism 
H,i',({point}) = H*(BT) '.::::'. C[Ao, ... , An] (see [8]). We denote the line bundle Lx; by 
0(-Ai), so that Ai= c1(0(Ai)). 
Definition 2.1.13. Let X be a topological space with a T-action. An equivariant 
vector bundle is a vector bundle E over X such that the action of T on X lifts to an 
action on E which is linear on fibers. In this situation, Er is a vector bundle over 
Xr, and the equivariant Chern classes cf(E) E H,i',(X) are defined by the ordinary 
Chern classes ck (Er). If E has rank r then the top Chern class c': ( E) is called the 
equivariant Euler class of E and is denoted by Eulerr(E) E H,i',(X). 
Example 2.1.14. The diagonal action of T = (C*t+I on cn+l gives an equivariant 
vector bundle E over Y = point such that Er= EBf=00(Ai). Thus Ao, ... , An are the 
weights of this representation. 
Remark 2.1.15. Consider the action of T = (C*t+1 on X = :rn given by 
(8) 
The inverses has been chosen so that (to, ... , tn) acts on the homogeneous form 
Xj E H 0 (0JP'n(l)) as multiplication by tj. Note that lFy, is the projectivization of 
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the vector bundle Fr = EB?=00(-,\i) over BT. Thus 1Pr = JP>(E,i',) = JP>(Fr ), where 
E* is the dual of the bundle E defined in the previous example, and JP> denotes 
the projectivization. This gives the tautological line bundle OlP'r(l), and we have 
p = c1 (01P'r(l)) E H,i',(JP>n). Now since pis defined to be the equivariant Chern class 
cf( OlP'r ( 1)), we refer to p as the equivariant hyperplane class. 
Remark 2.1.16. Consider the vector bundle Fr= EB?=00(-,\i) on BT in the previous 
remark. Let 1r*(Fr) be the pullback of Fr via the map 1r : JP>(Fr) ---+ BT, then 1r*(Fr) 
is a vector bundle on JP>(Fr) and it has the sub bundle 
S = {(z,e) E 1r*(Fr): z E JP>(Fr),e E (Fr)11"(z)} 
where (Fr )11"(z) is the fiber of Fr over 1r(z) E BT. The fiber of S over z, denoted by 
Sz, is defined as follows: For any x E BT let (Fr )x be the fiber of the bundle Fr over 
x. If z E JP>(Fr) where 
JP>(Fr) = {V C (Fr)x: Vis a linear subspace of (Fr)x, x E BT}= LJ (JP>(Fr))x 
xEBr 
we fix a linear subspace l C (Fr)x such that z El. Define the fiber Sz by Sz = l. Now 
S = OlP'(Fr)(-l) = OlP'r(-1) (because JP>(Fr) = JP>(EB?=0 0(-,\i)) = JP>(~+l) = Pr), 
and the map q> : 1r*(R;) ---+ S* is surjective where 1r*(F,j,) = EB?=00(,\i) (see [8]). 
Note that the induced map on the fibers </>z : (1r*(F,j,))z ---+ (S*)z is defined as 
follows: Since 1r*(F,j,)z = (F,j,)11"(z) = Hom((Fr)11"(z)' C), and (S*)z = V* = Hom(V, C), 
where Vis a linear subspace of (Fr)11"(z)· We define the map </>z by ¢z(f) = !Iv, where 
J E Hom((Fr)11"(z)' C). 
Theorem 2.1.17. [(xi= O)r] = p - Ai where Xi E H0 (01P'n(l)). 
Proof. Let Fr = EB?=00(-,\i) be the vector bundle defined above, and let 
i: 1r*0(,\0 ) Y 1r*(F,j,) be the inclusion map. Consider'¢= q> o i : 1r*0(,\0 ) ---+ O(p) 
then for any y E JP>(Fr) the induced map on the fibers 'lpy: (1r*0(,\ 0 ))y---+ (O(p))y is 
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defined as follows: lets be a section of 1r*O(Ao), and let ai be a section of 1r*O(-Ao), 
i = 0, 1, ... , n. If y E JP(Fr) then s(y) E (1r*O(Ao))y which implies that 1Py(s(y)) lives 
in (O(p))y = s; = Hom(Sy,<C) where Sy C (1r*Fr)y = EBi=o(1r*O(~Ai))y- Define 
1Py(s(y)) by 
1Py(s(y))(ao(Y), ... , an(Y)) = s(y)ao(Y) (9) 
then s(y)a0 (y) E (1r*O(Ao))y ® (1r*O(-Ao))y = 1r*((O(Ao))y ® (0(-Ao))y) which is 
isomorphic to <C because 1r*((O(Ao))y ® (0(-Ao))y) = 1r*(O(O))y '.::::'. 1r*C '.::::'. <C. Now 
the map 'lpy induces the map c/>y : Sy --+ (1r*O(-Ao))y in Hom(Sy, (1r*O(-Ao))y) 
where ¢ : S --+ 1r*O(-Ao) lives in Hom(S, 1r*O(-Ao)). But Hom(S, 1r*O(-Ao)) = 
r(S* ® 1r*O(-Ao)) = Hom(S ® 1r*O(Ao), <C). Therefore Hom(S ® 1r*0(.\0 ), <C) is 
not empty. Recall JP(Fr) '.::::'. 1Pr, let X = (xo, ... , Xn) E 1Pr. Define the section 
Xo : Sx ® (1r*O(Ao))x--+ CC by 
x o ( ( ao ( x) , ... , an ( x) ) ® do ( x)) = ao ( x) do ( x) (10) 
then x0 E Hom(S ® 1r*O(Ao), <C) = r(S* ® 1r*O(-Ao)) = r(S* ® 0(-Ao)). But 
r(S* ® 0(-.\0 )) = r(O(p) ® 0(-Ao)) = r(O(p - Ao)). Therefore the equivariant 
class [ ( x0 = 0 )r J = c1 ( 0 (p - Ao)) = p - Ao. Similarly we can define the section 
Xi: Sx ® (1r*O(Ai))x--+ (C by 
(11) 
where i = 1, ... , n. It follows xi E Hom(S ® 1r*O(Ai), <C) = r(S* ® 1r*O(-Ai)). But 
r(S* ® 1r*O(-Ai)) = r(S* ® 0(-Ai)) = r(O(p) ® 0(-Ai)) = f(O(p - Ai)). Thus 
[(xi = O)r] = c1 (O(p - Ai)) = p - Ai, i = 1, ... , n. Thus theorem 2.1.17 is proven. 
Let ai E Z, i = 1, ... , n + 1. Consider the embedding i : CC* y. (<C*r+l of a one 
parameter subgroup acting on pn where i is given by i(t) = (ta 1 , ••• , tan+ 1 ). Let ,\ 
be the weight of the character x(t) = t. We will check that the weights aiA of the 
characters ta; of the given one parameter subgroup are just the pullback of the weights 
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of the characters Xi(t) = ti of (C*r+1. Taken= 2. Consider the C* action on IP2 
given by 
t · (a, b, c) = (ta, t2b, c) 
then t.(a, b, c) = (ta, t2b, c) = (t, t2, l).(a, b, c) = i(t)(a, b, c), where the inclusion map 
i: C* ---+ (C*)3 is given by i(t) = (t, t2, 1). We are going to calculate i*(,\), i=0,1,2. 
Let x E M(C*) where x(t) = t. Then the map i defined above induces the maps 
i* : H 2(B(C*)3) ---+ H 2(B(C*)), ii : M((C*)3) ---+ M(C*) where ii(p) = poi 
for any character p E M((C*)3), and i*(>.k) = bk>. where bk E Z. Recall that 
H 2(B(C*r) = Z[>.1, ... , >-n]- Also recall that the map 1Pn : M((C*r) ---+ H 2(B(C*r) 
is an isomorphism where 1Pn(f3) = -c1(Lf3), /3 is a character in M((C*r). Clearly 
* al, - al, * i O 'f/2 - 'f/1 O i1 · 
(1) To calculate i*(>.1). Let x1(t1, t2, t3) = t1. Since i* o'ljJ2 = 'ljJ1 oii then i* o'ljJ2(x1) = 
1P1 o ii(x1) so i*(1P2(x1)) = 1P1(ii(x1)). Therefore i*(>.1) = 1P1(x). But 1P1(x) = >.. 
Thus i*(>.1) = >.. 
(2) To calculate i*(>.2). Let x2(t1, t2, t3) = t2. Since i* o 1P2 = 1P1 o ii then i* o 1P2(x2) = 
1P1 o ii (x2) so i* ( 1P2 (x2)) = 1P1 ( ii(x2)). Thus using the additive notation we have 
i*(>.2) = 1P1(2x) = 2'ljJ1(x). Hence i*(>.2) = 2>.. 
(3) To calculate i*(>.3). Let x3(t1, t2, t3) = t3. Since i* o'ljJ2 = 'ljJ1 oii then i* o'ljJ2(X3) = 
1P1 o ii(x3) so i*('ljJ2(X3)) = 1P1(ii(x3)). Thus i*(>.3) = 1P1(l) = 0. Hence i*(>.1) = 0. 
3 A FORMULA FOR ORDINARY INTEGRALS 
The notation of equivariant cohomology and localization theorem that we are about 
to explain is valid for any compact connected Lie group. We will, only state without 
proof the results that will be using. The main reference here is [l]. For a detailed 
exposition of this subject we suggest Chapter 9 of [8]. Let XT = UXj be the de-
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composition of the fixed point locus into its connected components. Xj is smooth 
for all j. Let ij : Xj --+ X be the inclusion. The normal bundle N; of Xj in 
Xis equivariant therefore it has an equivariant Euler class Eulerr(N;). We will be 
using the following form of the localization theorem to calculate equivariant integrals. 
Theorem 3.0.18. Let a E H*(Xr) ® CC(Ao, ... , As). Then 
r n 1 "*( ) 
Jxr a=~ (Xj)y Eu;;r:(N;) (12) 
Fact 3.0.19. Let X be a smooth projective variety with a torus action such that 
the fixed point locus xr = {Pi E X : i = 1, ... , n}. There exists a localization map 
rpi : Hi(X) --+ H~(Pi) such that if w E H*(X) then 
r ~ <pi(w) 
J x w = ~ TI weights of 7;-i;X (13) 
Fact 3.0.20. Let Z be a T-invariant submanifold of the B-variety X and let the set 
xr = {PJ}:7=1 be the fixed point locus of T. Then [Z] E H*(X) and 
_ { product of the weights of (Nz1x) IPi Pj E Z } 
<pi ([ Z]) -
0 Pj (t Z 
In this study we will be interested in the case X = ps. Let Xo, Xi, ... , Xs be characters 
of the torus T = (CC*) s+i _ Clearly a basis for the characters of the torus is given by 
Ei(t0 , .•. , ts) = ti. In terms of this basis let Xi= (aij). We will say that the weight of 
the character Ei is Ai where Ai E H*(BT) = CC[Ao, ... , An]- Similarly the weight of the 
character Xi is Lj aijAj. Let O(xi) = O(Lj aijAj) be a line bundle over (CCIP00 )s+l. 
Consider the following action of T on ps 
(to, ... , ts).(zo, ... , Zs) = (xo(t)zo, ... , Xs(t)zs) 









Let us see what the localization theorem says in this case. The locus of the fixed points 
consists of points Pi for j = 0, 1, .. , s where Pi is the point whose j-th coordinate is 
1 and all other ones are 0. Let c/Ji = Tikh(p - Ak) for j = 0, 1, ... , s. Then for 
a, /3 E H* (Pr) ®c C(.A.o, ... , As) we have 
a = /3 {:} r a u ¢k = r /3 u ¢k for all k }w,T }w,T (17) 
Also i;(c/Ji) = Tik,t/Aj - Ak) = Eulerr(M). The localization theorem says that for 
any polynomial G(p) E C(.A.0 , ... , .A. 8 )[p] we have 
f G(p) = :t G(Aj) (18) 
}w,T k=l Tikh(Aj - Ak) 
Definition 3.0.21. Let X be a B-variety, and Let xr be the fixed point locus of the 
torus T = (C*. Then 
(a) If Y C Xis a T-invariant submanifold, NYIX is the normal bundle of Yin X. 
Let A be the weight of the character x(t) = t. We define the map fy : xr ----+ Z 
that corresponds to Y as follows 
{ 
product of the weights of (NYIX )lz z E y } 
fy(z) = .v 
0 z ~ Y 
where r is the codimension of Y in X. 
(b) Let E be a vector bundle on a smooth projective variety X, we define the func-
tion 9i : xr ----+ Z as follows: let {bi : bi E Z}f=1 be the weights of T on Elz· 
Define gi(z) = ci(O(b0 ) EB ... EB O(bn)). It follows gi(z) := O"i(weights of Ton 
Elz) where O"i be the i-th elementary symmetric function. If xr = {Pi}i=l then 
we set 9i = (gi1, ... , 9in) where 9ij = gi(Pj), j = 1, ... , n. 
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Theorem 3.0.22. Let X be a B-variety, and let xr = {Pi}i=l be the fixed point 
locus of T where T is a one dimensional torus. Let Er be a vector bundle on X with 
a T-action, r = 1, ... , µ, and let }"i c X be a a T-invariant subvariety, i = 1, ... , v. 
For r = 1, .. , µ, let g'£ = (g'£i, ... , g'£n) be the function on xr that corresponds to 
the chem class cr)Er), where g'£k = o-ar(weights of Ton (ErlPk)r). For i = 1, .. , v, 
let ff = (Jfi, ... , ffn) be the function that corresponds to [l'ir], where ff;k is equal 
to the product of the weights of ((NY;lx )Pk)r. Consider the polynomial 
µ V 
P(x1, .. , Xµ, Yi, .. , Yv) = L au::::t=l ik+E~=1ir=u}(IJ x~)(IJ yfr) (19) 
Et=l id E~=l ir=U k=l r=l 
of degree equal to u where u is the dimension of X. Let P(car(Er), l'i) denote the 
polynomial of chem classes and subvarieties P(ca1 (E1), ... , Car (Er), [Y1], ... , [Yv]), then 
(20) 
where dim X = u, >..f3f, ... , >../3! are the weights of the tangent space TPkX such that 
/3f E Z, i = 1, ... , u, k = 1, ... , n. 
Proof. Suppose that we have a vector bundle E with a T-action over a smooth variety 
X with a T-action(T = C*). Let xr = {p1, ... ,pn} be the fixed point locus of T. For 
each Pi E xr the restriction (EIPj)T decomposes into characters of T, say x}, .. ,xJ, 
So (EIPj )r = EBk=l (Cx~ )r. If Lx~ = (Cx~ )r then (Elp;)T = EBk=l Lx~. Let x(t) = t, 
J J J J 
and let >.. denote the weight of the character X· Then using the additive notation 
for characters (i.e, (/3x + 1'X)(t) = xr,(t).x7 (t)) we have xJ = ajx where aj E Z, 
k = 1, ... , s. But Lxj = Lx ... x = Lx ® ... ® Lx = 0(->..) ® ... ® 0(->..) = 0(-aj>..). 
It follows (weight of xJ) = (weight of ajx) = -c1(Lajx) = -c1(0(-aj>..)) = aj>... 
So the action of T on ( E IPi )r has weights a}>.., ... , a_p and (EI Pi )r = EBk=l O ( -aj >..). 
Let ii : Pi --+ X be the inclusion map. Then the map ii induces the map ijT : 
H:;,(X) --+ Hr(Pi). Therefore 
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Now let us check that cr(EIPJ = ak(ojA, ... , aJA). Consider the fiber bundle 
For simplicity let V = EIPi. Now if c(V) is the total chem class of V then 
s 
c(Vr) = c( EBk=l 0(-aj A)) = IT c( 0(-aj A)) 
k=l 
s IT (1- ajA) 
k=l 
n L aj(-a}\ ... , -a_p)) 
j=O 
Let P(x1, .. , Xµ, Yi, .. , Yv) = I::~=l I::~=l brix";"ryf;. Consider the fiber diagram 
x--pt (22) 
1 ix 1 ipt
Xr-BT 
This implies i;t Of xT = Ix oix. lt follows that 
Let us check that ixcI)Er) = Car (Er) : Consider the commutative diagram 
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E/-(Er)T (24) 
l . l 
X e ix X > T 
This implies i*x(Er)T = Er. Now i*x(cr)Er)) =i*x(car(Er)r) =Car(i*x(Er)r) =Car(Er)• 
Let Nk = TPkX then by theorem 3.0.22 we have 
{ P(c~)Er), [~]r) = t i'icrP(cr)Er), [~]r) 
J xT k=l Eulerr(Nk) (25) 
Now since the rank of the bundle Nk = dim X = u, it follows that 
u 
Eulerr(Nk) = c~ (Nk) = au (;\,Bf, ... , >.J3!) = A uau (,Bf, ... , ,B!) = Au IT ,Bf (26) 
t=l 
Let I= Ix P(car (Er),[~]). If Aa}, ... , Aa.i are the weights of the torus Ton (Erlpj)T, 
AOj1, ... , AOjq; are the weights of T on ((NYilx)IPi)r where qi = codim~. Let I= 
Ix P(car(Er), [~]) then 
I = i;t { P(c~r(Er), [~]r) 
lxT 
n P('ar ( r1 Ts) \q; nq; S: ) 
'* ~ /\ aar ak , ... , ak , /\ l=l Ukl 
Zpt L....J Au nu ,Bk 
k=l t=l t 
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Q n µ (.:\ara (otl ot•))ik. nv ('q; nq; c5 )Jr a k=l. ar k ' ... ' k r=l /\ l=l kl { ... } _;\U nU Qk 
'\"'µ · +"'v · _ t=l /Jt L.,k=l ik L.,r=l Jr-U 
Aµar nµ (a (c{l ars ))ik • AVqi nv (nq; c5 )Jr 
a k=l ar k ' ... ' k r=l l=l kl 
{ ... } _;\U nu Qk 
"'µ . "'" . t=l /Jt L.,k=l ik+ L.,r=l Jr=U 
n µ ( ( r1 r·))ik nv (nq; c5 )Jr a Aµa,+vq;-u k=l CYar ak ' ... , ak • r=l l=l kl 
{ ... } . nu Qk 
'\"'µ · +"'v · t=l /Jt L.,k=l ik L.,r=l Jr=U 
Therefore 
n nµ ( ( Tl Ts))ik nv (nq; c5 )Jr 
'T "* ~ ~ a \µar+vqi-U k=l CYar (Y,k ' ... , (Y,k e r=l l=l kl 
.L = '/,pt~ ~ { ... }/\ nu ak 
k=l '\"'µ · +"'v · _ t=l /Jt L.,k=l Zk L.,r=l Jr-U 
(27) 
First note that µar + vqi - u can not be greater than zero because the degree of the 
polynomial P is equal to u. It follows that 
'I 
n µ v ( ( r1 r•))mr (nq (5k)ni 
0 ·* . (~ ~ ~ b CYar ak , ... , ak i=l i ) 
.'/,point~~~ Ti nu k 
k=l r=l i=l t=l f3t 
0. 
If µar+vqi-u < 0, then every term in the polynomial P, which is a product of classes, 
has dimension less than the dimension of X and greater than zero. But the integral Ix 
is the pushforward map 1r* where 1r : Xr ---+ pt. Now since the pushforward map 1r* 
preserves dimension, it follows that Ix P = 0. Let I::\ .. } denote ~I:~=1 ik+L~=iJr=u· 
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'I = 
Note that a~; E Z, so aar (a~1 , ... , a~·) E Z. Also 6kt E Z implies fli~i 6kt E Z. Thus 
E Q. 
n P( ( TI Ts) nqi " ) 
'I= L aar (Yk ' ... , (Yk ' l=l Ukl 
. k=l II~=l f3f 
(28) 
Now since a ar ( CY~1 ' ••• ' a~·) a ar ( weights of T on Er IPj) 
f[k = product of the weights of ( (NY;lx )Pk )r. It follows that 
(29) 
4 EXAMPLES 
Example 4.0.23. Consider the action of T = C* on JP3 given by 
where all the a/s are distinct and non zero. Let L = Z(x2 ,x3 )={(x0 ,x1 ,x2 ,x3 ) E 
lP3 : x2 = x3 = O} be an algebraic subvariety of JP3 , and let c1 (0JP'3(l)) be the first 
chem class of the vector bundle OJP'3(l). In this example we are going to calculate 
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Note that the fix point locus of the T-action on JP3 = {p0, ... ,p3 } where the ith coor-
dinate of Pi is nonzero, all other coordinates being 0. First we need to calculate the 
weights of the bundle (NL11I'JPo. Consider the exact sequence 
which induces the exact sequence 
It follows that (NLIII' 3 )p0 = ('7;0 lP3 IL)/('7;0 L). This is a two dimensional vector space 




this implies that the weight of the T-action on the basis element 8 (~2 ) is equal 
"'O 
to a0 - a2 . Similarly the weight of the T-action on the basis element 8( t) is 
"'O 
equal to a0 - a3 . Therefore the weights of the torus action on the basis above are 
a0 - a2 , a0 - a3 . Now by part (a) of definition 3.0.21 above it follows that 
(31) 
Similarly since { 8 ( t_), 8 ( t)} is a basis for (NLIII' 3 )p1 we have 
"'1 "'1 
(32) 
Note that JL(p2 ) = 0 since p2 (j. L. Also JL(p3 ) = 0 because p3 (j. L. Let h = 
(ff, fl, fi, Ji). Since Ji= (ai - a2)(ai - a3 ), i = 0, 1, 2, 3 we have 
(33) 
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Now we are going to find the map 91 : xr --+ Z that corresponds to the chern class 
c1(0ll"3(l)). Clearly 91(Pk) = o-1(weights ofT on (Oll"3(1))1Pk) by part (b) of definition 
3.0.21. Note that r(oll"3(1)) =Span{xi: i = 0, 1, 2, 3}. So r(oll"3(1) IPo) = Span{xo} 
and t.x0 = ta0 x0 . It follows that 91 (p0 ) = a0 . Similarly the weight of the torus action 
on (Oll"3(1))1Pi = ai, i = 1, 2, 3. Let 91 = (9?, 9i, 9i, 9f) where 91 = 91(Pi), i = 0, 1, 2, 3 
then 91 = (ao, a1, a2, a3). Let I= fll" 3 c1.L then by theorem 3.0.22 it follows that 
I = t fl.9{ 
i=O product of the weights of TpiX 
a0 (a0 - a2)(ao - a3) + a1(a1 - a2)(a1 - a3) + 0 . 
(ao - a1)(ao - a2)(ao - a3) (a1 - ao)(a1 - a2)(a1 - a3) 
ao a1 
---+---
ao - a 1 a 1 - ao 
= 1. 
Example 4.0.24. Consider the action of T = CC* on lP4 given by 
where all the a/s are distinct and non zero. Let L = Z(x2 , x3 )={(x0 , x1, x2 , x3 , x4)E 
JP4 : x 2 = x 3 = O} be an algebraic subvariety of lP4 , and let c2(7i,4) be the second 
chern class of the tangent bundle 'li,4. In this example we are going to calculate 
The fix point locus of the T-action on JP4 = {p0 , ... , p4} where the ith coordinate of Pi 
is nonzero, all other coordinates being 0. First we need to calculate the weights of 
(NLll'4 )po· Consider the exact sequence 
which induces the exact sequence 
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It follows that (NLlll'4 )p0 = (Tp0 P41L)/(Tp0 L). This is a 2-dimensional vector space 
with basis { 8( ~2 ), 8( ~)}. We will calculate the weights of the T-action on this basis. 
xo xo 
Since 
t a a = tao-a2 _a_ 
· a(:~) = a(~:~;~) a(:~) (34) 
this implies that the weight of the T-action on the basis element 8( !~) is equal to 
a0 - a2 . Similarly the weight of the T-action on the basis element 8 ( ~) is equal to 
a0 - a3. Therefore the weights of the T-action on the basis above are a0 - a2 , a0 - a3. 
Now by part (a) of definition 3.0.21 above it follows that 
(35) 
Since { 8(t_)' 8(~)} is a basis for (NLlll'4 )p1 it follows that 
x1 x1 
(36) 
Similarly JL(p4) = (a4 - a2)(a4 - a3). Note that h(P2) = 0 since P2 ~ L. Also 
JL(p3) = 0 because p3 ~ L. Let h = (!2, fl, J'i, Jl). Since Ji=(ai - a2)(ai - a3) , 
i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. Then 
Now we are going to find the map g2 : xr --+ Z that corresponds to the chern class 
c2(7i,,4). Clearly, g2(pk)=o-2(weights of T on TpkP4) by part (b) of definition 3.0.21. 
Now let us find g2 (p0 ). Consider (71P'4)1p0 ='7;0 IP4 which is a four dimensional vector 
space with basis 
a a a a 
{a(:~)' a(:~)' a(:~)' a(:~)} 
Since t. 8(t) = tat,, 1 = tao-ai 8(t) then the weight of the T-action on the basis 
"'O 8 ( taOxo) "'O 
element 8 ( !~) = a0 - a 1 . Similarly the weight of the T-action on the basis element 
8(~) = a0 - a2. Thus the weight of the T-action on '7;0 P4 are a0 - a1, a0 - a 2, a0 -
a3, ao - a4. It follows that 92(Po) = o-2(ao - a1, ao - a2, ao - a3, a0 - a4). Consider the 
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tangent space ('Jii,4) IPi =7;1 IP4 which is a four dimensional vector space with basis 
8 8 8 8 
{8(~~)'8(~~)'8(~~)'8(~;)} 
As above we have 92(P1)=a2(a1 - ao, a1 - a2, a1 - a3, a1 - a4). Similarly we have 
92(P2)=a2(a2 - ao, ... , a2 - a4), 92(p3)=a2(a3 - ao, ... , a3 - a4), and 
( ) ( ) L t _ ( 0 1 2 3 4) h i ( ) 92 P4 = 0-2 a4 - ao, ... , a4 - a3 · e 92 - 92, 92, 92, 92, 92 w ere 92=92 Pi , 
i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. Let I= flP' 4 c2 .L then by theorem 3.0.22 it follows that 
I = t Jf.9~ 
i=D product of the weights of 7;;X 
(a2(ao - a1, ao - a2, ao - a3, ao - a4)).(ao - a2)(ao - a3) 
(ao - a1)(ao - a2)(ao - a3)(ao - a4) 
+ o+o 
= 10. 
Example 4.0.25. Consider the action of T = (C* on IP4 given by 
(38) 
where all the a/s are distinct and non zero. Let c1 (7ii,,4), c3 ('Jii,4) be the first, and third 
chern classes of the tangent bundle 7ii,,4. We are going to calculate 
Note that the fix point locus of the T-action on IP'4 = {Po, ... , p4 } where the ith coor-
dinate of Pi is nonzero, all other coordinates being 0. By part (b) of definition 3.0.21 
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we have gj(Pk) = o-j(weights of T on 7;kIP4 ), j = 1, 3, and k = 0, .. .4. Let us find 
g j (Po), j = 1, 3. Consider the tangent space ( TIP4) /Po= '7;0 lP4 which has the basis 
Since 
t _a_ = a = t-ao+a1 _a_ ( ) 
. a(x1) a(t-alx1) a(x1) 39 
~ r~~ ~ 
then the weight of the T-action on the basis element &( ~) is equal to a0 -'- a1. Similarly 
"'O 
the weight of the T-action on the basis element &( ~) = a0 - a2. Thus the weights of 
the T-action on '7;0 IP4 are a0 - a1, a0 - a2, a0 - a3 , a0 - a4 . It follows that 
Similarly we have 
wherei = 1,2,3,4. Letg1 = (g~,g},gf,gr,gt), g3 = (g~,9j,95,9i,gf) whereg}=g2(Pi), 
j = 1, 2, and i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. Let I= JJP' 4 c1.c3 then by theorem 3.0.22 it follows that 
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I 
4 i i ~ gl.g3 {;:a product of the weights of 0J; X 
(a1(ao - a1, ... , ao - a4)).(a3(ao - a1, ... , ao - a4)) 
(ao - a1)(ao - a2)(ao - a3)(ao - a4) 
= 50. 
Another way to calculate Jw, 4 c1 .c3 is the following. Consider the exact sequence 
Let c(Ow,4(1)) be the total chern class, and let h = c1 (0w,4(1)) be the hyperplane class. 





c(71P4 ) = c(OIP4(1) 5 ) = IT c1(0IP4(1)) = (1 + h) 5 = 1 + 5h + l0h2 + l0h3 + 5h4 . 
i=l 
But c(71P4) = I:f=o ci(71P4), where ci(71P4) is the i-th chern class. It follows that 









Example 4.0.26. Consider the action of T = (C* on IP2 given by 
t ( ) (t -ao t-ai t-a2 ) 
. Xo, X1, X2 = Xo, X1, X2 (43) 
where all the a/ s are distinct and non zero. The fixed point locus of the torus action 
on IP2 = {p0 ,p1,p2} where the ith coordinate of Pi is nonzero, all other coordinates 
being 0. Recall that IP}= IP(EBf=oOIP~(-aiA)), where A is the weight of the character 
x(t) = t which lives in the group of characters M(C*). Also recall that 
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p = c1(0IP~(l)) E H;(IP2) = C[p, Ao, A1, A2l/(Ilp - Ai) (44) 
i=O 
is the equivariant hyperplane class. As before, the map ijr : (pj)r '--+ IP} induces the 
map iJT: H*(IPi) ---t H*((pj)r). We are going to calculate 
By theorem 3.0.22 it follows that 




Recall [por] = [(x1 = O)r].[(x2 = O)r] = (p - Ao)(p - A1), and 
Eulerr(No = '7;0 JP>2) := Eulerr((O(p- a1.-\) EB O(p - a2A))l(Po)r) 
Eulerr( ( O(p - a1A) i(Po)r EB O(p - a2A) i(p0)T) 
Eulerr((O(po)T(aoA - a1A) EB O(po)r(aoA - a2A)) 
c1(0(po)r(aoA - a1A)) . c1(0(po)r(aoA - a2A)) 
(a0;\ - a1;\)(a0;\ - a2;\) 
(ao - a1)(ao - a2 ) ;\2 
Similarly Eulerr(N1) = (a1 - ao)(a1 - a2)--\2, Eulerr(N2) = (a2 - ao)(a2 - a1) .-\2. 
Thus 




(ao - a1)(ao - a2 ) ;\2 
a1 ;\2 
(a1 - ao)(a1 - a2 ) ;\2 
a2 ;\2 
(a2 - ao)(a2 - a1) ;\2 
ao(a1 - a2) - a1(ao - a2) + a2(ao - a1) 
(ao - a1)(ao - a2)(a1 - a2) 
0 
(ao - a1)(ao - a2)(a1 - a2) · 
0. 
Example 4.0.27. First recall that if E is a vector bundle of rank r on X, and O < 
d < r, there is a Grassmann bundle, denoted Grassd(E), of d-planes in E, with a 
projection map 1r : Grassd(E) --+ X, and a universal rank d subbundle S of 1r* E; 
Sis also called the tautological bundle on Grassd(E). The bundle Q = (1r* E)/S is 
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called the universal quotient bundle, and the sequence below is called the universal 
exact sequence. 
0 --+ S --+ 1r* E --+ Q --+ 0 
Let g = Grass2 (C4) be the Grassmann of 2-planes in <C4 . If E = <C4 x Xis the trivial 
bundle on X then we have the following universal exact sequence 
where S is the tautological bundle on g, and ( <C4 x Q) / S is the universal quotient 
bundle on Q. Moreover Tg = Hom(S, Q) = Sv ® Q. Consider the action of (<C*) 4 on 
JP3 given by 
(47) 
This action induces an action on g with (~) = 6 fixed points Pij, i E I = {1, 2, 3}, 
j E J = {2, 3, 4} and i < j where the Pij = {(O, ai, aj, 0) : ai, aj E <C}. Recall fact 
3.0.19. Then we have the following special case. 
SPECIAL CASE. The following is a special case of fact 3.0.19: If E is a vector bundle 
over X, and w = ci(E) then we have 'Pi(w)=o-i(weights of E at Pi), where O"i is the 
i-th elementry symmetric function. 
CALCULATIONS 
(a) We are going to calculate f9 cf (Tg). First we will calculate the weights of 0n 2 Q. 
Since p12 is a 2-dimensional vector subspace of <C4 we let V denote this vector 
subspace. Then '7;12 Q=Tv9=Hom(V, <C4 /V)=Vv ®<C4 /V. Let { e1 , ... , e4 } be the 
standard basis for <C4 where e1 = (1,0,0,0), ... ,e4 = (0,0,0,1). Then {e~,e~} 
is a basis for the dual space Vv of V where 
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and {[e3], [e4]} is a basis for C4 /V. Let ,\ be the weight of the character 
then the weight of the T-action on e~ is equal to A1 . Similarly the weight of the 
T-action on e~ is equal to A2 • Thus the weights of the T-action on the basis 
{ e~, e~} are A1 , A2 . A similar argument gives the weights of the T-action for the 
basis {[e3], [e4]}. Those weights are -A3 , -A4 . To see this, first note that 
Similarly (t1, t2, t3, t4).[e4] = t41 [e4]. Using the additive notation, the weights 
of the T-action on the basis {[e3], [e4]} are -A3, -A4 . Since { e~ ® [e3], e~ ® [e4], 
e~ ® [e3], e~ ® [e4]} is a basis for the vector space Tv9 = Vv ® C4 /V . It 
follows easily that the weights of the T-action on the vector space Tv9 are 
where i = 1, 2, j = 3, 4. Now using the additive notation the weight of the 
T-action on the basis element e( ® [ej] is equal to Ai - Aj. In table 1 (on page 
31), we have listed the weights of the T-action on the bundles Tg, S, and Q at 
the point Pij. 
Let gr = {Pij : i E I, j E J} be the fixed point locus of the torus action on Q. 
We will calculate the following integrals: 
(a) Let I= J9 cf(Tg) then 




(i, j) weights of 0J;j a wts of S at Pij wts of Q at Pij 
(1, 2) A1 - A3, A1 - A4, A2 - A3, A2 - A4 -Ai, -A2 -A3, -A4 
(1, 3) A1 - A2, A1 - A4, A3 - A2, A3 - A4 -Ai, -A3 -A2, -A4 
(1, 4) A1 - A2, A1 - A3, A4 - A2, A4 - A3 -Ai, -A4 -A2, -A3 
(2, 3) A2 - A1, A2 - A4, A3 - A1, A3 - A4 -A2, -A3 -A1, -A4 
(2, 4) A2 - A1, A2 - ,\3, A4 - Ai, A4 - A3 -A2, -A4 -Ai, -A3 
(3, 4) A3 - A1, A3 - A2, A4 - Ai, A4 - A2 -A3, -A4 -Ai, -A2 
Table 1: the weights of the T-action on the bundles Tg, S, and Q at the point Pij 
(b) To calculate Jg ci(To)c2(7g). Let I= Jg ci(To)c2(To) then 
~ ar ( weights of /p;j Q) .a2 ( weights of 0Jij Q) 
Lt Eulerr((Ng)p;-) NE~ J 
I = 
224. 
(c) Let I= Jg c1(7g).c3(Tg) then 
I = 
L a1(weights of 0J;i9).a3(weights of 0J;i9) 
Eulerr( (Ng )p;.) 
PijEgT 3 
48. 
Example 4.0.28. Let Hilb2"IP2 be the Hilbert scheme parametrizing finite subschemes 
of length 2 in the projective plane (see [12]). Consider the C*-action on "JP2 given by 
( 49) 
where a, b, c are non zero integers and a =I- b, b =I- c, and a =I- c. The fixed points are 
clearly p0 = (1, 0, 0), p1 = (0, 1, 0), and p2 = (0, 0, 1). Let L be the line x2 = 0, and 
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put F0 = {Po}, F1 = L - Po, and F2 = IP2 - L. Then Fi '.::::'. .Ai , and they define a cellular 
decomposition of IP2 . The action of (C* on IP2 induces in a natural way an action of (C* 
on H ilb2 IP2 . If Z C IP2 corresponds to a fix point of this action, clearly the support of 
Z is contained in the fixpoint set {p0 ,p1,p2} of (C*. Therefore we may write Z = Z0 U 
Z1 U Z2 where Zi is supported in Pi and corresponds to a fixed point in H ilb2JPd;, where 
di = length Oz;· For any Z c IP2 of finite length 2 we can write Z uniquely as a 
disjoint union Z = Z0 U Z1 U Z2 where each Zi is a closed subscheme of IP2 supported 
in Fi. Put di(Z) = length (OzJ. For any triple (do, d1 , d2 ) of non-negative integers 
with d = d0 +d1 +d2 , we define W(d0 , d1 , d2 ) to be the locally closed subset of Hilb2 IP2 
corresponding to subschemes Z with di(Z) = di for i = 0, 1, 2. Clearly 
u (50) 
Let 1l = H ilb2IP2 and let 1lT be the fixpoint locus of the (C* -action on 1l. Then 1lT = 
{(x2 , y), (x, y2), (x2 , z), (x, z2 ), (y2 , z), (y, z2), (x, y)n(x, z), (x, y)n(y, z), (y, z)n(x, z)}. 
Let Xp = { Z E 1l : limt---+ot.Z = p} be the cell that corresponds to the fix-
point p E 1lT. Given any (C* -action on IP2 that respects the cellular decomposi-
tion { F0 , F1 , F2 } of IP2 , then this action induces a cellular decomposition of Hilb2 IP2 
and W(d0 , d1 , d2 ) is a union of cells from this decomposition. The spaces W(2, 0, 0), 
W(0,2,0), and W(0,0,2) are contained in Hilb2IP2 . They are unions of cells from a 
cellular decomposition of Hilb2IP2 • The cells contained in W(2, 0, 0) (resp. W(O, 2, 0), 
W(O, 0, 2)) are exactly those corresponding to fixpoints supported in p0 (resp. p1 , p2). 
CASE 1. Consider the C*-action on IP2 given by t.(x0 , x1 , x2 ) = (t-ax0 , t-bx1 , rcx2 ) 
such that a> b > c. Let y = :~, z = :~, and let A= (y2 , z), B = (y, z2) then A, Bare 
two fixpoints of 1l supported at the point Po= (1, 0, 0). Clearly W(2, 0, 0) = XAUXB. 
Now the (C* -action above can be written as follows: t. (y, z) = (ta-by, ta-c z). Let 
QA = q x, y] / A then the tangent space 
7A1l = Hom((y2 ,z),C[x,y]/(y2 ,z)) = Hom(A, QA)= Av® QA (51) 
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Let e1 = y2, e2 = z, e3 = 1, e4 = y then the set {e; 0 ej : i = 1,2, j = 3,4} 
form a basis for TA 1-l. Let us apply the (C* -action above on the basis elements and 
then count the number of positive weights to get the dimension of the cell XA. First 
we will compute the weights of the (C* -action on the basis element e~ 0 e3. Since 
t.e~ = r 1 .e1 = r 1 .y2 = r 2(a-b)y2 = t 2(b-a)y2 = t 2(b-a)e~, t.e3 = e3. It follows that 
t.(e~ 0 e3) = (t2(b-a)e~) 0 e3 = t 2(b-a) (e~ 0 e3). Using the additive notation, the 
weight of the <C*-action on basis element e~ 0 e3 is 2(b - a). Similarly t.(e~ 0 e4) = 
t 2(b-a)e~ 0 ta-be4 = t 2(b-a)+a-b(e~ 0 e4) = tb-a(e~ 0 e4), t.(e~ 0 e3) = tc-a(e~ 0 e3), 
and t. ( e~ 0 e4) = tc-b ( e~ 0 e4). Therefore the weights of the <C* -action on the basis 
above are 2(b - a), b - a, c - a, and c - b. Now since a > b > c the number of 
positive weights is 0. According to Bialynicki-Birula theorem (see [12]) dimXA = 
dim(TA1-l)+ = 0 where (TA1-£)+ denotes the part of TA1-l where the weights of the 
tC*-action are positive So XA = {A}. To calculate the dimension of the cell XB, 
let QB = <C[x, y]I B then TB1-l = Hom(B, QB) = Ev 0 QB. Again you have 4 basis 
elements. Applying the <C*-action on those elements we pickup 4 weights namely, b-a, 
b - c, 2(c - a), and c - a. Now since a > b > c the number of positive weights is 1. 
Thus W(2, 0, 0) = XAUXB = {A}UtC1. Consider the fixpoint I= (x, y)n(y, z) E 1-lT 
then 
T11-l = Hom((x, y), <C[x, y]l(x, y)) E9 Hom((y, z), <C[y, z]l(y, z)) (52) 
Applying the (C* -action on the basis elements we pickup 4 weights namely, a- c, b- c, 
b-a, andc-a. Now since a> b > cthenumberofpositiveweightsis2. It follows that 
X 1 '.:::'. <C2. So dimX1 = 2. In table 2(on page 34), we have listed all the fixed points of 
1-l = H ilb2P2, the weights of the (C* -action on the tangent space at the fixed point, and 
the cell that corresponds to the fixed point. We let N+ denote the number of positive 
weights. Now we can calculate the BETTI numbers of 1-l. Let the BETTI number 
bi = number of i-th dimensional cells where i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. It follows that: b0 = 1, 
b1 = 2, b2 = 3, b3 = 2, and b4 = 1. 
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Fixed point p weights of the C* -action on 1p 1l N+ Xp 
(x2,y) 2(a - c) a - c b - c b - a 
' ' ' 
3 c3 
(x, y2) 2(b - c) b - c a - c a - b 
' ' ' 
4 C4 
(x2,z) 2(a - b) a - b c - b c - a 
' ' ' 
2 c2 
(x, z2) 2(c - b) c - b a - b a - c 
' ' ' 
2 c2 
(y2' z) 2(b - a) b - a c - a c - b 
' ' ' 
0 {(y2, z)} 
(y, z2) 2(c - a) c - a b - a b - c 
' ' ' 
1 ci 
(x, y) n (x, z) a - c, b - c, a - b, c - b 3 c3 
(x, y) n (y, z) a - c, b - c, b - a, c - a 2 c2 
(x, z) n (y, z) a - b, c - b, b - a, c - a 1 C 
Table 2: the fixed points of 1l = H ilb2P2 , the weights of the C* -action on the tangent 
space at the fixed point, and the cell that corresponds to the fixed point. 
5 CHARACTERIZATION OF T-INVARIANT RATIONAL 
EQUIVALENCE 
Let T = (C*r+l be the algebraic torus. Consider the action of Ton lP"1' given by 
In this section a subvariety Y of pn is T-invariant if it is fixed by the torus T, i.e, 
t.Y = Y where t ET. 
5.1 T-INVARIANT LINEAR EQUIVALENCE IN IfD11 
Definition 5.1.1. Let X be a B-variety. An embedding 'I/; : X Y lP"1' is a T-
equivariant embedding if for any subvariety Z C X we have '1/;(t.Z) = t.'lj;(Z) for 
all t ET. 
In section 5.5 we will prove that for any component HilbP X of the Hilbert scheme 
HilbX there exists a T-representation V such that HilbP X can be embedded 
T-equivariantly in P(V). 
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In the following definitions we will consider schemes satisfying the following condition: 
(*) X is noetherian integral separated scheme which is regular in codimension one. 
See [25]. 
Definition 5.1.2. A prime divisor on X is a closed integral subscheme Y of codi-
mension one. A Weil divisor is an element of the free abelian group Div X generated 
by the prime divisors. We write a divisor as D = E niY'i, where the Yi are prime 
divisors, the ni are integers, and only finitely many ni are different from zero. If all 
the ni 2: 0, we say that D is effective. If Y is a prime divisor on X, let ~ E Y be its 
generic point. Then the local ring Otx is a discrete valuation ring with quotient field 
K, the function field of X. We call the corresponding discrete valuation Vy the valua-
tion of Y. Note that since X is separated, Y is uniquely determined by its valuation. 
Let f E K* be any nonzero rational function on X. Then vy(f) is an integer. If it is 
positive we say that f has a zero along y, of that order; if it is negative, we say f has 
a pole along Y, of order -vy(f). 
Lemma 5.1.3. Let X satisfy (*), and let f E K* be a nonzero function on X. Then 
Vy (f) = 0 for all except finitely many prime divisors Y. See [25] 
Definition 5.1.4. Let X satisfy (*), and let f E K*. We define the divisor off, 
denoted by (!), by (f) = I:, vy(f) Y, where the sum is taken over all prime divisors 
of X. By the lemma 5.1.3, this is a finite sum, hence it is a divisor. Any divisor which 
is equal to the divisor of a function is called a principal divisor. 
Definition 5.1.5. Let X satisfy (*). Two divisors D and D' are said to be linearly 
equivalent, written D rv D', if D - D' is a principal divisor. 
Definition 5.1.6. Let X be a B-variety. We define the action of Ton the Weil divisor 
D = I:, niY'i by setting t.D = I:, ni(t.Y'i), where t.Y'i = { t.y : y E Y'i}. 
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Remark 5.1.7. Let X = JF. Consider the fiber diagram 
(53) 
The inclusion map i : X c......+ Xr induces the map ix : Hr(X) --+ H*(X) defined 
by ix([Zr]) = [Zr xxr X] where Z is a subvariety of X. But Zr Xxr X = Z. So 
ix([Zr]) = [Z]. 
(1) Check ix(P) = H. Let E be an equivariant rank r vector bundle over X. 
Consider the following commutative diagram 
(54) 
It follows that ix(Er) = E. Note that ix(c](E)) = ix(cj(Er)) = ci(ix(Er)) = 
ci(E). So ix(c](E)) = ciE). Thus 
(2) Check ix(Aj) = 0. First note that Aj := 7r*(Aj), i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n. Also note 
that the commutative diagram in (1) al;>ove implies ix a 7r* = 1l";t a i;t· Now 
I will use i; instead of ii; for simplicity where ii; : Hr(X) --+ Hr(pi) is the map 
induced by the equivariant inclusion iir : (pj)r Y Xr. 
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Theorem 5.1.8. Let X = pn equipped with a T-action and a finite set of fixed points 
{Pi}}=O where then+ 1 fixed points Pi, ordered as usual, so that the j-th coordinate 
of Pi is nonzero, all other coordinates being zero. Let H:;.(X) be the equivariant 
cohomology of r, and let Di C X be a T-invariant subvariety of codimension one, 
i = 1, 2. Then 
(a) Di "' D2 {:} [Dir] - [D2r] E Span{ Ai : i 
Span{Ai: i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n} = {I:~=O CiAi: ci E Z} 
0, 1, 2, ... , n }, where 
(b) Let i/ : Hf(X) ----+ H:;.(pj) be the map induced by the equivariant inclusion 
iir : (pj)r '--+ Xr. If [Dr] E H:j.(X) is any equivariant class such that there 
exists ai E Z, i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n with i;([Dr]) = L~=o aiAi for all j, then [Dr] = 
r 
Remark 5.1.9. (a),(b) implies Di"' D 2 {:} there exists ai E Z, i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n such 
that i;([Dir] - [D2r]) = L~=O aiAi, 'vj = 0, 1, 2, ... , n. 
Proofs. 
(a) (=? ): Suppose that Di"' D2. Since the equivariant class [Dir - D2r] E H:j.(X) 
then 
n 
[Dir - D2r] = a.p + L CiAi (56) 
i=O 
Consider the map i : X '--+ Xr which induces the map ix : Hf(X) ----+ H*(X) 
where ix([Zr]) = [Z], Z is a subvariety of X. Applying ix to equation (56) 
above we get 
n n 
ii([Dir - D2r]) = ii(a.p + L CiAi) = a.ii(P) + L ci.ii(.\i) (57) 
i=O i=O 
It follows from remark 5.1.7 above that 
n 
ii([(Di - D2)r]) = ii([Dir - D2r]) = a.H + L ci.O = aH (58) 
i=O 
But Di rv D2 implies [Di - D2] = 0. Thus O = [Di - D2] = aH implies a= 0. 
Hence [Dir - D2r] = L~=o CiAi E Span{.\i: i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n}. 
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(¢::):Suppose [Dir - D2r] E Span{ Ai : i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n} then there exists ci E Z 
such that [ Dir - D2r] = I::7=o Ci Ai. It follows 
n n n 
i=O i=O i=O 
(b) Consider the equivariant class [Dr] E Hj,(X) such that there exists ai E Z with 
i;([Dr]) = I::7=o ai).i, \/j = 0, 1, 2, ... , n. Since [Dr] E H:;,(X) it follows that 
[Dr] = a.p + I::7=o ci).i for some a, ci E Z, i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n. Applying the map 
i;, j = 0, 1, 2, ... , n we get 
n n n 
i=O i=O i=O 
But i;([Dr]) = I::7=o aiAi· It follows I::7=o ai.Ai = a.Aj + I::7=o Ci.Ai, \/j. So 
I:7=0 (ai - ci)·).i = a.>.j, j = 0, 1, 2, ... , n implies a>.o = a).i = ... = a).n which 
implies a= 0. Thus [Dr] = a.p+ I:7=o ci).i = O.p+ I::7=o ci).i = I::7=o CiAi where 
ci E Z, i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n. 
5.2 T-INVARIANT LINEAR EQUIVALENCE IN A B-VARIETY 
As in section 2.1 we will use a B-variety to denote a projective variety with a torus 
action and a finite set of fixed points. 
Remark 5.2.1. Let F be a sheaf on a topological space X, 1r : Xr -t BT be a 
continuous map of spaces. Consider an injective resolution of F 
where Fi is a sheaf on X, i ~ 0. We then have a long exact sequence of sheaves 
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. 1 Oi-1 · Oi ·:+l 1r*p- -1r*P-1r*P 
The i-th direct image sheaf 'R}1r*F = ker c>i/ im c>i-l· If F = C then 'R}1r*C is a sheaf 
on BT. Furthermore, Ri1r*F is the sheaf associated to the presheaf 
on BT. 
Definition 5.2.2. A spectral sequence is a sequence { Cr, dr }(r > 0) of bigraded 
groups 
together with differentials 
such that 
EB >ocp,q p,q_ r 
d . C'p,q ------'. C'p+r,q-r+l d2 0 r · c.,r ----, c.,r , r = , 
Notation. { c~q}p,q~o this notation means the following: 
(1) Fork>> 0, ck degenerates i.e. we have 
C'P,q _ C'P,q _ C'P,q _ 
"k - c.,k+l - c.,k+2 - · · · 
Where all dk = 0. We say c~q = cf'q. 
(2) Suppose ck degenerates when k = n. Then there exists a filtration (FPc00 , d) of 
c00 whose graded quotients are c~q where p + q = n i.e. Gr c00 = EBp~o GrP c00 
where GrP c00 = FPc00 /FP+lc00 = c~q' p + q = n. 
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Definition 5.2.3. Suppose we are given topological spaces X, Y with a continuous 
map f : X -t Y and a sheaf :F over X. The q - th direct image sheaf is the sheaf 
'R5 f* ( :F) on Y associated to the presheaf 
The Leray spectral sequence, is a spectral sequence {Er} with 
Example 5.2.4. Consider the map 1r : lFy, -t BT then the sheaf R 11r*C = 0 
because the fiber (R11r*C)p = H 1(1r-1 (p), CC) = H 1 (JPn, CC) = 0, p E BT. Thus 
Hi(BT, R 11r*C) = 0, j 2: 0. 
Remark 5.2.5. Consider the map 1r: Xr -t BT then the Leray spectral sequence 
{Er} degenerates i.e., £'fl = £f'q, p, q 2: 0 and for any sheaf :F on Xr there exists a 
filtration of H 2 (:.F) 
such that FP H 2 (:F)/ FP+ 1 H 2 (:F) e::::: £~2-P. For simplicity I will use FP to denote for 
FP H 2 (:F). Now if :F = C then 
(60) 
(61) 
Because R 11r*<C = 0. But F 1 =J. O implies F 1 = F 2 . 
(62) 
(63) 
Thus F 3 = 0 and by a similar argument F 4 = :F5 = ... = 0. 
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Lemma 5.2.6. Let X be a B-variety, and let C be the constant sheaf on Xr. Consider 
the map 1r: Xr --+ BT. Then 1r*C = C. 
Proof. Let X = Xr, Y = BT. Consider the constant sheaf Cx on X, and the con-
stant sheaf Cy on Y. We need to define a morphism of sheaves 
'ljJ : Cy --+ 1r*Cx. So let U be an open subset of Y. Define a morphism of 
abelian groups 'ljJ(U) : Cy (U) --+ 1r*Cx (U) as follows: For simplicity we will use 
'ljJ to denote for 'l/J(U). Let Cy (U) = {! : U --+ C where f is a constant map }, 
1r*Cx(U) = Cx(1r-\U)) = {g: 1r-\u)--+ C where g is a constant map}. We 
define 'ljJ : Cy (U) --+ 1r*Cx (U) by 'ljJ(f) = f o 1r for any f E Cy (U). Clearly 'ljJ is 
well-defined. 
claim: 'ljJ is an isomorphism. By abuse of notation we define 'ljJ- 1 : 1r*Cx (U) --+ 
Cy (U), and again for simplicity we will use 'ljJ- 1 to denote for 'ljJ(ur1, by 'l/J-\g) = h 
where h(p) = g(1r-\p)) for any p E U. This definition makes sense because g is a 
regular function on the fiber 1r-1(p) = X, which is a connected projective B-variety, 
so g is a constant function on X. It remains to check that 'ljJ -l o 'ljJ = Idcy (U), and 
'ljJ o 'ljJ- 1 = Id1r.Cx(U)· First. let f E Cy(U) then ('l/J- 1 o 'l/J)(f) = 'l/J-\('l/J)(f)) = 
'ljJ- 1 (! o 1r). If p EU then ('l/J- 1 (! o 1r))(p) = (! o 1r)(1r-1(p)) = f(p). It follows 
'ljJ- 1 (! 0 1r) = f. Thus 'lp-1 0 'Ip = Idcy(U)· Second. Let g E 1r*Cx(U), and let 
J = ('l/J- 1 )(g) then ('l/J o 'ljJ-1 )(g) = 'ljJ('l/J-\g)) = 'ljJ(J) = <5 o 1r. Now ifs E 1r-1(u) then 
(Jo1r)(s) = J(1r(s)) = ('1jJ- 1 (g))(1r(s)) = g(1r-\1r(s))) = g(s) because g is a constant 
map. It follows (Jo 1r)(s) = g(s) for each s E 1r -l (U). Thus ('l/J o 'ljJ- 1 )(g) = g. Hence 
-1 
'lf o 'lf = Id1r.Cx (U) · 
Definition 5.2.7. Let Ube an open subset of the topological space X and let Q be 
the sheaf associated with the presheaf Q on X. Then Q (U) is defined as the set of 
functions s from U to the union UpEUgp of stalks of Q over points of U, such that 
(1) for each p E U, s(p) E Qp, and 
(2) for each p E U, there is a neighborhood V of p, contained in U, and an element 
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t E Q(V), such that for all q E V, the germ tq oft at q is equal to s(q). 
i.e, Q(U) = {(s(p))pEU: s(p) E gP and for each p E U, there is a neighborhood V of 
p, contained in U, and an element t E Q(V), such that for all q E V, the germ tq oft 
at q is equal to s(q)}. 
Remark 5.2.8. Consider the commutative diagram of group homomorphisms with 
the horizontal row exact 
(64) 
CLAIM. If "(a = Omap then there exists a group homomorphism h : C ----t D such 
that h/3 = t"(. PROOF. Let c E C. Since /3 is surjective there exists b E B such that 
f3(b) = c. Define h(c) = "f(b). Now if b' E B such that f3(b') = c then f3(b' - b) = 
f3(b') - f3(b) = 0. But the horizontal row in diagram (66) is exact. So there exists 
a E A such that a(a) = b' - b. So "(a(a) = "f(b' - b). But "(a = Omap· It follows 
"f(b' - b) = 0. Thus "f(b) = "f(b'). Hence h/3 = 'Y· 
Fact 5.2.9. Let V be a T-invariant open subset of the B-variety X. Let 'Y : ET ----t 
BT be a principal T-bundle. Let f : V ----t C be a rational function such that 
t.f = p(t)f where p is the character with weight I::~=O ai.>..i. We define the sheaf 
O(Ur)) as follows: Let g E f('Y*(<Cp)r). Then g(a) E ("!*(Cp)r)a = ((Cp)r) 7 (a) = <Cp. 
So g(at- 1 ) = t.g(a) = p(t)g(a). Define s([a, v]) = g(a)f(v) where [a, v] is a class 
in Vr = ET Xr V. We check that s is well-defined: s([at- 1 , tv]) = g(at- 1 )f(tv) = 
p(t)g(a)p- 1 (t)f(v) = g(a)f(v) = s([a,v]). Let J-\oo) be the divisor of poles of 
f. Define 0( Ur)) (Vr) to be the ring 0( Ur)) (Vr) := { s : (V - J-1( oo) )r ----t <C : 
s([a,v]) = g(a)f(v) where g E f('Y*(<Cp)r)}. 
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Fact 5.2.10. Let X be a B-variety. Then the k-dimensional vector space H 2(X, q 
over <C is generated by the set {[D1], ... , [Dk] : Di C X is a <C* -invariant subvariety of 
co dimension 1}. 
Proof. Let X be an n-dimensional B-variety, i.e a smooth projective variety with a 
T-action and a finite set of fixed points {x0 , ... , Xn}- Then by the Bialynicki-Birula 
theorem (see [12]) X has a cellular decomposition with cells Xi = { x E X : lim t.x = 
t---+0 
xi}. By part (ii) of proposition 1.5 in [12], H 2(X, q is generated by the classes of 
the closure of the (n - 1)-dimensional cells (note that H 2(X, q = H2(n-l)(X, C)). 
It follows that the k-dimensional vector space H 2 (X, q is generated by the set 
{[Xn-1,1], ... , [Xn-1,k]} where Xn-1,j is the closure of the (n - 1)-dimensional cell 
Xn-I,j· It remains to check that Xn-I,j is <C*-invariant. Let x E Xn-I,j we show 
that t'.x E Xn_ 13· for any t' E <C*. So we need to check that limt.(t'.x) = x3·• But 
' t---+0 
lim t.(t'.x) = lim (t.t').x = lim (t.t').x. Let r = t.t' then lim (t.t').x = lim r.x = 
t---+0 t---+0 t' .t---+0 t' .t---+0 r---+0 
Xj because x E Xn-I,j· Sox E Xn-I,j implies t'.x E Xn-I,j for any t' E <C*. Therefore 
Xn-I,j is <C* -invariant. So Xn-I,j is (C* -invariant. 
Lemma 5.2.11. Let X be a B-variety, and let (C be the constant sheaf on Xr. 
Consider the map 1r : Xr -+ BT. Then 'R}1r*C = (Ck where k is the dimension of 
Proof. Fix a T-invariant divisor D ~ X. Then f: = 'R}1r*<C is the sheaf associated 
to the presheaf :F where :F(U) = H 2 (1r -\u), q, U open in BT. Now consider the 
equivariant divisor Dr C Xr. Let LDr be the line bundle on Xr associated to the 
divisor Dr, then c1 (.CDr l7r-1(u)) E H 2 (1r -\u), q = :F(U). Let su=c1 (.CDr l7r-1(u)). 
Let V be an open subset of U, consider the restriction map pi : :F(U) -+ :F(V) 
which is defined as follows: Let i : 1r -l (V) Y 1r -l (U) be the inclusion map. Define 
pi(su) = i* su where 
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So p~(su) = sv. Therefore we get a global section fj E F(BT) = H 2(Xr,C). 
Consider the exact sequence 
Let D be a T-invariant divisor in X. Define the map¢: H 2 (X, q --+ H 0 (BT, R 2nA:) 
by ¢([DJ) = V where V = 1/J(D). 
(*) ¢ is an isomorphism: 
First we show that ¢ is injective. Consider the exact sequence 
So ker1/) = im 1r* c C[Ao, ... , An] (H2(BT, C) c H*(BT, C) = C[Ao, ... , An]). Now 
Suppose that ¢([DJ) = 0 where D is a T-invariant divisor in X. Then ¢([DJ) = 
iJ = 1/)(D) = 0. So DE ker1/) = im1r* C C[Ao, ... ,An]- So D = I:7=oaiAi 
where ai E CC. So b - I:7=o aiAi = 0 E F(BT) = H 2 (Xr, C). It follows that 
P8T(fJ - I:7=o aiAi) = 0 where U is an open subset of BT and PET : F(BT) --+ 
F(U). So P8T(fJ) - P8T(I:7=o aiAi) = 0. So c1(£Dr 111"-i(u)) - I:7=o aiAi = 0). Let 
j : 1r-\U) --+ 1r -\BT) be the inclusion map. Then j*(c1(£Dr) - I:7=o aiAi) = 0 
(note that j*(I:7=o aiAi) = I:7=o aiAi because j* is a C[A0 , ... , An]-module homomor-
phism). But c1(£Dr) - I:7=oaiAi = c1(0(Dr)) - c1(0(I:7=oaiAi)) = c1(0(Dr) 0 
0(- I:7=o aiAi)) = c1(0(Dr - I:7=o aiAi)). So j*(c1(0(Dr - I:~=o aiAi))) = 0. But 
j* is the restriction map. It follows Dr - I:7=o ai)..i is linearly equivalent to zero. So 
[Dr] - I:7=o aiAi is rationally equivalent to zero. So ix([Dr] - I:7=o aiAi) = 0. But 
ix([Dr]) = [DJ and ix(Ai) = 0. Therefore [DJ= 0. So¢ is injective. 
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Second we check that q> is surjective. Note that the surjectivity of the map ¢> follows 
immediately from diagram below because it is commutative. So ¢> o ix = 'lj}. But 'ljJ is 
surjective so ¢> is surjective. 
(67) 
To check that the above diagram is commutative it is enough to check that 
-'l/J([Fr] - ix[Fr]) = 0 where F is a T-invariant subvariety of X of codimension one 
- -(because 'l/J([Fr]-ix[Fr]) = 'l/J([Fr])-'l/J(ix[Fr]) = 'l/J([Fr])-cpoix([Fr])). Let {Ui}i 
be an open cover for BT. Since P8;'([.F]) = c1(£FT 11r-1(U) = i:-1(U;)(c1(£FT) = 
i:-1(U;)Fr] = P8:[Fr]. So P8;'([.F] - [Fr]) = 0 for all i. It follows from a sheaf axiom 
A -that [F] - [Fr] = 0. So 'l/J([Fr] - ix[Fr]) = 'l/J(O) = 0. 
Third we will check that q> is well-defined. Suppose [DJ = [D'] i.e D rv D' where D and 
D' are T-invariant divisors in X. Then there exists a rational function f : X --+ <C 
such that D - D' = (!). 
STEP 1: there exists a character p such that t.f = p(t)f. 
Lett ET then t.f and f have the same zeros and poles since D - D' is T-invariant. 
So ti has no zeros or poles in X where Xis a compact set. Therefore ti = Ct where 
Ct is a constant. Let us check that Ct is a character. First recall that a character 
x : T --+ <C* satisfies the property x(t.t') = x(t)x(t') where t, t' E T. Also recall 
that (t.t').x = t.(t'.x) where x E X. So it is enough to check that Ct.t' = CtCt'· First 
note that t.f(x) = ctf(x) implies J(r 1x) = ctf(x). Write f(t- 1x) = (f o r 1)(x) 
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where t-1 defines the bijection on X given by x 1---t t- 1x. So (f o r 1)(x) = ctf(x). 
Now Ct.t1f(x) = (t.t').f(x) = f((t.t')- 1 .x) = (f o (t.t')-1)(x) = (f o (t-1t'-1))(x). 
But (f o (t-1t1- 1))(x) = (f o t-1)(t'-1x). It follows Ct.t1f(x) = (f o t-1)(t'-1x) = 
(ctf)(t'- 1x) = ctf(t'-1x) = CtCt,f(x). Therefore Ct.t' = CtCt'· Thus step 1 is done. 
STEP 2: O((fr)) ~ 1r*(Cµ)T 
PROOF. Let V be a T-invariant open subset of the B-variety X. Define a morphism 
of abelian groups cp(Vr) : 1r*(Cµ)r(Vr) -+ O((fr))(Vr) as follows: for simplic-
ity we use cp to denote cp(Vr). If f3 E 1r*(Cµ)r(Vr) then f3([a,v]) := {a} x 9f3(a) 
where the function 9(3 : ET -+ C. So t.gf3(a) = p(t)gf3(a) where a E ET. De-
fine cp(/3) = 9f3(a)f(v) where a E ET, v E V. Then cp(/3) E O((fr))(Vr) by fact 
5.2.9. To check that cp is an isomorphism, we define the morphism of abelian groups 
µ(Vr): O((fr))(Vr)-+ 1r*(Cµ)r(Vr) as follows: for simplicity letµ denote µ(Vr). If 
s E O((fr))(Vr) then by fact 5.2.9 s([a,v]) = L:=i9i(a)f(v) where 9i E r(1*(Cµ)r). 
We define µ(s) = a where a([a,v]) = {a} x L:=i9i(a). Now a E 1r*(Cµ)r(Vr) 
because a([a,v]) E (1r*(Cµ)r)[a,v] = ((Cµ)r)a = {a} x Cp and 9i(a) E Cp (since 
9i E r(1*(Cµ)r)). Clearly µ o cp = Id1r*(CCp)T(VT) and cp o µ = Ido((!T))(VT)· Thus 
O((fr)) ~ 1r*(Cµ)r. Hence step 2 is done. 
Note that 1r*(Cµ)T = 1r*O(- L~=o ai,\) where L~=o aiAi is the weight of the char-
acter p. But 1r*O(L~=O aiAi) = O(L~=o ai1r* Ai) = O(L~=o aiAi) since Ai := 1r* Ai. 
So 1r*(Cµ)T = 0(- L:o aiAi). Now let us check that cp is well-defined. Sup-
pose [DJ = [D'], i.e D rv D' where D and D' are T-invariant divisors in X. Then 
there exists a rational function f : X -+ C such that D - D' = (!). Now 




because '¢ o 1r* = Omap since the sequence (66) is exact. Therefore cp is well-defined. 
Now we prove b - D' = - L7=o ai1r* ,\. Let Ui be an open cover for BT. Then (D -
D') /u;= su; - s~; = c1(£Dr /1r-1(U) - c1(£D'r /1r-1(U) = i;-1(u;/c1(£Dr) - c1(£D'r)) 
where the map i1r-1(U;): 1r-1(Ui)--+ Xr is the inclusion map. Let O(Dr) denote £Dr 
then (D-D') /u;= i;-1(u;/c1(0(Dr))-c1(0(D~))) = i;-1(U)c1(0(Dr@O(D~*)) = 
i;-1(ui/1(Dr - D~) = i;-1(u;/1(0(fr)). But O((fr)) ~ 1r*(<Cp)r = 0(- L7=o ai.\i)-
It follows 
n n n 
(D- D') /u;= i;-1(u)c1(0(- Lai.\i))) = i;-1(U)- Lai.\i) = - LaiAi 
i=O i=O i=O 
since i;-1(U;) : H 2(1r-1 (Ui), <C) --+ H2 (Xr, C) is a <C[.\0 , ... , An]-module homomor-
phism. So (D - D' + L7=o ai.\i) /u;= 0 for all i. It follows from a sheaf axiom 
D - D' + L7=o ai.\i = 0. So D - D' = - L7=o aiAi. Thus step 3 is done. 
I will use i; instead of ij~ for simplicity where ij~ : Hr(X) --+ Hr(Pj) is the map 
induced by the equivariant inclusion ijr : (pj)r Y Xr. 
Theorem 5.2.12. Let X be a B-variety and let Di C X be a T-invariant subvariety 
of codimension one, i = 1, 2. Then 
(a) D1 rv D2 ~ [Dir - D2r] E Span{.\i 
Span{.\i: i = 0, 1, ... , n} = {L7=o CiAi: ci E Z} 
0, 1, ... , n }, where 
(b) Let Pj E xr, i/ : H:;,(X) --+ Hr(Pj) be the map induced by the equivariant 
inclusion ijr : Pjr Y Xr. If [Dr] E H:j(X) is any equivariant divisor such that 
there exists ai E Z, i = 0, 1, 2 with i;([Dr]) = L7=o ai.\i, Vj = 0, 1, ... , n, then 
[Dr] = L7=o aiAi. 
Proof. 
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(a) (=}): Suppose that D1 rv D2 then [D1 - D2] = 0. But ix([(D1 - D2)r]) 
[D1 - D2] = 0 implies [(D1 - D2)r] E kerix, 
CLAIM. ker ix = Span{ Ai : i = 0, 1, ... , n }. Consider the commutative diagram 
(68) 
Which gives the following commutative diagram 
(69) 
Note that H*(BT) = C[Ao, A1, ... , An] C H*(Xr) where Ai:= 1r*(Ai), i = 0, ... , n. 
Since the above diagram is commutative, ix o 1r*(Ai) = 1r;t o i;t(Ai) = 0, 
i = 0, ... , n which implies ix(Ai) = 0, i = 0, ... , n. Thus ker ix contains 
span{ Ai : i = 0, ... n }. It remains to show that ker ix c span{Ai : i = 0, ... , n }. 
(70) 
This gives rise to a short exact cohomology sequence 
(71) 
But P 3 = 0 (see remark 5.2.5 above) implies P 2 = P 2 / P 3 = H 2 (BT, C), and 
po I P 2 = po I P 1 = H 0(BT, R 21r*C). By lemma 5.2.11 R 21r*C = c_k. It follows 
that 
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where H 0 (BT, C) = C because BT is connected. Also, by Lemma 5.2.6 
1r*C = C. Thus our short exact sequence becomes 
(72) 
Recall from Lemma 5.2.11 the isomorphism <p: H 2 (X, C) ---+ H 0 (BT, Ck) de-
fined by cp([D]) = D where D is a T-invariant divisor in X, and Dis the global 
section associated with D. Let p = cp-1 then po'lj; = ix. Since R 21r*C ~ Ck it fol-
lows that H0 (BT, R 21r*C) = H0 (BT, Ck)= ffif=1H 0 (BT, C). But H0 (BT, C) = 
C because BT is connected. So H0 (BT, R 21r*C) = (Ck. But H 2 (X, C) is a k-
dimensional space. It follows p is an isomorphism of k-dimensional spaces. Also 
note that ix o 1r* = Omap, where Omap is the zero map. Clearly H 2 (BT, C) is a 
subset of H*(BT, C) = C[..\o, ... , An]. If c is in H 2(BT, C), then c = E:=l ai,\i, 
ai E C. Since ix O 7r* = 1r;t O i;t it follows that ( ix O 7r*) ( C) = ( 1r;t O i;t) ( C). 
But (1r;t o i;t)(E:=1 ai,\i) = E:=1 ai1r;t(i;t(,\i)) = E:=1 ai1r;t(O) = 0. Thus 
"* * 0 ix O 7r = map· 
Now we show that pis injective{::} ker ix = H 2 (BT, C) (see the diagram above). 
(-¢::): Suppose p(s) = 0 wheres E H0 (BT,Ck). We will show thats = 0. 
Since '1/J is surjective there exists w E H 2(Xr, C) such that '1/J( w) = s. It 
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follows p('l/J(w)) = p(s) = 0. But po 'ljJ = ix implies ix(w) = 0 which 
implies w E kerix = H 2 ( BT, C) ~ H* ( BT, C) = C[ Ao, ... , An]. It follows 
w = LZ:i biAi A E C. Now w = LZ:i biAi := L b(1r*(Ai). It follows 
s = 'l/J(w) = 'I/J(LZ:i bt1r*(Ai)) = LZ:i bi'l/J(1r*(Ai)) = LZ:i bi.O = 0 (because 
ker 'ljJ = im 1r* since our sequence above is exact). Thus s = 0. Hence p is 
injective. 
(:::;,): Suppose p is injective. Let a E ker ix then ix (a) = 0. It follows 
0 = ix(a) =(po 'l/J)(a)= p('l/J(a)). But p is injective implies 'I/J(a) = 0 which 
implies a E ker'I/J = im1r*. Thus a E H2(BT,C). Hence kerix c H 2(BT,C). 
It remains to show that ker ix contains H 2 ( BT, C). So, let (3 E H 2 ( BT, C). By 
part (2) of remark 5.1.8 we have ix 01r* = Omap· It follows im 7rx C ker ix. Thus 
(3 lives in kerix. Hence kerix:) H2(BT, C). 
But p is an isomorphism. It follows kerix = H2 (BT, C) ~ H*(BT, C) 
C[Ao, ... , An]. Thus we have kerix ~ Span{Ai : i = 0, ... , n}. But kerix :) 
Span{Ai : i = 0, ... , n }. Therefore ker ix = Span{ Ai : i = 0, ... , n }. Thus laim 
1 above is proven . Hence we are done with the proof of Theorem 5.2.12 part 
(a)(=;,). 
Now let us prove the other direction of part (a) of Theorem 5.2.12. 
(a)(-¢::): Suppose [Dir-D2r] E Span{ Ai : i = 0, 1, ... , n} then there exists Ci E Z 
such that [Dir - D2r] = L7=o ciAi· Consider the inclusion map ix : X '---+ Xr 
where ix([Z]r) = [Z]. Consider diagram (69). Note that Ai := 1r*(Ai). It 
follows [Dir - D2r] = Li=o ci.1r*(Ai) which implies that ix([Dir - D2rD = 
i*(Li=o ci.1r*(Ai)) = Li=o ci.ix(1rx(Ai)) = Li=o ci.1r;t(i;t(Ai)). But i;t(Ai) = 0. 
It follows ix([Dir - D2r]) = Li=o ci.1r;t(O) = Li=o ci.O = 0. Thus [Di - D2] = 
ix([(Di - D2)r]) = ix([Dir - D2r]) = 0. Hence Di"' D2. 
(b) Let C(A) = C(Ao, ... , An) be the field of fractions of C[Ao, ... , An]. Consider the 
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map </> : Hi,(X) ©q.xJ C(.X) --+ EB1J=0Hi,(pi) ©q.xJ C(,X) where </>(a@ J(>.)) = 
(i;(a).J(>.))1J=0-. Let [Dr] E H:j,(X) C H:j,(X) © C(>.) such that for each j we 
have i1([Dr]) = l(>.) where l(>.) = E~=o ai>.i. Then </>(l(>.) © 1) = </>(l@ l(>.)) = 
(i1(l).l(>.))1J=o = (l(>.))1J=o = (i1([Dr]))1J=o· But </>([Dr]© 1) = (i1([Dr])1J=o· It 
follows </>(l(>.)@ 1) =</>([Dr]© l). But </> is injective implies l(>.) © 1 = [Dr]© 1 
which implies (l(>.) - [Dr]) © 1 = 0. Thus [Dr] = l(>.). 
5.3 T-INVARIANT RATIONAL EQUIVALENCE IN JP>2 
Definition 5.3.1. Let X be a projective variety. Two k-dimensional subvarieties 
V and V' are said to be rationally equivalent, written V rv V', if there exists a 
sequence of k-dimensional subvarieties Vo = V, Vi, ... , Vn = V' and a sequence of 
(k + 1)-dimensional subvarieties W1, ... , Wn such that Yi-I, Yi are contained in Wi, 
and Yi-1 f"V Yi in wi ' i = 1, ... , n. 
Definition 5.3.2. Let Z be a B-variety. AT-invariant k-dimensional subvariety V of 
Z is T-invariantly rationally equivalent to a T-invariant k-dimensional subvariety V' of 
Z, written Vi V', if there exists a sequence of T-invariant k-dimensional subvarieties 
Vo= V, Vi, ... , Vn = V' and a sequence of T-invariant (k + 1)-dimensional subvarieties 
W1, ... , Wn such that Yi-i, Yi are contained in Wi, i = 1, ... , n and Yi-i rv Yi in Wi , 
i = l, ... ,n. 
Definition 5.3.3. If f : X --+ Y is a regular embedding of codimension d, and 
g : Y' --+ Y is an arbitrary morphism such that Y' is a smooth variety. Form the 
fiber square i.e. X' = X Xy Y' = g-1(X). We define the refined Gysin homomorphism 
J, : Ak(X') --+ Ak-d(Y') by the formula J,[V] = J;[v].[X'] where f' is the morphism 
in the fiber square. See 6.2 in [17]. 
Example 5.3.4. Let X be a projective variety with an action of T = (C*)m, and 
a finite set of fixed points, and let Z C X be a T-invariant subvariety. Consider 
the fiber square below where i is a regular embedding of codimension d, ir is the 
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Zr~Xr 
! . ! zc i ~ X 
inclusion map induced by i. Then i! : Ak(Zr) ---+ Ak-d(Xr) is given by the formula 
Conjecture 5.3.5. Let X be an n-dimensional projective variety with a torus action 
T = (C*)m+l and a finite set of fixed points xr = {qi}j=o· Consider the equivariant 
maps i/;,. : H:;,(X) ---+ H:;,(qi), ii; : H:;,(Z) ---+ H:;.(qj), where Z is a T-invariant 
subvariety of X, and % E Z for some j. Let D C Z be a T-invariant subvariety. If 
i : Z Y X is the inclusion map we have 
Example 5.3.6. Consider the action of T = (C*)3 on X = lP2 • Let D = Z(x0 ,x1 ), 
and let Z = Z(x0 ). Let i : Z Y X be the inclusion map then 
i;x o i![Dr] = i;xi!(p- A1) = i;x([Zr].(p - A1)) = i;x((p - Ao)(p - A1)) 
= (Ai - Ao)(Ai - A1) 
But i;z[DrJ.i;x[Zr] = i;z(P - A1).i;x(P - Ao) = (Aj - Ao)(AJ - A1). Thus 
Theorem 5.3. 7. Let X = IP2 equipped with a torus action T = ( C* )3 and a finite 
set of fixed points xr = {Pi lJ=o of the torus action, where the three fixed points Pi, 
ordered as usual, so that the j - th coordinate of Pi is nonzero, all other coordinates 
being zero. Let Z C X be a T-invariant subvariety of codimension one, Di C Z be 
a T-invariant subvariety of codimension two in X, i = 1, 2. Then 
(1) If Z is irreducible then 
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where Span{,\.[Zr] : i = 0, 1, 2} = {E;=O ci>.i-[Zr] : ci E Z} 
(2) If D1 rv D2 in Z where Z is an irreducible subvariety of X then there exists an 
l(>.) = E;=O ai>.i, ai E Z, i = 0, 1, 2 such that i/([D1r - D2r]) = l(>.).i/([Zr]), 
j = 0, 1, 2, where i/ : Hr(X) -+ Hr(Pi), j = 0, 1, 2 is induced by the equiv-
ariant inclusion i : Zj c....-t X, j = 0, 1, 2. 
(3) If D1 ~ D2 and Di C Uk=oZk, i = 1, 2 is a codimension 2 subvariety of X 
such that Di = E!=o aik[pk], i = 1, 2, E!=o alk = E!=o a2k, and [Zk] = 
[xk = OJ where xk is a coordinate of 1P2, k = 0, 1, 2. Then there exists an 
lk(>.) = E;=0 bikAi, bik E Z, i = 0, 1, 2, k = 0, 1, 2 such that i/([D1r - D2r]) = 
E!=o lk(>.).i/([Zkr]), j = 0, 1, 2. 
Proofs. Part(l) is a special case of part(l) of theorem 5.4.1 which will be proven 
in the next section. To prove part(2), Suppose that Z c 1P2 is an irreducible, 
T-invariant subvariety of codimension 1 then the cycle [Z] = [xi = OJ for some i, 
i = 0, 1, 2. So the equivariant cycle [Zr]= p->.i, for some i, i = 0, 1, 2. Since Di CZ, 
i = 1, 2 is a T-invariant subvariety of codimension 2 in 1P2 , and D 1 rv D 2 in Z then 
[(D1 -D2)r] = E;=O ar[prr] such that E;=O ar = 0. Clearly [D1 - D2] = E;=O ar[pr] 
is a class on Z implies ar = 0, for some r. Now if a0 = a1 = 0 then a2 = 0. So 
[D1 - D2] = 0. Take l(>.) = 0. Similarly if a0 = a2 = 0 or a1 = a2 = 0 then 
[D1 - D2] = 0. Take l(>.) = 0, so i/([D1r - D2r]) = l(>.).i/([Zr]) is satisfied, 
j = 0, 1, 2. Suppose a2 = 0 such that a2 =/:- a0 , and a2 =/:- a1 then a1 = -a0 , and 
[Zr] = p - >.2 . Now 
i/(ao[(Po - P1)r]) = ao.i/([(Po - P1)r]) 
ao.i/([por - P1r]) = ao.i/((p - >.1)(p - >.2) - (p - >.o)(p - >.2)) 
ao.i/((>.o - >.1)(p - >.2)) = ao.(>.o - >.1)i/(p - >.2) 
ao.(>.o - >.1)i/([Zr]) 
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Take l(A) = a0 .(Ao - Ai) then i/([Dir - D2r]) = l(A).i/([Zr]), j = 0, 1, 2. Similarly, 
If ai = 0 such that a1 =I= a0 , and ai =I= a2 then take l (A) = a0 . ( Ao - A2). Finally, if 
a0 = 0 such that a0 =I= ai, and a0 =I= a2 then take l(A) = a1.(A1 - A2). 
To prove part(3), Suppose Di ~ D2 in lP2 then Dir - D2r = L7=o aiPir, ai E Z, 
i = 0, 1, 2 such that L7=o ai = 0. Now since a2 = -a0 - ai then 
2 
i/([Dir - D2r]) = i/(L ai[PirD = i/(ao[(Po - P2)r] + a1([(Pi - P2)r]). 
i=O 
i/(ao(Ao - A2)(p - Ai)+ a1(A1 - A2)(p - Ao)) 
ao(Ao - A2)i/(p- Ai)+ ai(A1 - A2)i/(p - Ao) 
Let lo(A) = ai (Ai - A2), li (A) = a0 (Ao - A2), l2(A) = 0, and let the equivariant class 
[Zir] =[(xi= O)r] = p- Ai, i = 0, 1, 2 then i/([D1r - D2r]) = L!=o lk(A).i/([Zkr]), 
j = 0, 1, 2. 
5.4 T-INVARIANT RATIONAL EQUIVALENCE IN A B-VARIETY 
Theorem 5.4.1. Let X be an n-dimensional B-variety where xr = {qj}T=o· let 
Z C X be a T-invariant subvariety of dimension k + 1 < n, and let Di C Z be a 
T-invariant subvariety of dimension k, i = 1, 2. Then 
(1) If Z is irreducible then 
Di rv D2 in Z ¢=> [Dir - D2r] E Span{Ai-[Zr] : i = 0, 1, ... , n} 
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(2) If D 1 "" D2 in Z where Z is an irreducible subvariety of X then there ex-
ists an l(>.) = L~=O ai>.i, ai E Z, i = 0, ... , n such that ij;([D1T - D2T]) 
l(>.).ii;([ZT]), j = 0, ... , m. 
(3) If D1 2: D2 and Di c Uk=l Zk, i = 1, 2 is a subvariety of dimension r such 
that Di = I:;;1=1 Dik, and D1k "" D2k in Zk where Zk c X is an irreducible 
T-invariant subvariety of dimension r + 1 and Dik C Zk is a T-invariant sub-
variety of dimension r. Then there exists an lk = L~=O aik).i where aik E Z, 
i = 0, ... , n, k = 1, ... , m such that 
m 
ij;([D1T - D2T]) = L lk.ij;([ZkT]) 
k=l 
where j = 0, ... , n. 
Proofs. 
(1) PROOF. (==}) Suppose that D 1 rv D 2 in Z where Di, Z are T-invariant then 
D 1 - D 2 = (!) where f : Z --+ lP'1 is a rational function on Z. As in the 
proof of lemma 5.2.11 there exists a character p such that t.f = p(t)f. Re-
call the map 1r : XT --+ BT where XT is a fiber bundle over BT. Let V 
be a T-invariant open .subset of the B-variety X. Recall VT = ET XT V and 
let [a, x] denote a class in VT. We define the sheaf O(DiT), j = 1, 2 as fol-
lows: O(DiT)(VT) := {I:f=l hi(x)gi(a) : hi(x) is a meromorphic function on 
V, and gi(a) is a continuous function on ET such that (hi) + Dj 2 0 and 
hi(tx)gi(at-1 ) = hi(x)gi(a)}. Claim: O(D1T) ~ O(D2T) ® 1r*(CP-1 )T- Let <p 
denote <p(VT)· We define the morphism <p: O(D2T)(VT) ® 1r*(CP-1 )T(VT) --+ 
O(D1T)(VT) by <p(h(x)g(a) ® k(x)l(a)) = k(x)h(x)f- 1 (x)g(a)l(a). First we 
check (khf- 1 ) + D1 2 0. Clearly (khf- 1 ) + D1 = (k) + (h) + (f- 1 ) + D1 = 
(k) + (h) +D2 (note that (f- 1 ) = D2 -D1). But (h) +D2 2 0 (because h(x)g(a) 
lives in O(D2T)(VT)). Also (k) 2 0 (because k(x)l(a) is a section so it has to 
be defined for all a E ET, and for all v E V, i.e k, l can not have poles). Sec-
ond we check that k(tx)h(tx)f- 1 (tx)g(at- 1 )l(aC 1 ) = k(x)h(x)J-\x)g(a)l(a). 
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Clearly k(tx)h(tx)f- 1 (tx)g(ar 1 )l(at-1 ) = k(x)l(a)p- 1 (t)h(x)g(a)p(t)f- 1 (x) = 
k(x)h(x)f- 1 (x)g(a)l(a) (note that f- 1 (t- 1 x) = t.f- 1 (x) = p-1 (t)f- 1 (x) implies 
J-\tx) = p(t)J-\x)). Therefore k(x)h(x)J-\x)g(a)l(a) E O(Dir)(Vr). It is 
easy to check that cp is an isomorphism. 
Let E~=O aiAi be the weight of the character p. Then ci ( 1r* ( Cp )r) = 1r* ci ( ( Cp )r). 
But 1r* Ci ( ( Cp )r) = 1r* ci ( 0( - E~=O aiAi)) = 1r* ( - E~=O aiAi) = - E~=o ai1r* Ai = 
- E~=o aiAi (note that 1r* Ai := Ai)- Now O(Dir) '.::: O(D2r) ® 1r*(Cp)r and 
O(Ur)) '.::: 1r*(Cp)r (see lemma 5.2.11) implies [Dir - D2r] = Ur). Also 
O(Ur)) '.::: 1r*(Cp)r (see lemma 5.2.11) implies Ur)= ci(1r*(Cp)r lzT). So the 
equivariant cycle [Dir - D2r] =Ur)= ci(1r*(Cp)rlzT) = ci(1r*(Cp)r).[Zr] = 
(-E~=oaiAi).[Zr] which lives in Span {Ai-[Zr]: i = 0,1, ... ,n}. Therefore 
[Dir - D2r] belongs to Span {AdZr]: i = 0, 1, ... , n}. 
({=) Suppose that [Dir - D2r] = E:i aiAi-[Zr] where ai E Z, i = 0, ... , n. 
Recall the map ix : H!i,(X) -+ H*(X) where i'.x([Wr]) = [W]. It follows 
[Di - D2] = i'.x([Dir - D2rD = i'.x(E:i aiAdZr]) = E:i aiix(Ai).i'.x([Zr]). 
But ix(Ai) = 0 implies [Di - D2] = 0. Thus Di "'D2 C Z. 
(2) Suppose Di "' D 2 in Z then by part(l) of this theorem, we have [Dir - D 2r] 
in Span{AdZr]: i = 0, 1, ... , n}, i.e, [Dir - D2r] = E~=O aiAdZr]. Let l(A) = 
E~=o aiAi then i/;.([Dir-D2r]) = i/;.(E~=o aiAi.[Zr]) = E~=o aiAi.i/;.([Zr]) = 
l(A).ii;([Zr]). 
Using part(2) there exsists an lk(A) = E~=o bikAi, where bik E Z, k = 1, ... , m 
such that ij;([(Dik - D2k)r]) = lk(A).ii;([Zkr]), where j = 0, ... , n. Therefore 
ii;([Dir - D2r]) = Er=i lk(A).ij;([Zkr]), j = 0, ... , n. 
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5.5 MAIN THEOREM 
Definition 5.5.1. Let '¢ E N = Hoin(C*, T), and let x E M = Hom(T, C*) then 
x o '¢(t) = tk, where k E Z. We define the dual pairing <, >: N ® M --+ Z by 
< '¢,X >= k. 
Definition 5.5.2. A family of closed subschemes of a given scheme Y over a base B 
is a closed subscheme X c Bx Y, together with the restriction to X of the projection 
map Bx Y--+ B; the fibers of X over b EB are the naturally closed subchemes of 
the fibers Yii of B x Y over B. 
Definition 5.5.3. A family of schemes '¢ : X --+ B is flat if for every point 
x E X the local ring Ox,x, regarded as a Os,,t,(x)-module via the map of local 
rings W : Os,,t,(x) --+ Ox,x is flat. 
Remark 5.5.4. As a reference for the notion of the limit of a 1-parameter familly of 
·schemes see 11.3.4 of [18]. 
Definition 5.5.5. Let 'D C X x ([!* be a subscheme over ([!*where Xis a B-variety. 
Let 'Dt denote the fiber of 'D over t E ([!*. We define lim 'Dt by lim 'Dt := ('D)o where 
t----+0 t----+0 
'D is the closure of 'D in X x C. 
Fact 5.5.6. Saying the functor Hilbx is representable is the same thing as saying 
that there exists a universal family, that is a scheme Hand a subscheme C ~Xx H 
flat over H such that given a subscheme Y c X x B flat over the scheme B there 
exists a unique morphism h: B--+ H such that Y = (B XH C)h where (B XH C)h is 
the fiber product via h and B is any base scheme. In this case H denotes the Hilbert 
scheme HilbX. 
Fact 5.5.7. (C* xH C)1 = (CxHC)!' where (C* xH C)1 is the closure of (C* xHC)1 
in ( C x H C) 1, and f' : C --+ H is the unique morphism extending f : ([!* --+ H. The 
existence and uniqueness off' follows from Proposition 6.2 in Chapter one in [25] since 
the Hilbert scheme His projective. Note that the closure of (C* xHC)1 in (CxH C)!' 
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is equal to the closure of ( (C* x H C) f in C x X because ( (C* x H C) f C ( C x H C) !' and 
(CxH C)J' ~ Cx Xis a closed subscheme being the pullback of the closed subscheme 
C c H x X as shown in the diagram below. 
(C* XH C)/--~ (C XH C)J' -c (74) 
! ! f' ! 
(C* C H 
Form the fiber square 
(75) 
C*~----c 
We will show that h is a dominant morphism. Therefore ( C* x H C) 1 = ( C x H C) !'. 
So let Y = (C* XH C)1 and let E = (C xH C)J'. We need to show that h : Y '---+ E 
is a dominant morphism. Consider the affine schemes U = SpecA , W = SpecAb, 
where A is a Noetherian ring and b E A is a nonzero divisor. We will show that 
h' : SpecAb c......+ SpecA is a dominant morphism. Let 'T/i E Ui be the generic point 
for Ui where Ui is an irreducible component of U. It is enough to show that 'T/i E W. 
Therefore 'T/i c W. But 'T/i = Ui. So Ui c W for all i. So Uc W. Therefore U = W. 
It follows h' is dominant. 
Now let us show that 'T/i E W. Recall that a generic point of U = SpecA corresponds 
to a minimal prime ideal in the ring A. It is enough to show that if P is a minimal 
prime ideal in A and b E A is a nonzero divisor then P lives in Ab. Now to prove 
the previous statement we need to check that if P is a minimal prime ideal in A and 
b EA is a nonzero divisor then b (j. P. Suppose b E P. Let /3 : A--+ Ap be the ring 
homomorphism defined by /3(x) = x/1. Let Q = S-1 P where S = A - P, then Q is 
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an ideal in Ap. But Ap is a zero dimensional ring (because p is a minimal prime) 
and Noetherian (because A is Noetherian) so it is Artinian. It follows there exists a 
positive integer n such that Qn = 0. Now since b E P then b/1 E s- 1 P = Q. So 
bn /1 E Qn = 0. So there exists s E A - P such that sbn = 0. But b is a nonzero 
divisor. Contradiction. 
Definition 5.5.8. Let i: D c......+ X be a closed imbedding where Xis a B-variety X. 
Let the map <.p: C* x X --+ X be given by <.p(t, x) = t-1.x. Consider the fiber square 
'D~C* xX (76) 
! ! 
D X 
Since Hilbx is a representable then as in fact 5.5.3 there exists a universal family-that 
is, a scheme Hand a subscheme C ~Xx H flat over H -such that 'D = (C* XH C)9 
for a unique morphism g: C* --+ H. We define lim 'Dt by lim 'Dt := ('D) 0 . 
t---+0 t---+0 
Remark 5.5.9. The scheme 'D = (C* xH C)1 in the definition above is flat over C*, 
i.e 'Dis a flat family. For simplicity we let C* XH C denote (C* XH C)1. Consider the 
fiber square 
C* xHc-c (77) 
! I !a 
C* H 
Let z = (t, x) E 'D such that f(t) = a(x) = s E H. Then Ov,z = Oc• xHC,(t,x) = 
Oc• ,t 0oH,s Oc,x· Now we verify Ov,z is a flat Oc• ,t-module. Let E --+ F be an 
O<C* ,t-module monomorphism. Consider the tensored sequence below 
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(78) 
We will check that (78) is a mcinomorphism. But Ov,z @oc•,t E is equal to the 
tensor product Oc• ,t @oH,s Oc,x @oc•,t E = Oc,x @oH,s E. Similarly Ov,z@oc•,t F = 
Oc,x @oH,s F. So we get the sequence 
(79) 
which is a monomorphism because the universal family C is flat over H (by defini-
tion). Therefore (78) is a monomorphism. 
Notation. We will use the script letter V to denote the scheme over C* with fibers 
t.V, the script letter£ to denote a scheme over C with fibers t.E, and so on as defined 
in definition 5.5.5 unless otherwise specified. 
Definition 5.5.10. Let X be a B-variety, and let (C* be a I-parameter subgroup of T. 
Fix x EX. Let g: (C* -+ X be given by g(t) = {x. Consider the imbedding (C* -+ 
1P'1 (ti----+ (1, t)). Since Xis projective there exists a unique liftiting g' : 1P'1 -+ X. 
We define lim t.x = g'(l, 0). 
t--tO 
Definition 5.5.11. Let E be a subvariety of a B-variety X, and let Hilb be the 
component of the Hilbert scheme HilbX containing E. Let £ c C* x X be a flat 
family over (C* with fibers t.E. Define F : (C* -+ Hilb by F(t) = t.E. Since Hilb is 
projective there exists a unique lifting F': (C-+ Hilb. We define lim t.E = F'(O). 
t-+0 
Proposition 5.5.12. The Hilbert definition of the limit (DEFINITION 5.5.11) and 
the closure definition of the limit (DEFINITION 5.5.5) agree. 
Proof. Let V C X be a subvariety of the B-variety X, and let V ~ (C* x X be 
the scheme with fibers Vt = t.V. Recall that the functor Hilbx is representable by 
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the scheme H = HilbX, i.e there exists an isomorphism a : Hilbx ---+Hom(, H). 
Consider the commutative diagram below 
HilbxC* __ °'_c_• - Hom(C*, H) (80) 
! ! 
HilbxSpec(k(t)) ~ Hom(Spec(k(t)), H) 
where Ctt denote aspec(k(t))· Let f : Spec(k(t)) ---+ C* be a morphism of schemes, 
then h(f) : HilbxC* ---+ HilbxSpec(k(t)) is defined as follows: if Y ~ C* x X is 
a closed subscheme which is flat over C*. We define h(f) (Y) = Yt where Yt is the 
fiber of Y over t E C*. Clearly since Y is flat over C* then Yt is fl.at over Spec(k( t)). 
For simplicity I will use a to denote etc•. Recall V ~ C* x X is flat over C*. Let 
g = a(V) and let H(B) be the set of closed points of the Hilbert scheme H = HilbX 
where B is any base scheme. Now since the set H(C*) is identified with the set of 
morphisms Hom(Spec(k(t)), H) and Hom(Spec(k(t)), H) is identified with the set of 
fibers of fl.at families in HilbxC*. It follows from the commutativity of diagram (80) 
that g(t) = Vt = t.V. By proposition I.6.8 in [25], there exists a unique morphism 
g' : C ---+ H extending g. Let C ~ X x H be a universal family (fact 5.5.6). Form 
the fiber square 
CxHc-c (81) 
! g' l C H 
Let V' = C xH C. But V = V' (fact 5.5.7). So (V) 0 = (V') 0 . Note that (V')o = 
g'(O) follows from representability: consider the bijection of sets ac : HilbxC ---+ 
Hom(C, H), then ac(V') = g'. Now since the set H(C) is identified with the set of 
morphisms Hom(Spec(k(t)), H) and Hom(Spec(k(t)), H) is identified with the set of 
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fibers of flat families in HilbxC. It follows from the commutativity of diagram (82) 
below that g'(t) = (V')t 
HilbxC -. __ a_c_..,.. Hom(C, H) (82) 
! ! 
HilbxSpec(k(t)) ~ Hom(Spec(k(t)), H) 
So g'(O) = (V') 0 . Therefore (V) 0 = (V')o = g'(O). Thus the Hilbert definition of the 
limit (limt.V = g'(O)) and the closure definition of the limit (limt.V = (V)o) agree. 
t--tO t--tO 
Thus the proposition is proven. 
The following key lemma which will be used later in proving several results is due to 
Str(l}mme. 
Lemma 5.5.13. Let X be a B-variety and let V be an (n + 1)-dimensional rep-
resentation for the torus T acting on X. Then by Fact 2.1.12 there exist characters 
XO,····,Xn such that V = EBi=oVx;· Let x E IP(V). Choose a 1-parameter subgroup 
VJ : C* "-+ T such that Vi =I- j we have Xi - Xi ¢ H1/I = {x :< VJ, x >= O} where H1/I is 
the orthogonal complement of VJ in M. Then lim VJ(t).x is T-invariant. 
t--tO 
Proof. Let x = (x0 , ... , Xn) E IP(V), we calculate VJ(t).x by 
But Xi - Xi ¢ H1/I implies < VJ, Xi - Xi ># 0 where i # j which implies 
< VJ, Xi >=/-< VJ, Xi > where i # j. Therefore t<1/l,x;> # t<1P,Xi> for each i, j where 
i =I- j. Let m = min { < VJ, Xi >E Z : i = 0, ... , n} then this minimum is unique. For if 
both< VJ,Xk >,and< VJ,Xl > is a minimum of the set{< VJ,Xi >E Z: i = O, ... ,n} 
then < VJ, Xk - Xl >=< VJ, Xk > - < VJ, Xl >= 0 which implies Xk - Xl E H,p. Con-
tradiction. 
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Let m =< 'ljJ, Xk > then 
'ljJ(t).x 
But m =mm{< '1/J,Xi >E Z: i = O, ... ,n} implies(< '1/J,Xi > -m) > 0 for 
all i =/=- k which implies lim t<"P,Xi>-mxi = 0. Therefore we have lim 'ljJ(t).x = 
t--tO t--+0 
(0, ... , 0, xk, 0, ... , 0) = (0, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... , 0) = Pk which is T-invariant. 
Lemma 5.5.14. Let r.p : S ---+ N be a graded homomorphism of graded rings 
(preserving degrees) such that l.f)d : Sd ---+ Nd is an isomorphism for all d ~ d0 , where 
d0 is an integer. Then f : projN---+ projS is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Let {ga} be a set of generators for N+ where N+ = E9d>O Nd( See Il.2 
in [25]). Then UaDN(9a) = Ua{x E ProjN:ga ~ x} = ProjN (since every prime 
in Proj N must omit some 9a)- If y E ProjN then 9a ~ y for some a otherwise 
9a E y for each a so N+ ~ y contradiction because y 1. N+ (since y E ProjN). 
Therefore y E DN(9a) for some a. So y E UaDN(9a)- But UaDN(9a) ~ ProjN. 
It follows ProjN = UaDN(9a)- Note that 9a ~ x iff 9a do ~ x for x prime. So we 
can replace the set of 9a's by elements of N?.do and still have a cover of ProjN by 
distinguished open sets. Our strategy is as follows. We first show that f IDN(Yo:) : 
DN(9a) ---+ Ds(r.p-1 (ga)) is an isomorphism for each a and then show that the open 
sets Ds(r.p-1 (ga)) cover ProjS. Then showing that f is injective completes the proof. 
Let g = 9a be one of our 9a's. By Proposition 2.5 in [25], DN(g) ~ SpecN(g) where 
N(g) is the subring of elements of degree O in the localized ring N(g)· So JIDN(Yo:) 
is a morphism of schemes where f IDN(Yo:) : SpecN(g) ---+ SpecS(cp-l(g))· This map 
is induced by the map r.p : S(cp-l(g)) ---+ N(g) where r.p is the localization of the ring 
homomorphism r.p : S ---+ N. So we just need to verify that r.p : S(cp-l(g)) ---+ N(g) 
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is an isomorphism. Recall cp is defined by (f)(s/h) = (f)(s)/(f)(h) where h ~ ((f)-1(g)) 
implies (f)(h) ~ (g). Suppose that (f)(a/b) = 0. Then O = (f)(a(f)-1(9))/(b(f)-1(9)) = 
(f)( a(f)-1 (g)) / (f)(b(f)-1 (g)). So (f)( a(f)-1 (g)) / (f)(b(f)-1 (g)) = 0 in N(g) implies that there 
exists an integer n such that gn(f)(a(f)-1 (g)) = 0 in N. So a(f)-1(gf+l = 0 in S since 
(f) is an isomorphism in high enough degree (To see that simply apply (f)-1 to both 
sides you get (f)-1(gn(f)(a(f)-1(g))) = 0 in S. But (f) is an isomorphism in high enough 
degree implies cp-1 (gn)(f)-1 ((f)(a(f)-1(g)))) = 0 in S which implies (f)-1 (gn)a(f)-1 (g) = 0. 
So a(f)-1 (gn+1) = 0 because (f)-1 is a ring homorphism in high enough degree. So 
a(f)-1(gf+1 = 0 in S). Thus a= 0 in S(cp-l(g)), so i = 0 in S(cp-l(g))· This shows that 
(f) is injective. To see that cp is surjective. Let a/gn E N(g) then (f)-1(ag)/(f)-1(gn+l) 
is a well-defined element of S(cp-I(g)) and (f)((f)-1(ag)/(f)-1(gn+l)) = ag/gn+l = a/gn, 
which shows that (f) is surjective. Next we verify UaDs((f)-1(ga)) = ProjS. Clearly 
UaDs((f)-1(ga)) ~ ProjS because Ds((f)-1(ga)) ~ ProjS for each a. To show that 
UaDs((f)-1(ga)) 2 ProjS. Let x E ProjS. Suppose that x ~ UaDs((f)-1(ga)) then 
x ~ Ds( (f)-1 (ga)) for all a. Then (f)-1 (ga) E x for each a, so, since we may assume 
that {ga} generates N?.do we have (f)-1(N2_do) ~ x. But (f) is an isomorphism in high 
enough degree implies s?_do = (f)-1(N2_do) ~ x. So s?_do ~ X and X is prime. So 
S+ ~ x, a contradiction since x E ProjS. Now we verify that the induced map 
f : ProjN ---t ProjS is injective. Let p, q E ProjN and suppose that f (p) = f (q). 
Then (f)-1 (p) = (f)-1(q). But (f)d is an isomorphism ford~ d0 implies p n Nd= q n Nd 
(This is true because (f)-1 (p) = (f)-1 (q) implies (f)-;/(p) = (f)-;/(q) so (f)/(p) n Sd = 
(f)--/(q)nSd where Sd = (f)-1 (Nd) ford~ do. So (f)d 1(p)n(f)-1 (Nd) = (f)d 1 (q)n(f)-1 (Nd)-
Thus (f)/(p n Nd) = (f)d1 (q n Nd)- But (f)d is an isomorphism for d ~ d0 implies 
pnNd = qnNd ford~ d0). So if a E p homogeneous then ad E pnNd so ad E qnNd 
so ad E q so a E q because q is prime. Thus p ~ q. Likewise a E q implies a E p. 
Thus p = q so f is injective. 
Lemma 5.5.15. (a) Let (f) : S ---t N be a surjective homomorphism of graded 
rings, preserving degrees. If U = {p E ProjN: p 1 (f)(S+)} then U = ProjN. 
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(b) The morphism f: ProjN--+ ProjS is a closed immersion. 
(c) If I c S is a homogeneous ideal, take N = S/ I and let Y be the closed sub-
. 
scheme of X = Proj S defined as the image of the closed immersion Proj S / I --+ 
X. Then different homogeneous ideals can give rise to the same closed sub-
scheme, i.e, If d0 is an integer and I' = ffid?_doid then I and I' determine the 
same closed subscheme. 
Proof. 
(a) We know that U ~ ProjN. We need to show that U :2 ProjN. Let q E ProjN 
then q f}_ N+· Since rp is graded and surjective, rp(S+) = N+. Thus q E ProjN 
and q f}_ rp(S+)· It follows q E U. 
(b) Let f : ProjN --+ ProjS be a morphism. Since rp is surjective then by the 
first isomorphism theorem N ~ S/Kerrp. So f(ProjN) = f(Proj(S/Kerrp)) = 
V(I{errp) where V(Kerrp) is defined in [25]) is a closed subset of ProjS. This 
follows from the fact that there is a one to one correspondence between homo-
geneous ideals of S / I( errp and homogeneous ideals of S which contains I( errp. 
So f : ProjN--+ ProjS is a homeomorphism of ProjN onto the closed sub-
scheme V(Kerrp) of ProjS. Now let us check that the map of structure sheaves 
OProjS --+ f*OProjN is surjective. Let y E V(K errp) it is enough to check that 
the map on the stalk OProjS,y --+ (.f*OProjN )y is surjective. But since the map 
f: ProjN--+ V(Kerrp) is a bijection it follows y = f(x) for some x E ProjN. 
So (.f*OProjN )y = OProjN,J-l(y) = OProjN,x· Recall that rp : S --+ N induces 
f : ProjN --+ ProjS i.e, f (p) = rp- 1 (p) for any p E ProjN. It follows that 
the map on the stalk is the map OProjS,rp-i(x) --+ OProjN,x· By Proposition 2.5 
page 76 in [25] we have OProjN,x = N(x), and ()ProjN,rp-l(x) = s(rp-l(x))· So the 
map on the stalk corresponding to the point x E ProjN is the map 
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which is surjective because <p : S --+ N is surjective. Thus the induced map 
on the sheaves is surjective. 
( c) Let <p : S / I' --+ S / I be the natural projection homomorphism. This map makes 
sense because S/ I is a quotient of S/ I'. Indeed S/ I = (S/ 1')/ffio~d<dofd. The 
map <p 1s a graded homomorphism of graded rings such that 
l.{)d : (S/ I')d --+ (S/ I)d is the identity map for d 2:: d0. By lemma 5.5.14 <p in-
duces an isomorphism f : ProjS/ I --+ ProjS/ I'. But the map ProjS/ I --+ 
ProjS (resp. ProjS/ I' --+ ProjS) is a closed immersion implies ProjS/ I 
(resp. ProjS/ I') is isomorphic to a closed subscheme V (resp.V') of ProjS. It 
follows that V c::::'. V' because Proj S c::::'. Proj S /I'. Thus I and I' give rise to the 
same closed subscheme. 
Fact 5.5.16. For any subscheme C ~ pr there exists an integer m such that the 
Hilbert function h(n) of C is equal to the Hilbert polynomial p(n) for n 2:: m. See 
[22]. 
Fact 5.5.17. There exists an integer m, which is the same integer m in fact 5.5.16, 
such that the homogeneous ideal of C is generated by its m-th graded piece. See [22]. 
Definition 5.5.18. A numerical polynomial is a polynomial P(z) E Q[z] such that 
P(n) E Z for all n » 0, n E Z. 
Definition 5.5.19. An algebraic family of closed subschemes of a scheme X, parametrized 
by T, is a closed subscheme Z C Xx T. 
Definition 5.5.20. Let Hilbx(T) be the set of flat families of closed subschemes Z 
of X parametrized by T. If T' --+ Tis any morphism, Z H Zx,T' gives a map 
Hilbx(T) --+ Hilbx(T'), which makes Hilbx a contravariant functor on the category 
of schemes. The scheme HilbX representing the functor Hilbx is called the Hilbert 
scheme of X. 
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Definition 5.5.21. If P is a numerical polynomial, let HilbP x be the open and closed 
subfunctor of Hilbx given by flat families with Hilbert polynomial P in all geometric 
fibers (See [34]). The scheme representing this functor HilbP x is denoted by Hilb~. 
Let X be a B-variety. Fix an imbedding of X as a closed subset of pr for some r. 
Then we have the following theorem 
Theorem 5.5.22. Let X be a B-variety and let P be a numerical polynomial. Let 
HilbP X be a component of the Hilbert scheme Hilb X then there exists a 
T-representation V such that HilbP X can be embedded T-equivariantly in P(V). 
Proof. Recall Hilbx(A) is the set of flat families of closed subschemes Z of X 
parametrized by A. Now since the definition of Hilbx(A) is independent of the 
embedding of X in pr then we can replace X by pr. Recall HilbP pr is the scheme 
representing the subfunctor Hilbtr where Hilbtr is a subfunctor of the contravariant 
functor HilbJP>r defined as follows: given a scheme C we let HilbtrC be the set of flat 
families ( of closed subschemes E of X parametrized by C) with Hilbert polynomial P 
in all geometric fibers (see [34]). We will show that there exists a T-representation 
V such that HilbP pr can be embedded T-equivariantly in P(V). By virtue of fact 
5.5.16, for any subscheme C the subspace 
of polynomials of degree min pr vanishing on C has codimension exactly P(m). By 
fact 5.5.17, the subscheme C is determined by the subspace Ac. Thus we can associate 
to C the point 
Ac E Grass(N - P(m), N) 
where N = dimH0 (Pr, O(m)) = (mt). Let k = N - P(m) then the locus of points 
in Grass(k, N) arising in this way coincides with the Hilbert scheme HilbP pr set-
theoretically. The above description does not give the scheme structure. Clearly 
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HilbPIPr can be embedded in Grass(k, N) via the embedding 
C 1----t Ac= H 0 (IPr, Ic(m)) 
Let W = H 0 (IPr, O(m)) then Grass(k, N) is embedded in IP(/\kW) via the Plucker 
embedding as follows: Let U = Span { ui E W : i = 1, ... , k} E Grass(k, N). Define 
the embedding'¢ : Grass(k, N) -+ IP(/\kW) by 'i/J(U) = [u1 I\ u2 /\ ... I\ uk]· For more 
details see Lecture 6 in [23]. Given a T-action on pr, this action will induce an action 
on W = H 0 (IPr, O(m)) which will induce an action on V = /\kW given by 
t.(w1 I\ W2 I\ ... I\ wk)= t.w1 I\ t.w2 I\ ... I\ t.wk 
Thus HilbP pr is embeded in IP(/\kW). Let cp: HilbPpr -+ Grass(k, N) be defined by 
cp(Y) = H 0 (pr, Jy(m)) Claim: '¢ o cp: HilbPpr <-+ IP(V) is a T-equivariant embedding, 
i.e '¢ o cp(t.Z) = t.('¢ o cp(Z)). So if Y E HilbPpr then cp(Y) = H0 (Iy(m)) = Span 
{91, ... , 9k : deg 9i = m }. So '¢ o cp(Y) = [91 I\ 92 I\ ... I\ 9k]. Therefore t.( '¢ o cp(Y)) = 
t.[91 I\ 92 I\ ... I\ 9k] = [t.91 I\ t.92 I\ ... I\ t.9k] where t.9i(x) = 9i(r1 .x). Now let 
Z E HilbPpr then the homogeneous ideal of Z, I(Z) = (!1 , ... , Ii) where Ji is a 
homogeneous polynomial. By fact 5.5.17, I(Z) is generated by its m-th graded piece 
I(Z)m = Span {h1 , ... , hs} where deg hi= m. Now we have two homogeneous ideals 
that give rise to Z, namely (!1, ... , Ji) and (h1 , ... , h5 ). By part (c) of lemma 5.5.15 
different homogeneous ideals can give rise to the same closed subscheme so we have 
Z = Z(J1, ... , Ji) = Z(h1, ... , h8 ). So t.Z = t.Z(h1, ... , hs) = Z(t.h1, ... , t.h8 ). Now 
'¢ o cp(t.Z) = '¢ o cp(Z(t.h1, ... , t.h8 )) ='¢(Span {t.h1, ... , t.h8 }) = [t.h1 I\ ... I\ t.hs]. But 
[t.h1 I\ ... I\ t.h8 ] = t.[h1 I\ ... I\ hs] = t.('¢ o cp(Z)). Thus'¢ o cp(t.Z) = t.('¢ o cp(Z)). 
Fact 5.5.23. The scheme C = { (W, S) : W, S E Hilb X and W c S} is a closed 
subscheme of HilbX x HilbX. See [29]. 
Notation The field of rational functions on a variety X is denoted by R(X); the 
non-zero elements of this field form the multiplicative group R(X)*. 
Definition 5.5.24. Let X be a projective variety. A k-cycle on Xis a finite formal sum 
~ ni[Yi] where the Yi are k-dimensional subvarieties of X, and the ni are integers. The 
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group of k-cycles on X, denoted Zk (X), is the free abelian group on the k-dimensional 
subvarieties of X; to a subvariety V of X corresponds [V] in Zk(X). 
Definition 5.5.25. Let X be an algebraic sheme. For any (k + 1)-dimensional 
subvariety W of X, and any f E R(W)*, define the k-cycle [(!)] on X by 
[(!)] = L ordv(f)[V], 
the sum over all codimension one subvarieties V of W; here ordv(f)[V] is the order 
of the function in R(X)*. (see [17]). 
Definition 5.5.26. Let X be a variety, V a subvariety of codimension one. The local 
ring A = Ov,x is a one-dimensional local domain. For r E A we define ordv(r) = 
.eA(A/(r)) where .eA denotes the length of the A-module in parentheses. 
Definition 5.5.27. Let V be an irreducible (k + 1)-dimensional subvariety of X. 
A k-cycle /3 is linearly equivalent to zero in V if there exists g E R(V)* such that 
/3 = [(g)]. 
Definition 5.5.28. A k-cycle a is rationally equivalent to zero, written a rv 0, ifthere 
exists a finite number of (k + 1)-dimensional subvarieties Wi of X, and Ji E R(Wi)*, 
such that a= E[(fi)]. 
Definition 5.5.29. The k-cycles rationally equivalent to zero form a subgroup Rk(X) 
of Zk(X). The group of k-cycles modulo rational equivalence on X is the factor 
group Ak(X) = Zk(X)/Rk(X). Define Z*(X)(resp. A*(X)) to be the direct sum 
of Zk(X)(resp. Ak(X)) for k = 0, ... , dimX. A cycle (resp. cycle class) on Xis an 
element of Z*(X)(resp. A*(X)). 
Remark 5.5.30. Let X be a B-variety. Two subvarieties V, V' are rationally equiv-
alent iff the corresponding cycles are rationally equivalent. This follows immediately 
from the definition. 
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Definition 5.5.31. Let V ~ (C x X be a family over C, the fiber of V over t E (C is 
denoted 'Dt. Let V* = V - V 0. We define lim 'Dt by setting lim 'Dt = (V*)o where t--+0 t--+0 
('D*)o is the fiber of the family 'D* over zero. 
Example 5.5.32. Consider the scheme V = Spec C[t, x]/(tx) over C. Then 'D* = 
Spec C[t]. So 'D* =I- V. 
Definition 5.5.33. Let X be a B-variety. For any k-cycle a = L nv[V] on X, the 
support of a, written !al, is the union of subvarieties V with non-zero coefficient in 
a. If t ET 
(a) We define t.[V] by setting t.[V]=[t.V]. 
(b) We define t.a by setting t.a = L nvt.[V]. 
(c) Let V ~ (C* x X be a subscheme over (C*. We define limt.a = ~nv[(V) 0]. t--+0 L.....J 
Remark 5.5.34. Let l E R(V)* be an irreducible function where V is a subvariety 
of the B-variety X. Let Z(f) be the zero locus off which is a subvariety of X, i.e 
Z(f) = {x E V : l(x) = O}. Then t.Z(f) = Z(t.l) where t.l(x) = l(t-1 .x), 
Z(t.f) = {x E t.V: (t.f)(x) = O}, and t.Z(f) = {t.x: x EV and l(x) = O}. 
Definition 5.5.35. Let l E R(V)* be an irreducible function where Vis a subvariety 
of the B-variety X. Let D 1 = 1-1 (0) and let D2 = 1-1 (00). Then(!)= D1 -D2 where 
Di ~Xis a codimension one subvariety of X. Let 'Dj ~ (C* x X be a subscheme over 
(C* with fibers t.Dj. Then t.(f) = t.D1 - t.D2 . We define lim t.(f) = ('D1) 0 - ('D2) 0 . t--+0 
Definition 5.5.36. The group of T-invariant k-cycles on X, denoted Z'[(X), is the 
free abelian group on the T-invariant k-dimensional subvarieties of X; to a subvariety 
V of X corresponds [Vr] in Z'[(X). The T-invariant k-cycles rationally equivalent to 
zero form a subgroup Rf(X) of Z'[(X). The group of T-invariant k-cycles modulo 
T-invariant rational equivalence on Xis the factor group Af(X) = Z'[(X)/Rf(X). 
Define Z;(X) (resp.Af (X)) to be the direct sum of Z'[(X) (resp.Af(X)) for k = 
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0, ... , dimX. AT-invariant cycle (resp. T-invariant cycle class) on Xis an element of 
Z;(X)(resp. A;(X)). 
Notation. Let Q denote an irreducible variety of dimension m > 0. The notation 
"a E Q" will be used to denote a regular, closed point of Q(Appendix B.1 [14]). By 
abuse of notation we will write tin place of Spec(k(t)), where k(t) is the residue field 
of the local ring of Q at the point, and we denote by 
t : { t} ---+ g 
the canonical inclusion of Spec(k(t)) in Q. The assumption that the point is regular 
means that t is a regular embedding of codimension m. Script letters will be used to 
denote schemes over Q, with corresponding Latin letters, subscripted by t, denoting 
the fiber overt E Q. Given the morphism of schemes p: Y ---+ Q then Yt = p-1 (t); 
Yt is regarded as an algebraic scheme over the ground field k(t). 
Fact 5.5.37. Let Q be a smooth variety, t E Q be a regular closed point of Q. Any 
( k + m )-cycle a on Y, or more generally any rational equivalence class a E Ak+m (Y), 
determines a family of k-cycle classes O:t E Ak (Yt), for all t E Q, by the formula 
O:t = t!(o:) 





by construction of section 6.2 in [17]. 
Fact 5.5.38. If a (k+l)-cycle /3 is rationally equivalent to zero on Y then t'/3 is ratio-
nally equivalent to zero in Yt. This follows easily because t! is a group homomorphism. 
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Let lJ denote the cycle class of /3 then lJ =0 E Ak+i(Y). So t'(lJ) = t'(O) = 0 E Ak(Yt). 
But t'(lJ) := t'(/3) = 0 E Ak(Yt). Therefore t'(/3) E Rk(Yt). Hence t'(/3) is rationally 
equivalent to zero in Yt. 
Fact 5.5.39. If a = [W] where W is a subvariety of Y of pure dimension k + m, 
then Ctt = [W]t = {s(Wt, W)h where Wt= W n Yt, and s(Wt, W) is the Segre class 
of Wt in W. (This follows from Proposition 6.1 (a) in [17] and the fact that the 
normal bundle to t in g is trivial). In particular, if W C Yt, then [W]t = 0. If g 
is a curve and a is a (k + 1)-cycle on Y, then Ctt is well-defined as a k-cycle on Yt. 
For if a = I: ni[Wi], with Wi is a variety then we define Ctt = L ni[(Wi)t] where 
W;iYt 
Our goal in the next two pages is to verify that O' [ ( F)] = [ lim t. (!)]. Let f E R(V) * 
t~O 
where V is a subvariety of the B-variety X. Let V C C* x X be a family with fibers 
t.V. We define the rational function F*(t, x) on the total space of the family V by 
F*(t, x) = (t.f)(x) (t is not fixed). Let F E R(V)* such that F(t, x) Iv= F*(t, x). 
First note that 
[(F)] - [(F Iv)]= L mi["\"i] - L mi[Yi] = L mi[11i] = L mi[Yi] {83) 
'T/v;EV 'T/V;EV 'T/v;E(V)o 
where 'f/V; E 1"i is the generic point of the codimension one subvariety 1"i ~ V and 
mi = ordV; ( F) ( definition 5.5.25). It follows 
[(F)] - [(F Iv)] = L mi[Yi] 
V;~(V)o 
(84) 
Note that V is a variety because V is a variety and the closure of a variety is a 
variety. The fact that V is a variety can be checked easily. Consider the isomor-
phism Pi x <p : C* x X ---+ C* x X where P1 is the projection to the first fac-
tor, i.e cp(t, x) = (t, t- 1 x) (the inverse map is defined by (t, y) f-----+ (t, ty)). Then 
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(Pi x cp) Iv: V -r C* x V is an isomorphism. But CC* x V is a variety so V is a 
I 
variety.Suppose that v"i cJ. (V) 0 . CLAIM: ordv; (F) = ordv; (F). 
PROOF. Since F E R(V)* = K(Ov;,v), where K(Ov;,v) is the quotient field of the 
domain Ov;,v· Then F = g/h where g, h E Ov;,v· So ordv; (F) = ordv; (g)-ordv; (h) = 
f(Ov;,v/(g)) - f(Ov;,v/(h)) (definition 5.5.26). But Ov;,v = Ov;,v: this follows easily 
because K(Ov;,v) = R(V)* = R(V)* = K(Ov;,v). So K(Ov;,v) = K(Ov;,v). Now 
since Ov;,v, Ov;,v are domains with the same quotient field. It follows Ov;,v = Ov;,v. 
Therefore f(Ov;,v/(g)) - f(Ov;,v/(h)) = f(Ov;,v/(g)) - f(Ov;,v/(h)) = ordv;(g) -
ordv;(h) = ordv;(g/h) = ordv;(F). So ordv;(F) = ordv;(F). 
Let T/v; be the generic point of v"i. Then 
[(F)] L mi[r,v;] + L mi[r,v;] 
1/V; EV 1/V; E (V) o 
L ordv; (F) [r,v;] + L mi[r,v;] 
1/V; EV 1/V; E(V)o 
1/V; EV 1/V; E(V)o 
But T/v; = T/V;· It follows 
1/V; EV 1/V; E(V)o 
L mi[Y'i] + L mi[Y"i] 
V;Ss(V)o V;~(V)o 
So [(F Iv)] = L mi[v"i n VJ (note that v"i n V is empty if v"i C (V) 0). So 
V;Ss(V)o 
[(F Iv)]= I:mi[Y"i]. But [(F Iv)]= ['D1] - ['D2]. Therefore 
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[(F)] = ['.D1] - ['.D2] + L mi["\{] 
V;QV)o 
(85) 
Thus o' [(F)] = o'['.D1] - o' [15;] + o'( L mi[Yi]) = [('.D1)0] - [('.D2)0] = [('.D1)0 - ('.D2)0]-
V;~(V)o 
But [('.D1)0 - ('.D2)0] = [ lim t.D1 - lim t.D2] = [ lim (t.D1 - t.D2)] = [ lim t.(f)]. So 
t----tO t----tO t----tO. t----tO 
O'[(F)] = [limt.(f)]. But the cycle [(F)] is rationally equivalent to zero on the total 
t----tO 
space of the family V, being a cycle of a rational function, implies (by fact 5.5.38) that 
O'[(F)] is rationally equivalent to zero in the fiber (V) 0 . So [ lim t.(f)] is rationally 
t----tO 
equivallent to zero in (V)o = lim t.V. Therefore lim t.(f) is linearly equivalent to 
t----tO t----tO 
zero in lim t.V. 
t----tO 
Geometrically we observed from examples that the graph of lim t.f consists of several 
t----tO 
components and is not necessairly a graph of a function. Consider the function 
F on the total space of the family V then the graph of the divisor (F) in V has 
components that live in (V)0. When we apply the map O' to the cycle [(F)] we 
kill those components in (V) 0 • So if 'Y = [(F)] = L ni[Ci] + L mi[Ei] then 
D;~(V)o E;st;(V)o 
o''Y = O'[(F)] = L miO'[Ei]• 
E;st;(V)o 
Definition 5.5.40. Let X be an n-dimensional B-variety and let Div X be the free 
abelian group generated by prime divisors. We define the cycle [I: niDi] by setting 
[I: niDi] = I: ni[Di] where [Di] is the cycle that corresponds to the divisor Di. 
Lemma 5.5.41. Let X be a B-variety, and let Z beak-dimensional subvariety of X 
such that Z"' 0 in V. Let 'I/; : (C* --:-+ T be a 1-parameter subgroup of T such that 
lim '1/;(t).Z and lim '1/;(t).V are T-invariant. Then lim '1/;(t).Z is a subset of lim '1/;(t).V. 
t----tO t----tO t----tO ·, t----tO 
Proof. Since Z C V then (Z, V) EC (fact 5.5.23). Define the map f : (C* ---+ HillJP X 
(resp.g : (C* ---+ Hilbq X) by J(t) = t.Z (rep.g(t) = t.V) where HilbP X (resp.Hilbq X) 
is the component of the Hilbert scheme HilbX containing Z (resp.containing V). Since 
Hilb X is projective there exists a unique lifting J' : C ---+ HillJP X (resp.g' : C ---+ 
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Hilbq X) such that lim 'lj;(t).Z = J'(O) (resp. lim 'lj;(t).V = g'(O)). Define the limit of 
t---+0 t---+0 
the family {(t.Z, t.V)}tEIC* by lim (t.Z, t.V) = (f'(O), g'(O)). Then {(t.Z, t.V)}tEC* is 
t---+0 
a family in C because t.Z E Hillf X, t.V E HilbqX, and t.Z c t.V (since Z CV). 
Also {(t.Z, t.V)}tEC* converges to (f'(O), g'(O)). So (f'(O), g'(O)) E C = C. Therefore 
f' ( 0) ~ g' ( 0)) . 
Lemma 5.5.42. Let X be a B-variety, and let Z beak-dimensional subvariety of X 
such that Z rv O in V. Let '¢ : C* ---+ T be a 1-parameter subgroup of T such that 
lim 'lj;(t).Z and lim 'lj;(t).V are T-invariant. Then lim 'lj;(t).Z rv O in lim 'lj;(t).V. 
t---+0 t---+0 t---+0 t---+0 
Proof. For simplicity we replace '1/J(t) by t. Let Z' = lim t.Z and let V' 
t---+0 
limt.V. By lemma 5.5.41 Z' .c V'. We will show that Z' rv O C V'. Since 
t---+0 
Z rv O C V then Z = (!) where f : V ---+ IP1 is a rational function on the 
(k + 1)-dimensional variety V. So [Z] = [(!)]. Let V ~ C* x X be a family with 
fibers Vt= t.V. Let (f(x)) = D1 - D2 where D1 = J-\o), D2 = J-1(00). Fix t EC* 
then (t.f(x)) = t.D1 -t.D2. Let 'Di ~ C* x X be the subscheme with fibers t.Di. Let 
F*(t, x) = (t.f)(x) E R(V)* (here t is not fixed). Note that F* is a nonzero rational 
function on the total space of the family V. It follows (F*) = 'D1 -'D2 .. Let F E R(V)* 
such that F Iv= F*. As explained in fact 5.5.39 we have 
[(F)] = ['Di] - ['D2] + L mi[Yi] 
V;~(V)o 
(86) 
Thus O'[(F)] = o'['D1]-0'['D2] +o'( L mi["vm = [('D1)0]-[('D2)0] = [('D1)0 -('D2)0]. 
V;~(V)o 
But [('D1)0 - ('D2)0] = [ lim t.D1 - lim t.D2] = [ lim (t.D1 - t.D2)] = [ lim t.(f)]. So 
· t---+0 t---+O t---+0 t---+0 
O'[(F)] = [limt.(f)]. But the cycle [(F)] is rationally equivalent to zero on the total 
t---+0 
space of the family V, being a cycle of a rational function, implies (by fact 5.5'.38) that 
O'[(F)] is rationally equivalent to zero in the fiber (V)0. So [ lim t.(f)] is rationally t---+0 
equivalent to zero in (V)o = lim t. V. Therefore lim t. (!) is rationally equivallent to 
t---+0 t---+0 
zero in lim t.V. But Z' = limt---+ot.Z = lim t.(f) and V' = lim t.V. It follows Z' is 
t---+0 t---+0 t---+0 
linearly equivalent to zero in V'. Thus lemma 5.5.42 is proven. 
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Remark 5.5.43. Let V be a subvariety of a B-variety X. It can be checked easily 
that if Vis T-invariant, i.e t.V = V then lim'¢(t).V = V. Let V ~ (C* x X be the 
t-+0 
subscheme with fibers t.V. Consider the fiber square 
(87) 
Since the closed imbedding (C* x V "-+ (C* x X is Id x i it follows V = (C* x V. So 
the closure V of V in C x V is equal to C x V which is equal to the closure of V 
in (C x X because C x V is a closed subset in (C x X containing (C* x V. Therefore 
(V) 0 = {O} x V = V. But lim t.V = (V) 0 • Therefore lim t.V = V. 
t-+0 t-+0 
In the following theorem we gave a necessary and sufficient condition for two T-
invariant subvarieties Di, D2 C X of dimension k to be T-invariantly rationally 
equivalent to zero. This condition is expressed using the weights of the characters 
Xi(t) = ti where t E T, and and T-invariant subvarieties Z C X of dimension 
k + 1. Using this theorem we can calculate the dimension of the C-module R!}(X) 
and determine the BETTI NUMBERS of X by calculating the dimension of A}(X) = 
Z}(X)/ R!}(X). 
Theorem 5.5.44. Let X be a B-variety, and Let Di, D2 be T-invariant subvarieties 
of dimension k. Let Ai be the weight of the character Xi(t) = ti where t E T. Then 
Di ~ D2 iff [Dir - D2r] E Span {.XdZjr] : where Zi C X are the T-invariant 
subvarieties of dimension k + 1}. 
Proof. (===}) Suppose Di~ D2 where Di, D2 are T-invariant subvariety of dimen-
sion k. Then D1 - D2 = :E:1 Ei such that Ei rv O in Ci where dim Ei = k, and 
dim Ci = k + 1. Let HilbE; (resp. HilbcJ be the component of the Hilbert scheme 
Hilb(X) containing Ei (resp. Ci)- By theorem 5.5.22 there exists a T-representation 
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Wi = ffi";~i WXij (resp. Ni = ffi~~i WPik ) such that HilbE; (resp. HilbcJ is em-
bedded T-equivariantly in IP(Wi) (resp. IP(Ni)), i = 1, ... , m. Consider the set of 
characters S = {Xij : i = 1, ... , m, j = 1, ... , mi} U {Pik : i = 1, ... , m, k = 1, ... , ri}. 
Choose a one parameter subgroup 'ljJ : (C* ---+ T such that µ - v does not live in 
H1/J = {x :< 'ljJ, x >= O} for each µ, v E S. Then by lemma 5.5.13 lim 'ljJ(t).x 
t.-+0 
is T-invariant vx E IP(ffi~iWi) and Vx E IP(ffi~iNi)- But Ei E HilbE; C IP(Wi) 
implies lim 'ljJ(t).Ei is T-invariant Vi = 1, ... , m. Also Ci E Hilb0 . C IP(Ni) im-
t-+O ' 
plies lim 'ljJ(t).Ci is T-invariant Vi = 1, ... , m. Let EI = lim 'ljJ(t).Ei, and let C' = 
t--tO t-+0 z 
lim 'ljJ(t).Ci then EI, and CI are T-invariant and by lemma 5.5.41 EI C CI be-
t-+O 
cause Ei C Ci. By lemma 5.5.42 it follows that EI is linearly equivalent to zero 
on CI, Consider 'ljJ(t).(Di - D2) = 'ljJ(t). L/;i Ei = L:i 'ljJ(t).Ei. It follows that 
m 
lim 'ljJ(t).(Di - D2) = ~ lim 'ljJ(t).Ei. Let £i ~ (C* x X be the subscheme with fibers 
t--tO ~t--tO i=i 
m m 
t.Ei. Then lim 'ljJ(t).(Di - D2) = ~(£i)o. So lim 'ljJ(t).Di - lim t.D2 = ~(£i)o. 
t--tO ~ t-+0 t--tO ~ i=i i=i 
But Di is T-invariant, i.e t.Di = Di implies lim 'ljJ(t).Di = Di (remark 5.5.43). It 
t--tO 
follows that Di - D2 = L:i (£i)o. Now since the Hilbert definition of the limit and 
the closure definition of the limit agree (proposition 5.5.12), it follows that (£i)o is T-
invariant. Let EI = (£i)o then Di -D2 = L:i EI such that EI C CI where EI, CI are 
T-invariant and EI rv O CCI, It follows from part (1) of theorem 5.4.1 that the equiv-
ariant cycle [Eirl E Span {.\k.[Cirl: k = 1, ... ,r}. Thus [Dir - D2r] = L:i[Eirl E 
Span {.\k.[Cirl : i = 1, ... , m, k = 1, ... , r where CI are T-invariant subvarieties of 
dimension k+l} C Span {.\k.[Zjr]: k = 1, ... ,r where Zj are T-invariant subvarieties 
of dimension k + 1}. 
(-¢=) Suppose that [Dir - D2r] E Span {.\i-[Zjr] : where Zj c Xis a T-invariant 
subvariety of dimension k+l}. Then [Dir-D2r] = L;=i L~=i aq1Aq.[Z1r] where aql E 
Z. Recall the map ix : Hf(X) ---+ H*(X) where i.x([Wr]) = [W]. It follows that 
[Di -D2] = L;=i L~=i aq1i.x(Aq.[Z1r]). So [Di -D2] = L;=i L~=i aq1i.x(Aq).i.x([Z1r]). 
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Definition 5.5.45. A scheme X has a cellular decomposition if there is a filtration 
X = Xn :::) Xn-l :::) ... :::) X 0 ::J X_1 = <p by closed subschemes with each Xi - Xi-l 
a disjoint union of schemes Uij isomorphic to affine spaces A.nii . The Uii 's are called 
the cells of the decomposition. 
Proposition 5.5.46. Let X an n-dimensional B-variety then A* (X) is generated by 
the closure of T-invariant classes. If X has a cellular decomposition then the k-th 
Chow group Ak(X) is generated by the classes of the closures of the k-dimensional 
cells. See [12). 
Remark 5.5.47. Let X be a B-variety and let t E T where T is the torus acting 
on X. Defineµ : X ---+ X by µ(x) = t.x. Thenµ is a bijection. Let V c X be a 
T-invariant subset. It follows that µ(X - V) = µ(X) - µ(V) = X - V (µ(V) = V 
because Vis T-invariant). So X - Vis T-invariant. 
Definition 5.5.48. Let X be a B-variety. A k-cycle a is T-equivariantly rationally 
equivalent to zero, written a X 0, if there exists a finite number of T-invariant 
(k + 1)-dimensional subvarieties Wi of X, and /i E R(Wi)*, such that t.[(fi)] = [(Ii)] 
with a= :E[(fi)). 
Remark 5.5.49. Let q E P1 . Form the fiber square 
XX {q}~X X pl (88) 
t l {q} pl 
Let V C Xx P1 be a (k + 1)-dimensional subvariety such that the projection to the 
second factor induces a surjective morphism f from V to P1 . Form the fiber square 
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V Xp1 {q}C---V (89) 
l !1 
{ q} pl 
Let P be the projection from X x P1 to X. Note that the scheme-theoretic fiber 
1-1(q) = V Xp1 {q} is a subscheme of X x {q}, which P maps isomorphically 
onto a subscheme of X; we denote this subscheme by V(q). Note in particular that 
Definition 5.5.50. (Hirschowitz) Let Y be an algebraic variety acted on by an al-
gebraic group G. Let U and V be two invariant cycles on Y under G and let R be a 
cycle of Y x P1 which gives the rational equivalence between U,V, i.e (for example) 
U = R(O), V = R(oo). We say that the rational equivalence R is equivariant if 
there exists an algebraic action of G on P1 which fixes 0, oo, such that the cycle R 
is invariant under the corresponding action of G on Y x P1 . And we say that the 
rational equivalence R is invariant if it is the trivial action of G on P1 which makes 
the rational equivalence equivariant ([26]). 
Fact 5.5.51. Definition 5.5.48 and Definition 5.5.50 are equivalent if G = T is a 
torus. 
To see that we will prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.5.52. Let X be a B-variety. A k-cycle a is T-equivariantly rationally 
equivalent to zero, written a ! 0, if and only if there exists a finite number of 
(k + 1)-dimensional equivariant subvarieties Vi, ... , v;, of X x P1, i.e there exists an 
action on P1 which fixes the two points x 0 , x00 in P1 such that the cycle [Vi] is invariant 
under the corresponding action of T on X x P1, with a = ~:=1 [Vi ( 0)] - [Vi ( oo)] in 
Zk(X). 
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Proof. (-¢=): Suppose that there exists a finite number of (k+l)-dimensional equiv-
ariant subvarieties Vi, ... , Vs of Xx P1 such that a= I:t=1[Vi(O)]-[Vi(oo)] in Zk(X). 
Let Ji : Vi --+ P1 be the morphism induced by the projection to the second factor, i.e 
Ji = n2 Iv; where n2 : Xx P1 --+ P1 is the projection morphism. Let P be the projec-
tion from Xx P1 to X. It follows that a= I:t=1[Vi(O)]-[Vi(oo)] = I:t=l P*[(fi)]. But 
P*[(h)] = [(N(fi))] (Proposition 1.4 in [17]) where N(fi) E R(P(Vi)) is the norm of 
li, i.e the determinant of the R(P(Vi))-linear endomorphism given by multiplication 
by k We check that Vi is equivariant implies P(Vi) is T-invariant. Note that Tis the 
group acting on X by p : T --+ Aut(X) where Aut(X) is the group of automorphisms 
on X, and on P1 by a : T --+ Aut(P1 ) (Aut(P1 ) is the group of automorphisms on 
P1). Now if x EX, y E P1 then we have the actions: t.x = p(t)x, t.y = a(t)y, and 
t.(x, y) = (p(t)x, a(t)y). Let x E P(Vi) C X. We check that t.x E P(Vi) where t ET. 
Let x = P(z) where z E Vj. Then t.x = t.P(z) = P(t.z) because P is an equivariant 
map (P(t.(a, b)) = P(p(t)a, a(t)b) = p(t)a = t.a = t.P(a, b) ). But t.z E Vi because 
Vi is equivariant. It follows that P(t.z) E P(Vi)- So t.x E P(Vi), 
It remains to check that [(N(fi))] is T-invariant. Note that [(N(fi))] = P*[(fi)] = 
[Vi(O)] - [Vi(oo)] and Vi(O) = P(Vi XJP>1 {O}) where Vi XJP>1 {O} = Ji-1(0) = (1r2 Iv; 
)-1 (0) C Xx {O} C Xx P1 . We check that Vi XJP>1 {O} is T-invariant. Lets ET. 
Then s.(Vi XJP>1 {O}) := s.Vj XJP>1 s.{O}. But Vi is equivariant, i.e Vi is T-invariant 
and s.{O} = {p(t).O} = {O}. It follows that s.Vj XJP>1 s.{O} = Vi XJP>1 {O}. So 
Vi XJP>1 {O} is T-invariant. Therefore P(Vi XJP>1 {O}) = Vi(O) is T-invariant. Hence 
[Vi(O)] is a T-invariant cycle. By a similar argument [Vi(oo)] is T-invariant. So 
[(N(fi))] = [Vi(O)] - [Vi(oo)] is a T-invariant cycle. 
(===?): Let a = [(r)], r E R(W)* where Wis a T-invariant (k + 1)-dimensional 
subvariety of X. Let U be an open subset of W such that r is defined on U. Note 
that t.r = x(t)r where x(t) is a character. Define an action on P1 by t.y = x-1(t)y 
where y E P1 . Let T be the group acting on X by p : T --+ Aut(X) where Aut(X) 
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is the group of automorphisms on X, and on P1 by x : T -+ Aut(P1 ) (Aut(P1 ) is 
the group of automorphisms on P1 ). Now if x EX, y E P1 then we have the actions: 
t.x = p(t)x, t.y = x-1(t)y, and t.(x, y) = (p(t)x, x-1(t)y). Let U = UtErt.U. Then 
fj is an open subset of W. Let V be the closure of the graph of r lu in X x P1 
(which is equal to the closure of the graph of r lu in W x P1 because W x P1 is 
a closed subset of X x P1). Let Id : U -+ U be the identity morphism. Then 
V = (Id x r lu)(U). Let P be the projection from X x P1 to X. Then P maps 
V birationally and properly onto W. Note that P is proper being a composition of 
proper maps. Also P is birational because P is an isomorphism of (Id x r lu)(U) 
with U. We check that V = (Id x r lu)(U) is T-invariant. It is enough to check 
that (Id x r lu)(U) is T-invariant. So let (x, r(x)) E (Id x r lu)(U) and let t ET. 
Then t.(x, r(x)) = (t.x, t.r(x)) = (p(t)x, x-1(t)r(x)). But t.r(x) = x(t)r(x) implies 
t-1 .r(x) = x-1(t)r(x). So r(t.x) = x-1(t)r(x). It follows that (t.x, x-1(t)r(x)) = 
(t.x,r(t.x)) E (Id x r lu)(U) because x E U and U is T-invariant. Therefore 
(Id x r lu)(U) is T-invariant. So (Id x r lu)(U) is T-invariant, i.e (Id x r lu)(U) 
is equivariant. 
Note that N(r) = r, where N(r) is the norm of r, because R(W) c::= R(V). Then 
a = [(r)] = [(N(r))]. Let f be the induced rational map from V to P1 (r induces 
f). But [(N(r))] = P*[(r)]( proposition 1.4 in [17]). So a = P*[(r)] = P*[(f)] = 
[V(O)] - [V(oo)]. 
Theorem 5.5.53. Let X be an n-dimensional B-variety then A}(X) c::= Ak(X). 
For a proof of this theorem see [26]. We will provide a new proof for this theorem. 
Proof. Let [ C] be the cycle class corresponding to C where C C X is a T-
invariant subvariety of codimension k in X. We define the group homomorphism 
</J: A}(X) -+ Ak(X) by </J([C]) = [C]. The surjectivity of </J follows from Proposition 
5.5.46. To show that </J is injective, it is enough to show that Z[(X)nRk(X) = Rf(X). 
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It is clear that Z}(X) n Rk(X) :::) R!i,(X). We will show that the inclusion 
Z}(X) n Rk (X) C ~(X) 
holds. Let [Z] E Z}(X) n Rk(X) then [Z] is a T-invariant (n- k) - cycle and [Z] "'0 
on X. So there exists a finite number of (n - k + 1)-dimensional subvarieties Yi of 
X, and Ii E R(Yi)*, such that [Z] = I:~=0 [(ji)]. Let Zi = (Ji) and let Hilbv; (resp. 
HilbzJ be the component of Hilb(X) containing Yi (resp. Zi) then there exists a T-
representation Wi = EBT=\ WXii (resp. Ni = EBJ~l WPii ) such that Hilbv; (resp. HilbzJ 
is embedded T-equivariantly in IP(Wi) (resp. IP(Ni)), i = 0, ... , n. Consider the set of 
characters 
S ={Xii: i = 0, ... ,n,j = 1, ... ,mi} U {Pik: i = 0, ... ,n,k = 1, ... ,ri}. 
Choose a 1-parameter subgroup '¢ : C* --+ T such that Xik - Xil (j. H'I/J and Pik - Pil tJ. 
H'I/J. Then by lemma 5.5.13 lim '¢(t).x is T-invariant vx E IP(Wi) and Vx E IP(Ni)-
. t--+0 
But Yi E Hilbv; C IP(Wi). So ~' = t~o '¢(t).Yi is T-invariant Vi = 0, ... , n. Also 
Zi E Hilbz; C IP(Ni). So ZI = t~o '¢(t).Zi is T-invariant Vi= 0, ... , n. 
For simplicity we will use t to denote for '1/J(t). Let vi C (C* X X (resp.e C (C X X) 
be the subscheme with fibers t.Yi (resp.t.Z). Since Ii E R(Yi)* then (Ji) = Di1 - Di2 
where Di1 = lt(o), Di2 = Jt(oo). Let 'Dij CC* x X be the subscheme with fibers 
t.Dii where j = 1, 2, i = 0, 1, ... , n. Let F/(t, x) = (t.fi)(x) (tis not fixed). Note that 
F/(t, x) is a non-zero rational function on the total space of the family Vi. It follows 
(Ft) = 'Di1 - 'Di2· Let F E R(Vi)* such that Fi I Vi = Ft. Then as explained in fact 
5.5.39 (see (85)) we have 




Thus o'[(Fi)] = o'[Vi1] - o'[Vi2] + o'( L mi[Vi]) = [(Vi1)0] - [(Vi2)0] = [(Vi1)0 -
Vij~(Vi)o 
(Vi2)0]. But [(Vi1)0 - (Vi2)0] [ lim t.Dil - lim t.Di2] = [ lim (t.Di1 - t.Di2] = 
t---+0 t---+0 t---+0 
[ lim t.(fi)]. But the cycle [(Fi)] is rationally equivalent to zero on the total space 
t---+0 
of the family Vi, being a cycle of a rational function on Vi implies (by fact 5.5.38) 
that O'[(Fi)] is rationally equivalent to zero in the fiber (Vi) 0 = lim t.Vi = ~'. But 
t---+0 
z; = lim t.(fi) is T-invariant (resp. ~' is T-invariant). So [ lim t.(fi)] is a T-invariant 
t---+0 t---+0 
cycle. So O'[(~)] is a T-invariant cycle. Therefore O'[(~)] is a T-invariant cycle 
which is rationally equivalent to zero in the fiber (Vi) 0 and (Vi) 0 is T-invariant ( 
(Vi) 0 = lim t.Vi =~'and ~' is T-invariant ). Thus O'[(Fi)] is T-invariantly rationally 
t---+0 
equivalent to zero. Now t.[Z] = :E~0[((t.fi)(x))] (here t is not fixed) implies ['] = 
:E~=0[(Fi(t, x))] where Fi E R(Vi)*. Applying o' we get O'['] = :E~=o O'[(Fi(t, x))]. 
But [(Fi)] is T-invariantly rationally equivalent to zero. So :E~=0 [(~)] is T-invariantly 
rationally equivalent to zero. So O'['] is T-invariantly rationally equivalent to zero. 
But O'['] = [(,*)0] = [ lim t.Z]. Also [Z] is a T-invariant cycle, i.e t.[Z] = [Z], implies 
t---+0 
t.Z = Z. Now by remark 5.5.43 it follows lim t.Z = Z. Therefore O'['] = [Z]. Thus 
t---+0 
[Z] is T-invariantly rationally equivalent to zero. 
6 APPLICATION 
Let H ilb2"JP2 be the Hilbert scheme parameterizing finite subschemes of length 2 in 
the projective plane (see [12]). Consider the (C* -action on "JP2 given by 
(91) 
where a, b, care integers. We will use 1l to denote Hilb2"JP2 . Let 11,T = {(x2 , y), (x, y2), 
(x2, z), (x, z2), (y2, z), (y, z2), (yz, x), (xz, y), (xy, z)} be the fixed point locus of the 
C*-action. Let P1 = (y2 ,z), P2 = (x,z2 ), P3 = (x,y2 ), P4 = (x2 ,y), P5 = (x2,z), 
P6 = (y, z2), P7 = (xy, z), P8 = (yz, x), P9 = (xz, y). Let Ak(1l) be the k-th Chow 
group of the Hilbert scheme Hilb2f'2 • We will use our method namely, theorem 5.5.44 
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to determine the rational equivalences for the Chow ring Ak(1-l). This new method 
will work to give new results for more complicated B-varieties. We will leave this for 
future work. 
Consider the above C* -action on IP2 such that a =f. b, a =f. c, and b =f. c. Let E = { ei}f=1 
be the fixed point locus of C* -action on IP2 where the i-th coordinate of ei is nonzero, 
all other coordinates being zero. Let the line Leo = (x = 0), Lei = (y = 0), and 
Le2 = (z = 0). Then A*(1-l) is generated by the following T-invariant cycles (see 
I 
Proposition 5.5.46) 
(1) A0 (1-l) is generated by the nine classes [Pir] where [Pir] denote the class of the 
closure of the cell Pi below: 
P1 = { { e0 , e0 } E 1-l : { e0 , e0 } is contained in the line Le2 } 
A = { { e1, e1} E 1-l : { e1, e1} is contained in the line Le0 } 
P3 = {{ e2, e2} E 1-l : { e2, e2} is contained in the line Leo} 
P4 = {{ e2, e2} E 1-l : { e2, e2} is contained in the line LeJ 
P5 = { { e1, e1} E 1-l : { e1, e1} is contained in the line Le2 } 
P6 = { { e0 , e0 } E 1-l : { e0 , e0 } is contained in the line Lei} 
P1 = {{eo,e1} E 1-l: eo,e1 EE} 
Ps = {{e1,e2} E 1-l: e1,e2 EE} 
Pg = {{ eo, e2} E 1-l : eo, e2 E E} 
(2) A1(1-l) is generated by the nine classes [lirl, [mir] where [lir] (resp.[mir]) denote 
the class of the closure of the cell li (resp.mi) below: 
l1 = {{eo,s} E 1-l: eo EE, s E Le2 } 
l2 = {{ eo, s} E 1-l : eo E E, s E LeJ 
l3 = {{e1,s} E 1-l: e1 EE, s E Le2 } 
l4 = {{e1,s} E 1-l: e1 EE, s E Le0 } 
'z5 = {{ e2, s} E 1-l : e2 E E, s E Lei} 
l6 = {{e2,s} E 1-l: e2 EE, s E Le0 } 
m1 = { { e0 , e0 } E 1-l : e0 E E and there exists a line of IP2 containing the double point 
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{ea, ea}} 
m2 = { { e1, e1} E 1-l : e1 E E and there exists a line of ? 2 containing the double point 
{ ei, e1}} 
m 3 · { { e2, e2} E 1-l : e2 EE and there exists a line of ? 2 containing the double point 
{e2,e2}} 
(3) A2 (1-l) is generated by the nine classes [pir], [qirl, and [rir] where [Pir] (resp.[Qirl, 
[rir]) denote the class of the closure of the cell Pi (resp.qi, ri) below: 
P1 = {{w,s} E 1-l: w,s E Le2 } 
P2 = {{w,s} E 1-l: w,s E Le0 } 
p3 = {{w,s} E 1-l: w,s E LeJ 
Q1 = {{ea, w} E 1-l : ea E E, w E ? 2} 
Q2 = {{ e1, w} E 1-l : e1 E E, w E ? 2} 
q3 = {{ e2, w} E 1-l : e2 E E, w E ? 2} 
r1 = {{ v, v} E 1-l : { v, v} E Le2 and there exists a line of ? 2 containing the double 
point { v, v}} 
r2 = { { v, v} E 1-l : { v, v} E Leo and there exists a line of ? 2 containing the double 
point { v, v}} 
r3 = {{ v, v} E 1-l : { v, v} E Le1 and there exists a line of ? 2 containing the double 
point { v, v}} 
(4) A3(1-l) is generated by the six classes [tir], [uir] where [tir] (resp.[uir]) denote the 
class of the closure of the cell ti (resp.ui) below: 
t1 = {{ s, V} E 1-l : S E Le2 , V E ? 2} 
t2 = {{s,v} E 1-l: s E Leu v E ? 2 } 
t3 = {{ S, V} E 1-l : S E Leo, V E ? 2} 
u1 = { { s, v} E 1-l : there exists a line of ? 2 containing ea, s, v} 
u2 = { { s, v} E 1-l : there exists a line of ? 2 containing e1, s, v} 
u3 = { { s, v} E 1-l : there exists a line of ? 2 containing e2, s, v} 
(5) A4 (1-l) is generated by one class which is the class of the closure of the cell 
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{{p, q} : P, q E lP2}. 
Case(!): We will determine the rational equivalences in the Chow ring A0 (1l) using 
theorem 5.5.44. Now according to theorem 5.5.44 
9 9 
Lai[Pir] rv O iff Lai[Pir] E Span{-\.[lir]}~=l E9Span{-\.[mir]}f=1 (92) 
i=l i=l 
So 
9 9 6 3 
Lai[Pir] rv O iff Lai[Pir] = Lfi(,\).[lir] + L9i(,\).[mir] (93) 
i=l i=l i=l i=l 
Recall the map i; : Ar(tl) --+ Ar(P1). In order to determine the rational equiva-
lences in the Chow ring A0 (1l), we need to solve the following linear system which 












We evaluate i;[Pjr], i;[lkr], and i;[mkr] as follows: 
(a) To evaluate i;[Pjr] we calculate the weights of the normal bundle NPi11i = Tpi 1l. 
Then i;[Pjr] is the product of those weights. 
1) ii[P1r) = (2a - 2b)(a - b)(a - c)(b - c) 
2) i;[P2r] = (b - a)(2b - 2c)(b - c)(c - a) 
3) i 3[P3r] = (c - a)(b - a)(2c - 2b)(c - b) 
4) i4[P4r) = (2c - 2a)(c - a)(c - b)(a - b) 
5) i;[P5r] = (b - a)(2b - 2a)(b - c)(a - c) 
6) i~[P6r) = (2a - 2c)(a - b)(a - c)(c - b) 
7) i7[P7r] = (a - b)(a - c)(b - a)(b - c) 
8) i;[P8r] = (b - a)(c - b)(b - c)(c - a) 
9) i; [ P9r] = ( a - b) ( a - c) ( c - a) ( c - b) 
(b) To evaluate i; [lkr] we calculate the weights of the normal bundle of lk in 1l at Pi 
namely, the weights of (J\/ik11i)Pj (see example 4.0.23). Then i;[tkr] is the product of 
those weights. Similarly i;[mkr] is the product of the weights of (Nmkl1i)PF 
(c) As in (1) and (2) above i;[pkr] = product of the weights of (NPkl1i)Pi" Similarly 
i;[qkr] = product of the weights of (Nqkl1i)Pj, and i;[rkr] = product of the weights of 
(Nrkl1i)Pj · 
(d) As explained above i;[tkr] = product of the weights of (N"tk11i)Pj, and i;[ukr] = 
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In table 3(on page 89), we calculated all the deformations between the fixed points 
of 1-l. Note that ab denote the weight a - b, ba denote the weight b - a, 2ba denote 
the weight 2(b - a), ... etc. 
In table 4(on page 89) the first entry ii : (2a - 2b)(a - c)(b - c) denotes ii[l1r) = 
(2a - 2b)(a - c)(b - c), ... etc. Therefore using table 3, 4, and the calculations above 
we substitute for i;[Pkr], i;[lkr], and i;[mkr] in the previous linear system above to 
get the following linear system of nine equations: 
System I (weights) 
a1 (2a-2b)(a-b) (a-c) (b-c)A4 = Ji (A) (2a-2b)(a-c)(b-c)+g1 (A)(2a-2b) (a-b)(a-c) 
(103) 
a2 (b-a) (2b-2c) (b-c) (c-a)A4 = f 4 (A)(b-a) (2b-2c)(c-a)+g2(A)(b-a) (2b-2c) (b-c) 
(104) 
a3 (c-a) (b-a) (2c-2b)(c-b)A4 = f 6 (A)(c-a)(b-a)(2c-2b)+g3 (A) (c-a)(2c-2b) (c-b) 
(105) 
a4(2c-2a) ( c-a) ( c-b) (a-b )A 4 = f 5 (A) (2c-2a) ( c-b) ( a-b)+g3 (A) (2c-2a) ( c-a) ( c-b) 
(106) 
a5 (b-a) (2b-2a) (b-c) ( a-c)A 4 = h(A) (2b-2a) (b-c) ( a-c)+g2 (A) (b-a) (2b-2a) (b-c) 
(107) 
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Fixed point Pi A P3 P4 Ps p6 P1 Ps Pg 
P1 ac 2ab be ab 
P2 2bc ca ba be 
P3 ca 2cb ba cb 
P4 ab cb 2ca ca 
Ps 2ba ac be ba 
p6 cb ab 2ac ac 
P1 ba ab ac be 
Ps cb be ca ba 
Pg ac ca cb ab 
Table 3: deformations between the fixed points of 1l 
cell/i; 
l1 ii : (2a - 2b)(a - c)(b - c) i7: (a - c)(a- b)(b - c) 
l2 i6 : (2a - 2c)(a - b)(c - b) i; : ( a - b) ( a - c) ( c - b) 
l3 is : (2b - 2a)(b - c)(a - c) i7 : ( b - a) ( a - c) ( b - c) 
[4 i; : (b - a)(2b - 2c)(c - a) is : (b - a)(b - c)(c - a) 
ls i4: (2c - 2a)(c - b)(a - b) i; : ( a - b) ( c - a) ( c - b) 
l6 i3 : (c - a)(b - a)(2c - 2b) is : ( b - a) ( C - b) ( C - a) 
m1 ii : (2a - 2b)(a - b)(a - c) i6: (2a - 2c)(a - b)(a - c) 
m2 i;: (b - a)(2b - 2c)(b - c) is : (b - a)(2b - 2a)(b - c) 
m3 i3 : (c - a)(2c - 2b)(c - b) i4: (2c - 2a)(c - a)(c - b) 
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a6(2a-2c) (a-b) (a-c) (c-b)>.4 = h(>.) (2a-2c) (a-b)(c-b)+g1 (>.) (2a-2c) (a-b) (a-c) 
(108) 
a7 (a-b)(a-c)(b-a)(b-c)>.4 = h(>.)(a-c)(b-a)(b-c)+ Ji (>.)(a-b)(a-c)(b-c) (109) 
a8 (b-a)(c-b)(b-c)(c-a)>.4 = f4(>.)(b-a)(b-c)(c-a)+ !6(>.)(b-a)(c-b)(c-a) (110) 
a9(a-b) (a-c) (c-a) (c-b )>.4 = h(>.) (a-b) (a-c) (c-b)+ f5 (>.) (a-b) (c-a) (c-b) (111) 
Using Maple we solve the linear system to get the relation I::;=1 ai = 0. 
Case(II): We will determine the rational equivalences in the Chow ring A1 (1l) using 
theorem 5.5.44. Now according to theorem 5.5.44 
6 3 6 3 
L ai[lir]+ L bi[mir] rv O iff L ai[lir]+ L bi[mir] E Span{ >..[Pirl, >..[qirl, >-hr]}f=1 
i=l i=l i=l i=l (112) 
6 3 3 3 3 
Lai[lir] + Lbi[mir] = Lfi(>.).[pir] + Lgi(>.).[qir] + Lhi(>.).hr] (113) 
i=l i=l i=l i=l i=l 
In order to determine the rational equivalences in the Chow ring A1(1l), we need to 




We evaluate i;[lkr], i;[mkr], iJ[pkr], i;[qkr], and i;[rkr] using table 3, 4, and the 
calculations below : 
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ii[p1r] = (a - c)(b - c) 
i5[p1r] = (b - c)(a - c) 
i7 [plT] = ( a - C) ( b - C) 
i2[p2r] = (b - a)(c - a) 
i3[p2r] = (c - a)(b - a) 
i8[p2r] = (b - a)(c - a) 
i4[par] = (c - b)(a - b) 
i6[par] = (a - b)(c - b) 
i9[par] = (a - b)(c - b) 
ii[q1r] = (2a - 2b)(a - c) 
i6[q1r] . (2a - 2c)(a - b) 
i7[q1r] = (a - b)(a - c) 
i9[q1r] = (a - b)(a - c) 
i2[q2r] = (b - a)(2b - 2c) 
i5[q2r] = (2b - 2a)(b - c) 
i1[q2r] = (b - a)(b - c) 
i8[q2r] = (b - a)(b - c) 
i3[qar] = (c - a)(2c - 2b) 
i4[qar] = (2c - 2a)(c - b) 
i8[qar] = (c - b)(c - a) 
i9 [ q3r] = ( c - a) ( c - b) 
ii[r1r] = (2a - 2b)(a - c) 
i2[r1r] = (2b - 2c)(b - c) 
i5[r1r] = (2b - 2a)(b - c) 
i6[r1r] = (2a - 2c)(a - c) 
i2[r2r] = (b - a)(2b - 2c) 
i;[r2r] = (c - a)(2c - 2b) 
i4[r2r] = (2c - 2a)(c - a) 
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i;[r2r] = (b - a)(2b - 2a) 
ii(r3r] = (2a - 2b)(a - b) 
i3(r3r] = (2c - 2b)(c - b) 
i4(r3r] = (2c - 2a)(c - b) 
i~[r3r] = (a - b)(2a - 2c) 
Using Maple we solve the linear system that we get after substituting the values of 
i;[lkr], i;[mkr], ij[pkr], i;[qkr], and i;[rkr] to get the relation Ef=l ai = 0, Ef=1 bi = 0. 
Case(III): We will determine the rational equivalences in the Chow ring A2 (1l) using 
theorem 5.5.44. Now according to theorem 5.5.44 
Ef=1 ai[pir]+ Ef=l bi[qir]+ Ef=l Ci[Tir] "'-' 0 iff Ef=l ai[pir]+ Ef=l bi[qir]+ Ef=l Ci[Tir] 
belongs to Span {>..[tir],>..[uir]}f=i· So 
Ef=l ai[pir]+ Ef=i bi[qir]+ Ef=1 ci[rir] "'-' 0 iff Ef=l ai[pir]+ Ef=l bi[qir]+ Ef=l cihr] 
is equal to Ef=1 fi(>.)[tir] + Ef=1 9i(>.)[uir] 
In order to determine the rational equivalences in the Chow ring A2(1l), we need to 
solve the following linear system which we get by applying the map i; to the previous 
equation above 
System III 
a1ii[p1r] + b1ii[q1r] + c1ii[r1r] + c3ii[r3r] = fiii[t1r] + hii[t2r] + g1ii[u1r] + g2ii[u2r] 
(123) 
a2i;[P2r] + b2i;[q2r] + c1i;[r1r] + c2i;[r2r] = Jii;[t1r] + JJi;[t3r] + g2i;[u2r] + g3i;[u3r] 
(124) 
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a2ii[p2r] + baii[qar] + c2ii[r2r] + caii[rar] = hii[t2r] + faii[tar] + g2ii[u2r] + gaii[uar] 
(125) 
a3i4[par] + b3i4[Qar] + c2i4[r2r] + c3i4[rar] = f2i4[t2r] + fai4[tar] + 91i4[u1r] + g3i4[uar] 
(126) 
a1i;[p1r] + b2i;[Q2r] + c1i;[r1r] + c2i;[r2r] = Jii;[t1r] + fai;[tar] + 91i;[u1r] + g2i;[u2r] 
(127) 
a3i~[par] + b1i~[Q1r] + c1i~[r1r] + cai~[rar] = f1i~[t1r] + hi~[t2r] + g1i~[u1r] + g3i~[uar] 
(128) 
a1i;[p1r] + b1i;[Q1r] + b2i;[Q2r] = Jii;[t1r] + f2i;[t2r] + fai;[tar] + g1i;[u1r] + g2i;[u2r] 
(129) 
a2i;[p2r] + b2i;[Q2r] + bai;[qar] = /1i;[t1r] + f2i;[t2r] + fai;[tar] + 92i;[u2r] + gai;[uar] 
(130) 
aai;[par] + b1i;[q1r] + bai;[Qar] = /1i;[t1r] + hi;[t2r] + Jai;[tar] + 91i;[u1r) + g3i;[uar] 
(131) 
we evaluated iJ[pkr],i;[qkr], and i;[rkr] above. Now we calculate i;[tkr], i;[ukr]: 
1) i![t1r] = (2a - 2c), i;[t1r] = (2b - 2c), i;[t1r] = (2b - 2c) , i~[t1r] = (2a - 2c), 
ir(t1r] = (a+ b - 2c), i;[t1r] = (b - c), i;[t1r] = (a - c) 
2) i![t2r] = (2a - 2b), i;[t2r] = (2c - 2b), i4[t2r] = (2c - 2b), i~[t2r] = (2a - 2b), 
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i7[t2r] = (a - b), i:;[t2r] = (c - b), i9[t2r] = (a+ c - 2b) 
3) i2[t3r] = (2b - 2a), i3[t3r] = (2c - 2a), i4[t3r] = (2c - 2a), i5[t3r] = {2b - 2a), 
i:;(t3r] = (b - a), is[t3r] = (b + C - 2a), ig[t3r] = (c - a) 
4) ii[u1r] = (a-c), i4[u1r] = (a-b), i5[u1r] = (a-c), i6[u1r] = (a-b), i7[u1r] = (a-c), 
i9[u1r] = (a - b) 
5) ii[u2r] = (b-c), i2[u2r] = (b-a), i3[u2r] = (b-a), i5[u2r] = (b-c), i7[u2r] = (b-c), 
is[U2r] = (b - a) 
6) i2[U3r] = (c-a), i3[U3r] = (c-a), i4[U3r] = (c-b), i6[U3r] = (c-b), is[U3r] = (c-a), 
i9[u3r] = (c - b) 
Using Maple we solve the linear system that we get after substituting the values of 
ij[pkr], i;[Qkrl, i;[rkrl, i;[tkrl, and i;[ukr] to get the relations E:=l ai = 0, E:=l bi= 
0, and E:=l ci = 0. 
Case(IV): We will determine the rational equivalences in the Chow ring A3 (1l) using 
theorem 5.5.44. Now according to theorem 5.5.44 
E:=l ai[tir] + E:=l bi[uir] rv O iff E:=l ai[tir] + E:=l bi[uir] E EBl=l Span { .A.l }. So 
E:=l ai[tir] + E:=l bi[uir] rv O iff E:=l ai[tir] + E:=l bi[uir] = f(.X). 
In order to determine the rational equivalences in the Chow ring A3 (1£), we need to 






We evaluated i;[tkT], and i;[ukT] above. Using Maple we solve the linear system 
that we get after substituting the values of i;[tkT], and i;[ukT]- We get the relations 
I:~=l ai = 0, I:~=l bi = 0. 
Remark 6.0.54. In case III we calculate i7[t1T) as follows: first note that P7 = (xy, z) 
is a singular point because because P7 lives in the in all the cells of dimension three and 
it has four tangent weights. Now to calculate iHtiT] we give local coordinates for 1-l. 
Let {(1, u, v)}, {(w, 1, s)} with origin (u, v, w, s) = (0, 0, 0, 0) corresponds to the point 
P7. In these coordinates t 1 has the equation vs = 0. Now to calculate the weights 
corresponding to v and s, note that t.(l, u, v) = (t-a, t-bu, t-cv) = (1, ta-bu, ta-cv). 
So the weight corresponding to vis a - c. Similarly since t.(w, 1, s) = (tb-aw,, tb-cs) 
then the weight corresponding to sis b-c. Therefore i7[t1T) = a-c+b-c = a+b-2c. 
Similarly is[t3T] = b + C - 2a, and ii;[t2T] =a+ C - 2b. 
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CALCULATIONS. 
Recall that the Chow ring A2(1l) is generated by the classes [pir], [qiT], and [rir], 
i = 1, 2, 3. In the following calculations we used localization to compute the following 
(2a - 2c)(b - c)(2a - 2b)(a - c) 
(2a - 2b)(a - b)(a - c)(b - c) 
(a - c)(b - c)(a - b)(a - c) 
+ (a - b)(a - c)(b - a)(b - c) 
(a - c) + _(a_-_c_) 
(a-b) (b-a) 
- 0 
(b - c)(a - c)(2b - 2a)(b - c) 
(b - a)(2b - 2a)(b - c)(a - c) 
+ (a - c)(b - c)(b - a)(b - c) 
(a - b)(a - c)(b - a)(b - c) 




(b - a)(c - a)(b _:_ a)(2b - 2c) 
(b - a)(2b - 2c)(b - c)(c - a) 
+ (b - a)(c - a)(b - a)(b - c) 
(b - a)(c - b)(b - c)(c - a) 
(b - a) + _(b_-_a) 
(b-c) (c-b) 
= 0 
(c - a)(b - a)(c - a)(2c - 2b) 
(c - a)(b - a)(2c - 2b)(c - b) 
+ (b - a)(c - a)(c - b)(c - a) 
(b - a)(c - b)(b - c)(c - a) 
(c-a) (c-a) 
- (c - b) + (b - c) 
- 0 
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(a - b)(c - b)(2a - 2c)(a - b) 
- (2a - 2c)(a - b)(a - c)(c - b) 
+ (a - b)(c - b)(a - b)(a - c) 
(a - b)(a - c)(c - a)(c - b) 
(a- b) + _(a_-_b) 
(a- c) (c- a) 
= 0 
(c - b)(a ~ b)(2c - 2a)(c - b) 
- (2c - 2a)(c - a)(c - b)(a - b) 
+ (a - b)(c - b)(c - a)(c - b) 
(a - b)(a - c)(c - a)(c - b) 




J [P1T]. [r2r] 
J [P1r]. [r3r] 
(a - c)(b- c)(2a - 2b)(a - c) 
(2a - 2b)(a - b)(a - c)(b - c) 
(b - c)(a - c)(2b - 2a)(b - c) 
+ (b - a)(2b - 2a)(b - c)(a - c) 
2(a-c) 2(b-c) 
---'-----'- + ___;_ __ (2a - 2b) (2b - 2a) 
(a - b) 
(a - b) 
- 1 
(b - c)(a - c)(b - a)(2b - 2a) 
- (b - a)(2b - 2a)(b- c)(a - c) 
- 1 
(a - c)(b - c)(2a - 2b)(a - b) 




(b - a)(c - a)(2b - 2c)(b - c) 
(b - a)(2b - 2c)(b - c)(c ~ a) 
- 1 
(b - a)(c - a)(b - a)(2b - 2c) 
- (b - a)(2b - 2c)(b - c)(c - a) 
(c - a)(b - a)(c - a)(2c - 2b) 
+ (c - a)(b - a)(2c - 2b)(c - b) 
2(b-a) 2(c-a) 
(2b - 2c) + -(2-'--c---2-b) 
2(b - c) 
(2b - 2c) 
= 1 
(c - a)(b - a)(2c - 2b)(c - b) 
- (c - a)(b - a)(2c - 2b)(c - b) 
- 1 
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(a - b)(c - b)(2a - 2c)(a - c) 
(2a - 2c)(a - b)(a - c)(c - b) 
= 1 
(c - b)(a - b)(2c - 2a)(c - a) 
(2c - 2a)(c - a)(c - b)(a - b) 
= 1 
J [P3r].[r3r] - (c - b)(a - b)(2c - 2a)(c - b) (2c - 2a)(c - a)(c - b)(a - b) 
+ (a - b)(c - b)(a - b)(2a - 2c) 
(2a - 2c)(a - b)(a - c)(c - b) 
2(c-b) 2(a-b) 
(2c - 2a) + -(2-a---2-c) 
2(c - a) 
(2c - 2a) 
= 1 
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(2a - 2b)(a - c)(2a - 2b)(a - c) 
(2a- 2b)(a - b)(a - c)(b - c) 
+ (2a - 2c)(a - b)(2a - 2c)(a - c) 
(2a - 2c)(a - b)(a - c)(c - b) 
2(a - c) + _(2_a_-_2_c) 
(b-c) (c-b) 
= 0 
(2a - 2b)(a - c)(2a - 2b)(a - b) 
(2a - 2b)(a - b)(a - c)(b - c) 
+ (2a - 2c)(a - b)(a - b)(2a - 2c) 
(2a - 2c)(a - b)(a - c)(c - b) 




(b - a)(2b - 2c)(2b - 2c)(b - c) 
(b - a)(2b - 2c)(b - c)(c - a) 
+ (2b - 2a)(b - c)(2b - 2a)(b - c) 
(b - a)(2b - 2a)(b - c)(a - c) 
(2b - 2c) + _2(_b -_c) 
(c-a) (a-c) 
- 0 
(b - a)(2b - 2c)(b - a)(2b - 2c) 
(b - a)(2b - 2c)(b - c)(c - a) 
+ (2b - 2a)(b - c)(b - a)(2b - 2a) 
(b - a)(2b - 2a)(b - c)(a - c) 




(c - a)(2c - 2b)(c - a)(2c - 2b) 
(c - a)(b - a)(2c - 2b)(c - b) 
(2c - 2a)(c - b)(2c - 2a)(c - a) 
+ (2c - 2a)(c - a)(c - b)(a - b) 
2(c - a) + _(2_c _-_2a_) 
(b - a) (a - b) 
= 0 
(c - a)(2c - 2b)(2c - 2b)(c - b) 
(c - a)(b - a)(2c - 2b)(c - b) 
+ (2c - 2a)(c - b)(2c - 2a)(c - b) 
(2c - 2a)(c - a)(c - b)(a - b) 




(a - c)2(b - c) 2 
(2a - 2b)(a - b)(a - c)(b - c) 
(b - c)2(a - c) 2 
+ (b - a)(2b- 2a)(b - c)(a - c) 
(a - c) 2 (b - c) 2 
+ (a - b)(a - c)(b - a)(b - c) 
---'-( a_-_c_) (_b_-_c_) +_(b_-_c_) (_a_-_c_) _-_(2_a_-_2_c )_(b_-_c) = 0 
(2a - 2b)(a - b) 
(b - a)2(c - a)2 
(b - a)(2b - 2c)(b - c)(c - a) 
(c - a)2(b - a) 2 
+ (c - a)(b - a)(2c - 2b)(c - b) 
(b - a)2(c - a) 2 
+ (b - a)(c - b)(b - c)(c - a) 
_ (b - a)(c - a)+ (c - a)(b - a) - (2b - 2a)(c - a) = 0 
(2b - 2c)(b - c) 
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I [p3r]2 - (c - b) 2 (a - b) 2 (2c - 2a)(c - a)(c - b)(a - b) 
(a - b)2(c - b) 2 
+ (2a - 2c)(a - b)(a - c)(c - b) 
(a - b)2(c - b) 2 
+ (a - b)(a - c)(c - a)(c - b) 
(c- b)(a - b) + (a - b)(c-b) - (2a - 2b)(c - b) 
- (2c - 2a)(c - a) 
= 0 
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(2a - 2b)2(a - c) 2 
(2a - 2b)(a - b)(a - c)(b - c) 
(2a - 2c)2(a - b) 2 
+ (2a - 2c)(a - b)(a - c)(c - b) 
(a - b)2(a - c) 2 
+ (a - b)(a - c)(b - a)(b - c) 
(a - b)2(a - c)2 
+ (a - b)(a - c)(c - a)(c - b) 
(2a - 2b)(a - c)(a - c) - (2a - 2c)(a - b)(a - b) - (a - b)(a - c)(a - c) 
(a - b)(b - c)(a - c) 
+ (a - b)(a - c)(a - b) 
(a - b)(b - c)(a - c) 
(a - c) - (a - b) 
(b ~ c) 
= 1 
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(b - a)2(2b - 2c)2 
(b- a)(2b - 2c)(b- c)(c - a) 
(2b - 2a) 2 (b - c) 2 
+ (b - a)(2b - 2a)(b - c)(a - c) 
(b - a)2(b - c) 2 
+ (a - b)(a - c)(b - a)(b - c) 
(b - a)2(b - c) 2 
+ (b - a)(c - b)(b - c)(c - a) 
(2a - 2b)(a - c)(a - c) - (2a - 2c)(a - b)(a - b) - (a - b)(a ~ c)(a - c) 
(a- b)(b- c)(a - c) 
(a - b)(a - c)(a - b) 
+ (a-b)(b-c)(a-c) 
(a - c) - (a - b) 
- (b - c) 
= 1 
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(c - a)2(2c - 2b) 2 
(c - a)(b - a)(2c - 2b)(c - b) 
(2c - 2a) 2 (c - b) 2 
+ (2c - 2a)(c - a)(c - b)(a - b) 
(c - b)2(c - a) 2 
+ (b - a)(c - b)(b - c)(c - a) 
(c - a)2(c - b) 2 
+ (a - b)(a - c)(c - a)(c - b) 
(2c-2a) (2c-2b) (a-c) (b-c) 
(b - a) + (a - b) + (b - a) + -(a ___ b_) 
(2c - 2a) - (2c - 2b) + (a - c) - (b - c) 
(b - a) 
( 2b - 2a) + ( a - b) 
(b - a) 
= 1 
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(2a - 2b) 2 (a - c) 2 
(2a - 2b)(a - b)(a - c)(b - c) 
(2b - 2c)2(b - c) 2 
+ (b - a)(2b - 2c)(b - c)(c - a) 
(2b - 2a) 2 (b - c) 2 
+ (b - a)(2b - 2a)(b - c)(a - c) 
(2a - 2c)2(a - c) 2 
+ (2a - 2c)(a - b)(a - c)(c - b) 
2(a - c) (2b - 2c)(b - c) 2(b - c) (2a - 2c)(a - c) 
(b - c) + (b - a)(c - a) + (a - c) + -(-a---b-)(-c---b)-
(2a - 2c)(a - c)(c - b) + (2b - 2c)(b - c)(a - c) 
(a - b)(a - c)(b- c) 
-2(a - c) + 2(b - c) 
(a - b) 
- -2 
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(b - a) 2 (2b - 2c)2 
(b - a)(2b - 2c)(b - c)(c - a) 
(c - a)2(2c - 2b) 2 
+ (c - a)(b - a)(2c - 2b)(c - b) 
(2c - 2a)2(c - a) 2 
+ (2c - 2a)(c - a)(c - b)(a-, b) 
(b - a)2(2b - 2a) 2 
+ (b - a)(2b - 2a)(b - c)(a - c) 
(2b - 2a) (2c - 2a) (2c - 2a) 2 (2b - 2a) 2 
(c - a) + (b - a) + (c- b)(a - b) + -(b---c-)(a---c) 
2(b - a)(a - b)(c - a) - 2(c - a)(a - c)(b - a) 
(b- c) 
-2(b - a)+ 2(c - a) 
(b - c) 
- -2 
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(2a - 2b) 2 (a - b) 2 
(2a - 2b)(a - b)(a - c)(b - c) 
(2c - 2b)2(c - b) 2 
+ (c - a)(b - a)(2c - 2b)(c - b) 
(2c - 2a)2(c - b) 2 
+ (2c - 2a)(c - a)(c - b)(a - b) 
(a - b)2(2a - 2c) 2 
+ (2a - 2c)(a - b)(a - c)(c - b) 
2(a - b) 2 2(c - b) 2 2(c - b) 2(a - b) 
(a - c)(b - c) + (c - a)(b - a) + (a - b) + -(c ___ b_) 
(2a - 2b) 2 (c - b) + 2(c - b)(b - c)(a - b) 
(a - b)(a - c)(b- c) 
2(b - a)+ (c - b) 
(a - c) 
- -2 
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(2b - 2c)(b - c)(b - a)(2b - 2c) 
(b - a)(2b - 2c)(b - c)(c - a) 
+ (2b - 2a)(b - c)(b - a)(2b - 2a) 
(b - a)(2b - 2a)(b - c)(a - c) 
2(b - c) + _2(_b -_a_) 
(c-a) (a-c) 
- -2 
(2a - 2b)(a - c)(2a - 2b)(a - b) 
(2a - 2b)(a - b)(a - c)(b - c) 
(2a - 2c)(a - c)(a - b)(2a - 2c) 
+ (2a - 2c)(a - b)(a - c)(c - b) 
2(a - b) + _2(_a -_c) 
(b-c) (c-b) 
2(a - b) + 2(c - a) 
(b - c) 
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2(c - b) 
- (b - c) 
- -2 
(c - a)(2c - 2b)(2c - 2b)(c - b) 
(c - a)(b - a)(2c - 2b)(c - b) 
(2c - 2a)(c - a)(2c - 2a)(c - b) 
+ (2c - 2a)(c - a)(c - b)(a - b) 
2(c - b) + _2(_c-_a_) 
(b-a) (a-b) 
2(a - b) 
(b- a) 
- -2 
(a - b)(a - c)(b - a)(b - c) 
(a - b)(a - c)(b - a)(b - c) 
= 1 
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(a - b)(a - c)(c - a)(c - b) 
(a - b)(a - c)(c - a)(c - b) 
1 
(b - a)(b - c)(c - b)(c - a) 
(b - a)(c - b)(b - c)(c - a) 
= 1 
The following integrals are equal to zero since the cells are disjoint: J [p1T]. [p2T], 
J[p1T] .[p3T], J[p2T] .[p3T], J[p1T] .[Q3T], J[p2T] .[Q1T], f [p3T] .[Q2Tl, f[q1T],[r2T ], 
f[q2T].[r3T], and f[q3T].[r1T], 
Remark 6.0.55. We will calculate the following intersections using geometry and 
check the intersection multiplicity using local coordinates: 
(I) Recall [piT], [qiT], [riT] E A2(1l) generate the Chow ring A2(1l) where [PiT] 
(resp.[qiT], [riT]) denote the class of the closure of the cell Pi (resp.pi, qi). Note 
that the class [piT] = [piT] (resp.[riT] = [riT], [qiT] = [qiT]) because the cycles PiT, PiT 
(resp.riT, rjT, and QiT, QjT) are rationally equivalent. So we let ~] (resp. [qT], [rT]) 
denote [piT] (resp.[QiT], [riT]). First we calculate [q1T],[q2T] using geometry. Recall 
Q1 = {{eo,w} E 1l: eo EE, w E lP2}, Q2 = {{e1,w} E 1l: e1 EE, w E lP2}. 
Clearly the closures of the cells q1, q2 intersect at the point P7 = (xy, z) E 1l where 
1l = Hilb2 JP2. Now we check that the intersection multiplicity is equal to one. Let 
{(1, a, b), (c, 1, d)} with origin (a, b, c, d) = (0, 0, 0, 0) corresponds to the point P7 E 1-l. 
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Consider the ideal (x - c, z - d) n (y - a, z - b) then in the local coordinates a, b, 
c, d the cell q1 has the equations a = b = 0, and the cell q2 has the equations 
c = d = 0. So J(q1) = I(Z(a, b)) = /(aJi) = (a, b). Similarly J(q2) = (c, d). 
Now since the equations of J(q1) and J(q2) are linear in a,b,c,d it follows that the 
intersection multiplicity is equal to one. So [q1r].[q2r] = 1. Therefore [qr]2 = 1. 
Second to calculate [p1r].[r2r] using geometry. Recall p1 = { { w, s} E 1-l : w, s E Le2 }, 
r2 = {{ v, v} E 1-l : { v, v} E Lea and there exists a line of 1P'2 containing the dou-
ble point { v, v }}. Clearly the closures of the cells p1, r2 intersect at the point 
P5 = (x2, z) E 1-l where 1-l = Hilb21P'2. Now we check that the intersection multiplicity 
is equal to one. Consider the ideal ( x2 + ax + b, z + ex + d). Then in the local coordi-
nates a,b,c,d the cell r2 has the equations a2 -4b = b = 0, and the cellp1 has equations 
c = d = 0. · Clearly the cell p1 has equations c = d = 0 because when c = d = 0 we get 
the ideal (x2 +ax+b, z) which gives the cell p1. So p1 = Z(c, d). To check that the cell 
r2 has equations a2 -4b = b = 0, first note that the quadratic equation x2 +ax+b = 0 
has to be a complete square, i.e the discriminant a2 -4b = 0 is equal to zero. second to 
get the ideal (x2, z+cx+d) which gives the cell r2 we must set b = 0. So r 2 = Z(a2 -4b, 
b). But J(r2) = I(Z(a2 - 4b, b)) = J(a2 - 4b, b) = (a, b) ( J(a2 - 4b, b) is the rad-
ical of the ideal (a2 - 4b, b)). Similarly J(p1) = I(Z(c, d)) = /(c;J) = (c, d). Now 
since the equations of J(p1), I(r2 ) are linear in a,b,c,d it follows that the intersec-
tion multiplicity is equal to one. So [p1r].[r2r] = 1. Therefore [pr].[rr] = 1. Recall 
q3 = {{e2,w} E 1-l: e2 EE, w E 1P'2}, r1 = {{v,v} E 1-l: {v,v} E Le2 and there exists 
a line of 1P'2 containing the double point { v, v} }, p1 = { { w, s} E 1-l : w, s E Le2 }, 
p2 = { { w, s} E 1-l : w, s E Le0 }. Using geometry it is clear that the cells q3 and r1 
(resp. P1 and P2, P1 and q3) are disjoint. It follows [q3].[r1] = [p1].[p2] = [P1].[q3] = 0. 
Therefore [q].[r] = [p]2 = [p].[q] = O. 
(II) Recall [lir], [mir] E A1 (1-l) generates the Chow ring A1 (1-l) and [tirl, [uir] E 
A3 (1-l) generates the Chow ring A3 (1-l). Note that the class [lir] = [ljr] and [mir] = 
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[mjr] (resp.[tir] = [tjrl, [uir] = [ujr]) because the cycles lir, ljr (resp.tir and tjr, 
uir and Ujr) are rationally equivalent. So we let [Zr] and [mr] (resp. [tr], [ur]) de-
note [lir] and [mir] (resp.[tirl, [uir]). Recall ii = {{ eo, s} E 1l : e0 E E, s E Le2 }, 
m1 = {{ e0 , e0 } E 1l : e0 E E and there exists a line of JP2 containing the double 
point {eo,eo}}, t1 = {{s,v} E 1l: s E Le2 , v E lP2}, u2 = {{s,v} E 1l: there exists 
a line of JP2 containing e1, s, v}. We calculate intersections using geometry. Clearly 
the closures of the cells li and u3 (resp.m1 and t1) are disjoint. So [l1r].[u3r] = 0 
(resp.[m1r].[t1r] = 0). So [lr].[ur] = 0 (resp.[mr].[tr] = 0). Next we calculate 
[m1r].[u2r] using geometry. Clearly the closures of the cells m1, u2 intersect at the 
point Pi = (y2, z) E 1l where 1l = Hilb2 JP2. Consider the ideal (y2 +ay+b, z+cy+d). 
Then as explained in (I) above, the cell m1 has equations a2 - 4b = b = d = 0, and 
the cell u2 has equations c = 0. But J(m1) = I(Z(a2 - 4b, b, d)) = J(a2 - 4b, b, d) = 
(a, b, d). Similarly J(u2) = I(Z(c)) = v1c) = (c). Now since the equations of J(m1), 
I( u2) are linear in a,b,c,d it follows that the intersection multiplicity is equal to one. 
Therefore [mr].[ur] = l. 
(III) we calculate [lir].[t3r] using geometry. Clearly the closures of the cells l1, t3 in-
tersect at the point P7 = (z, xy) E 1l. Now we check that the intersection multiplicity 
is equal to one. Let {(1, a, b), (c, 1, d)} corresponds to the point P7 E 1l. Consider 
the ideal (z - c, x - d) n (z - a, y - b). Then as explained in (I) above the cell li 
has equations a= b = c = 0 and the cell t3 has equations d = 0. So J(Zi) = (a, b, c), 
I(t3 ) = (d). Now since the equations of I(li), I(t3 ) are linear in a,b,c,d it follows that 
the intersection multiplicity is equal to one. So [l1r].[t3r] = 1. Therefore [lr].[tr] = 1. 
(IV) Let [air]denote the class of the closure of the cell ai below: 
a1 = {{p, q} E 1l: p E Le0 , q E Lei} 
a2 = {{p,q} E 1l: p E Le0 , q E Le2 } 
a3 = { {p, q} E 1l : p E Le1 , q E Le2 } 
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Consider table 5 below which gives the weights of the normal bundle of o:k in 1{, at 
Pj, namely the weights of (Naki-,JPr 
Fixed pt P1 P2 P3 P4 Ps p6 P1 Ps Pg 
0:1 ca.2cb cb.2ca ba.ab ba.cb ab.ca 
0:2 2bc.ba 2ba.bc ba.ac ca.be ac.ca 
0:3 ac.2ab ab.2ac ab.be cb.bc cb.ac 
Table 5: the pull backs i;[o:1], i;[o:2], and i;[o:3] 
Note that the intersection of the closures of the cells o:i, O:j contains a line. So we can 
not calculate [o:iT].[o:jT] by geometry. So we will use table 5 to calculate [o:iT].[o:jT] 
by localization: 
(b - a)(a - b)(b - a)(a - c.) 
(b - a)(a - b)(a - c)(b - c) 
+ (b - a)(c - b)(c - a)(b - c) 
(c - b)(b - c)(c - a)(b - a) 
+ (a - b)(c - a)(a - c)(c - a) 
(a - c)(c - a)(c - b)(a - b) 
(b - a) 1 (c - a) 2 
--++ = (b-c) (c-b) 
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(b- a)(a - b)(a - b)(b - c) 
(b - a)(a - b)(a - c)(b- c) 
+ (b - a)(c - b)(c - b)(b - c) 
(c- b)(b - c)(c- a)(b - a) 
+ (a - b)(c - a)(c - b)(a - c) 
(a - c)(c - a)(c - b)(a - b) 
_ 1 + (a - b) + (c - b) = 2 (a - c) (c- a) 
(b - a)(a - c)(a - b)(b - c) 
(b - a)(a - b)(a - c)(b- c) 
+ (c - a)(b - c)(c - b)(b - c) 
(c - b)(b - c)(c - a)(b - a) 
(a - c)(c - a)(c - b)(a - c) 
+ (a - c)(c - a)(c - b)(a - b) 
= (b - c) + (a - c) + 1 = 2 (b-a) (a-b) 
(V) we calculate [p1r]. [ a 1r] using geometry. Clearly the closures of the cells p1, a 1 
intersect at the point P7 = (z, xy) E 1-l. Now we check that the intersection mul-
tiplicity is equal to one. Let {(1, a, b), (c, 1, d)} corresponds to the point P7 E H. 
Consider the ideal (z - c, x - d) n (z - a, y - b). Then as explained in (I) above 
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the cell p1 has equations a = c = 0 and the cell a 1 has equations d = b = 0. So 
!(pi) = (a, c), J(a1) = (d, b). Now since the equations of J(p1), J(a1) are linear in 
a,b,c,d it follows that the intersection multiplicity is equal to one. So [p1r].[a1r] = 1. 
Therefore [Pr]. [ ar] = 1. 
(VI) Consider table 6 below which gives the weights of the normal bundle of Pk, qk, 
and rk in 1l at Pj. 
Pi P2 P3 P4 P5 p6 P1 Ps Pg 
P1 ac.bc bc.ac ac.bc 
P2 ba.ca ca.ba ba.ca 
p3 cb.ab ab.cb ab.cb 
q1 2ab.ac 2ac.ab ab.ac ab.ac 
q2 ba.2bc 2ba.bc ba.bc ba.bc 
q3 ca.2cb 2ca.cb cb.ca ca.cb 
r1 2ab.ac 2bc.bc 2ba.bc 2ac.ac 
r2 ba.2bc ca.2cb 2ca.ca ba.2ba 
r3 2ab.ab 2cb.cb 2ca.cb ab.2ac 
Table 6: the product of the weights of the normal bundle of Pk, qk, and rk in 1l at Pj. 
Note that the intersection of the closures of the cells qi, aj contains a line. So we can 
not calculate [qir].[ajr] using geometry. We will calculate [qir].[ajr] by localization: 
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Similarly [qir].[ajr] = 0. 
(a - b)(a - c)(b - a)(a - b) 
(b - a)(a - b)(a - c)(b - c) 
+ (a - b)(a - c)(a - b)(c - a) 
(a - c)(c - a)(c - b)(a - b) 
(a - b) + (a -.b) = 0 
(b-c) (c-b) 
(VII) we calculate [r1r].[a1r] using geometry. Clearly the closures of the cells r1, a1 
are disjoint. So [r1r].[a1r] = 0. Therefore [rr].[ar] = 0 
Note that r 2 = -2 by localization. Also note that ri, ri are not transverse so we can 
not calculate r 2 using geometry. On the other hand the intersections of a with each 
of p, q, and r can be found by geometry. Now using theorem 5.5.44 
Ef=l ai[PiT] + Ef=l bi[qiT] + Ef=l cihr] + Ef=l ei[air] ,.,., 0 iff Ef=1 ai[piT] + 
Ef=l bi[qiT] + Ef=l Ci[air] E Span {.X.[tir], .X.[uir]}r=l· So 
Ef=l ai[piT] + Ef=l bi[qiT] + Ef=1 Ci[Tir] + Ef=1 ei[air] ,.,., 0 iff Ef=1 ai[piT] + 
Ef=1 .bi[qiT] + Ef=1 ci[rir] + Ef=1 ei[air] = Ef=1 JI(.X)[tir] + Ef=1 gH.X)[uir] 
Now we apply the map i; to the previous equation above to get the following system 
of linear equations 
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System V 
a1ii[p1r] + b1ii[q1r] + L ckii;[rkr] + e3ii[a3r] = L J~ii;[tkr] + L g~ii;[ukr] 
kE{l,3} kE{l,2} kE{l,2} 
(141) 
a2i;[p2r] + b2i;[q2r] + L ckii;[rkr] + e2i;[a2r] = L f~ii;[tkr] + L g~ii;[ukr] 
kE{l,2} kE{l,3} kE{2,3} 
(142) 
a2i;[p2r] + b3i;[q3r] + L ckii;[rkr] + e1i;[a1r] = L f~ii;[tkr] + L g~ii;[ukr] 
kE{2,3} kE{2,3} kE{2,3} 
(143) 
a3i:[p3r] + b3i:[q3r] + L ckii;[rkr] + e1i:[a1r] = L f~ii;[tkr] + L g~ii;[ukr] 
kE{2,3} kE{2,3} kE{l,3} 
(144) 
a1i;[p1r] + b2i;[q2r] + L ckii;[rkr] + e2i;[a2r] = L f~i1[tkr] + L g~iHukr] 
kE{l,2} kE{l,3} kE{l,2} 
(145) 
a3i~[p3r] + b1i~[q1r] + L ckii;[rkr] + e3i~[a3r] = L f~ii;[tkr] + L g~ii;[ukr] 
kE{l,3} kE{l,2} kE{l,3} 
(146) 
3 
a1i7[p1r]+b1i7[q1r]+b2i7[q2r]+ L eii7[air] = L f~i1[tkr]+ L g~i1[ukr] (147) 
i=l kE{l,2,3} kE{l,2} 
3 
a2i;[p2r]+b2i;[q2r]+b3i;[q3r]+ L eii;[air] = L f~i1[tkr]+ L g~i1[ukr] (148) 
i=l kE{l,2,3} kE{2,3} 
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3 
a3i;[p3r]+b1i;[q1r]+b3i;[q3r]+ L eii;[air] = L J{i;[tkr]+ L g~i;[ukr] (149) 
i=l kE{l,2,3} kE{l,3} 
First note that we evaluated i;[vkr] in case(III) above. Using table 5 we evaluate 
i;[akr]. Second we use maple to solve the linear system that we get after substituting 
for the values of i;[Pkr], i;[qkr], i;[rkr], i;[akr], i;[tkr], and i;[ukr]- The result is the 
following relations: 
3 3 





Subtracting (152) from (150) we get the relation 
3 3 3 
Lai- Lei+ Lei=O (153) 
i=l i=l i=l 
Similarly (150)-2 x (152), (150)±(151), and (152)±(151) give the following relations: 
3 3 
Lai-2Lci = 0 (154) 
i=l i=l 
3 3 3 
Lai ± L bi + 2 Lei = 0 (155) 
i=l i=l i=l 
3 3 3 
± L bi + L ci +Lei = 0 (156) 




in the Chow group A2(1l). Using the equations above we have the following relations 
between a1, a2, a3, c1, and e1: 
(158) 
(159) 
Take a 1 = 1, a 2 = -1, a 3 = 0, c 1 = 0, and e 1 = 0. Clearly these values satisfy the 
relations above. Now substituting these values in (157) we get p1 = p2 . Similarly take 
a 1 = 1, a2 = 0, a 3 = -1, c1 = 0, and e1 = 0 to get P1 = p3 . Therefore p1 = p2 = p3 . 
To check that q1 = q2 = q3 , let 
(160) 
in the Chow group A 2(1l). Using the equations above we have the relation I::=1 bi. 
Take b1 = 1, b2 = -1, and b3 = 0. Clearly these values satisfy the previous relation. 
Now substituting these values in (160) we get q1 = q2 . Similarly take b1 = 1, b2 = 0, 
and b3 = -1 to get q1 = q3 . Therefore Q1 = q2 = q3 . 
To check that r 1 = r 2 = r 3 , let 
(161) 
in the Chow group A2(1l). Using the equations above we have the relations: 
(162) 
(163) 
between a1, c1, c2, c3, and e1. Take a1 = 0, c 1 = 1, c 2 = -1, c 3 = 0, and e 1 = 0. 
Clearly these values satisfy the previous relations. Now substituting these values in 
(161) we get r1 = r 2 . Similarly take a 1 = 0, c 1 = 1, c 2 = 0, c 3 = -1, and e 1 = 0 to 
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get r 1 = r3. Therefore r 1 = r 2 = r3. 
Let 
(164) 
in the Chow group A2 (1l). Using the equations above we have the following relations 








Take a1 = 2, b1 = 0, c1 = 1, and e1 = -1. Clearly these values satisfy the relations 
above. Now substituting these values in (157) we get 2p1 + r 1 - a 1 = 0. Therefore 
2p+r-a = 0 since the p~s (resp.r~s, a~s) are rationally equivalent. Sor= -2p+a. 
It follows r 2 = -2p.r + a.r. But p.r = 1, a.r = 0. So r 2 = -2. 
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